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And … a new year is upon us! Welcome my friends! Perhaps it would be appropriate to ask what you see lying
ahead for us in the following 12 months?
We bring, encoded in this message, an Energy of Upliftment and Fortitude.
There is so much excitement for that which is to come and we are aware too, that you have ‘heard this
all before’!
Yet, we would suggest that you walk boldly forward with open arms … embracing ALL THE LOVE that is
gently flowing into your Planet throughout these coming months.
You were aware of upheaval within yourselves and indeed, perhaps your very nature. The force in
which the Higher Energies filtered through was the bringer of such ‘confusion’ … and NOW it is settling
down into position and apart from occasional ‘planned’ surges/bursts of necessary Energy, at given and
premeditated ‘times’ … you will find that the flow ‘entering’ is of a much more compatible software!
Indeed, as always … that which is being presented on the outside is very different from that which is
actually going on (On the inside).
What do you mean by ‘On the inside’?
In that … outwardly the farce will be ‘seen’ to continue and indeed, present itself as almost impossible to
comprehend at times. Yet, KNOW that on the inside … i.e. that which is taking place on a more structural
foundation of Truth within … is building now into such strength of KNOWING … that the very core of
your Beings will notice a vast contrast to the way one used to ‘feel’ … as opposed to the way one NOW
feels.
Your Energy took a ‘shift’ upwards over the ending of the last year and allowed a transition into the New
Year to present an inner dialogue of self-awareness to arise from within.
One will find over this period of time that the ‘self’ will no longer tolerate misgivings of old. There will be
a fresher approach to the understanding of purpose. A clearer clarification of reasoning of Being upon
the Planet.
So many are wallowing in the ‘what isn’t happening’ … and yet, so many more now, will de-Lightfully
indulge in their KNOWING of self purpose.
The BAND OF LIGHT surrounding your Planet is encouraging you to merge with it … allowing you to feel
the core Energy of Light streaming from it … and becoming in sync with its Vibrational pull ‘up’!
We ask each one to … let go/drop … concerns of what may be happening on global scales. Does this mean
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this? Does that mean that? We speak here on both a political scale and a generic one.
Many unexplained phenomena … are/will be … presented in your skies, under your Earth and upon your
Earth. We use the term unexplained … for there shall be much that is to be left that way.
I’d like to intervene here if I may? Why is it that much has to be left unexplained?
Because it is of a Nature that is unexplainable!
You see, Dearest Blossom … Everyone feels the need to have an answer for everything that is taking
place. They feel the need to know, so they can prepare perhaps … or do something to change it … or
think differently about it. Whereas … sometimes … as ‘out there’ as it sounds … things ‘just happen’. It
may be caused by electricity surges … it may be caused by underlying developments that very few know
about … a million and one explanations for a million and one possibilities … that in all honesty … just
‘Are’.
We ask that you accept within yourselves that the very best steps forward in these exciting and
changing times is to concentrate solely/souly on THE WAY YOU FEEL INSIDE.
Concentrate on your immediate surroundings. Focus on those close at hand. Give attention to that
which makes you FEEL GOOD. Ranging from Self Love … to the expansion of LOVE from YOUR BEING
reaching out and touching EVERYTHING THAT IS.
From within you … BE THAT WHICH YOU ARE.
We state with all sincerity, that if one was to concentrate on that which … as you would say, Blossom …
‘Blows your blouse up’ …
Oh, how that expression makes me laugh! Nice work guys!
Thank you! Then YOUR VIBRATION extends out to CHANGE not just your immediate surroundings, yet,
EVERYTHING THAT IS.
For … YOU … ARE … EVERYTHING THAT IS.
You consider yourselves to be ‘part’ of it. A ‘part’ of everything that is. Yet, we ask you to consider now
that … YOU … ARE … IT ALL.
In that way too … consider that how you choose to feel about ANYTHING … is affecting THE WHOLE
because THE WHOLE … IS YOU!
Therefore, we suggest vigilance … as we have done many times … regarding the way you think … the way
you behave … the way you act … because YOU ARE IN CONTROL OF THE WHOLE.
YOU HAVE THE POWER OF THE WHOLE IN YOUR HANDS!
YOU HAVE THE POWER OF THE WHOLE IN YOUR BEING.
If you were to visualize the perfect world … for you … we imagine it to include a perfect world for all?
We do not really know how to put into these words that you use … just how extravagantly this
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understanding would/could/will CHANGE ALL THAT IS.
You ask us what this year brings, Blossom. May we put to you … that this year will bring exactly that
which you ask it to! Different of course to/for each … and yet, the underlying desire for Peace and Love
and Prosperity and Equality and Joy and Laughter and Fun and Ease and Happiness … need we go on?
… … is there within Each One.
The desire to BRING YOUR PLANET INTO ALIGNMENT WITH ITS TRUE LIGHT POSITION lies within each of
you … so, therefore … THIS is what lies ahead.
Your POWER to manifest has magnified greatly … to the point of ‘almost’ instant … depending on one’s
knowing of such. Use this power to manifest your New World.
Keep in mind, Dearest Souls … that from the Triple Energy flowing through … that which you do not
want, can manifest also … should you give it too much of your attention!
What is YOUR INTENTION right now in this moment?
Feel, breathe and have a thought of it … right now. Close your eyes … and if a fairy Godmother arrived
and asked you of your wish … what would it be?
Your wish would be something that makes you Happy. Making YOU Happy … makes the world Happy. If
each one manifested that which makes them Happy … the job is done.
Not wishing to dampen this flow … not everyone’s wish is for that. Those of lesser Light do not want to see
everyone happy. In fact far from it. Someone asked if they are playing a role just as we are?
Of course. Everything/Everyone on your Planet is ‘part of The Game’. Roles are chosen by self. Not one
is ‘forced’ into their role. We have spoken before, so many times … on the lines of ‘All is not as it seems’.
That which YOU THINK is one way … is probably another!
The Game Plan is following orders! The transition into the next fragment is certainly and securely
underway.
Sometimes it all goes over my head and I have learned it is always best to go back to the simple and most
Gratifying Knowing of LOVING. The rest sort of takes care of itself.
Dearest Blossom … do you realize what a profound statement that is?
GO BACK TO THE SIMPLE AND MOST GRATIFYING KNOWING OF LOVING. THE REST SORT OF TAKES CARE OF
ITSELF.
And again …
GO BACK TO THE SIMPLE AND MOST GRATIFYING KNOWING OF LOVING. THE REST SORT OF TAKES CARE OF
ITSELF.
And once more …
GO BACK TO THE SIMPLE AND MOST GRATIFYING KNOWING OF LOVING. THE REST SORT OF TAKES CARE OF
ITSELF.
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IF … IF … IF only one adhered to that within every breath inhaled … you would see … you would WITNESS
… NOW … The transformation of Energy upon/within your Planet.
THAT then, Dearest Souls … is what we see lying ahead for you in your next 12 months.
Over and out!
Ha-ha! Like your style … and I know exactly where you are coming from. When we really understand what you
are saying … what you REALLY mean … there is nothing more to be said. I get it … I Truly do, my friends. I know
your position is to offer that which you can to assist us in BECOMING ourselves. As much as so many want to
hear other explanations of this and that from you and other messengers … deep in my heart … I KNOW YOU are
correct in sticking to the PLAN. I LOVE YOU … As do all who read your words and are thankful for them!
In Gratitude, in Loving Service for this first communication of 2019 … I AM.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ij8__BLo8YY

The Federation of Light Channellings

18 January 2019
THURSDAY 10th Jan.
Good morning to you. How would you like to conduct today’s communication?
Firstly, by welcoming each and every one into ‘their’ hearts. For it is there, that we wish to enter. For
should one choose not to do so whilst reading our conversations, then that which we offer is received
from a ‘shallower’ perspective.
When one enters into their heart and breathes in and out deeply for a few minutes … that which they
receive is absorbed by the soul-self on a Higher Vibration.
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The Energy in which these words carry, awaken layers within and therefore, are accepted on a level that
allows a deeper understanding of that which is offered.
Keep in mind too, that the position/level you have upgraded yourselves to, is very different from that
of say, five of your years ago. Therefore, the ‘same’ words are accepted on a Higher Vibration of self and
therefore, resonate more fully.
If one were to take a journey down memory lane and re-read many of our communications with you
Blossom, although one may ‘think’ … ‘Oh yes, I KNOW all this’ … if read … through/of/as … the silence of
the heart … that which is ‘picked up’ … is received differently now, from the many years ago that one
first encountered a particular message.
Because YOU … Each One … are vastly different in self NOW, than you were, even … this time last year.
Your Energy is Vibrating now, within a Higher Frequency. Therefore, ALL that you are, is able to FEEL
more of itself.
As EVERYTHING is moving ‘UP’ … the veil between worlds is thinning. Therefore, communication is
becoming easier and Lighter in its methods.
I feel I will have to leave it for today. We do not seem to be ‘flowing’ as easily as we normally do. (Although, it
may read as such.) So much for your last sentence about it becoming Lighter and easier! I will try again another
time.
FRIDAY 11th Jan.
Ok. I am back. That is lovely to hear about communication becoming easier. Yet right now, it doesn’t seem to be
the case … not sure that we are linked in yet? Are we?
Yes, we are, Dearest Blossom. And welcome, once again. The hesitation you are experiencing is due
to the upgrading of our Energies connecting with yours. We are coming through to you on a different
Frequency and therefore, there is certain rewiring taking place within you, in order for your Frequency
to become balanced within the Frequency that we are connecting to you within.
It is not that our conversations will be seen to be necessarily of a Higher Vibration … as in the wordings
that we bring forth … the subject matter, for instance. It is more so, to do with the Vibration carried
within the same words.
This Vibration will connect with those who read these conversations and assist to uplift/upgrade the
Frequency of the reader in a subtle, yet, profound direction, in order for one to absorb the LIGHT that is
carried within them.
Can I ask how Light can be carried within words?
Dearest Blossom, everything is Light, as you know. On a more practical way of explanation, we would
take your thoughts to that of a Lightswitch on a wall that has the mechanism of a dimmer switch … up
or down for a brighter or dimmer mood setting.
That which we bring forth in Energy now, is of Higher Vibration and therefore, the Light within that
Vibration is stronger and brighter.
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The level of expansion in which each individual soul-self has progressed to, will allow the Coded
messages to be received in the correct Frequency to match that of each soul.
How can/does that work?
Because all Energy is from/of THE DIVINE. There is not one impossibility! Think about that. Not one!
We have been speaking recently about Coding. We would put it this way … Imagine your particular
Vibration emitting a Code. Each one different, depending on their thoughts and mindset at any given
time.
As one reads this particular transmission, for instance … their brain patterns are continually changing
the Codes coming from within that individual … the words and THE LOVE that we offer within our
purpose to assist your Planet are Coded within a Frequency of that Love.
As souls read … the Codes emit their Frequency to each individual. Yet, depending on the Coding the
individual is resonating upon/within … the Codes from ‘US’ will change in order to fall in with the level of
understanding that the individual is capable of, depending on their progressed level of expansion.
So, we would say that although there is the basic fundamental Code within these words of Higher Love
emission … when read by each individual they adjust to the ‘temperament’ of that soul. At the same
time, working with the Codes that the individual presents and ‘mathematically’, if you like … raising the
Frequency that the soul emits by slightly adjusting the Codes that are coming into match them. To unite
with them.
This is all very complicated!
Dearest Blossom … these Codes are beyond comprehension. Yet, in the KNOWING that they exist and in
the thoughts of them ‘Rising up to greet the Dawn’ … much change can take place.
Within basic maths …
You’re kidding me, right? We are not about to talk about maths … like … my biggest No No! …
We shall keep it plain and simple … Within basic maths … one cannot take sums to a more in-depth
working without the progressive steps to get there. One ‘movement’ flows through into the next, yet, all
the while, taking that original basic sum into a more complicated ‘working out of’ … if you follow us.
Sort of.
Therefore, one cannot leap, in their Coded expression of self, from a particular Code … into one that is
far Higher in its expression … just like that … because it needs to take the steps to get there, in order to
arrive at its present conclusion.
For the second time, I bring this to a close. It is just not flowing easily. It may read that way, yet it’s not like that in
my head. I have no doubt this is The Federation Of Light. Could very well be me, and my energy at the moment!
I’ll try for the third time, another time. Over and out for now.
Would you care to stay?
I would Love to. I would Love to get this done.
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Then let us have a little shake about and reset our Energy as it flows through.
How do we do that?
You do yours, we will do ours.
How?
Thought patterns. Change your thoughts … and your Energy changes. Would you admit to being a little
‘off’ at the moment?
Yes. I feel frustrated that this isn’t completed for the second time. I feel as if there is a brick wall … a blockage …
… … … Nope … not happening. I’ll leave it for now. See ya later alligator.
Wednesday 16th Jan.
Ok, Chaps! Feeling very much like you are ready to communicate fully (at last) so, let’s go for it.
Welcome to this communication and may we offer condolences for the previous messages not being able
to come forth.
Condolences? Doesn’t that mean sympathy?
In terms of usage, mostly yes. Yet, we are aware of the frustration it caused you and therefore, we make
this suggestion in a Lighthearted fashion.
No worries. Here we are. I have to say that the Energies I am feeling of late are through the roof. It is quite
difficult to be grounded. Nothing is seeming real, sort of thing. I am just here, in it, doing, yet, sort of floating.
Difficult to describe.
The Energies indeed, are impactful. They are seriously flooding through … for way of explanation. In
that, there has been a rush … a Force … streaming through, as this is necessary to ‘UP’ the Plan in order
for that which lies ahead … that which is incoming to ‘Do its thing.’
Ok! Let’s stop right there. You say … ‘as this is necessary to ‘UP’ the Plan in order for that which lies ahead …
that which is incoming to ‘Do its thing.’ That could mean anything. What exactly do you mean?
You know us well enough by now, Blossom, to accept that specifics are not something we indulge in.
There, of course, is reasoning for this. In that a) Things can change dramatically from one moment to the
next and b) Timelines and propaganda can send things off course at the drop of a hat.
Is this why you are always telling us to hold on to them?
This and other reasons.
Can you talk to me about ‘Timelines’ please? I am not sure I really know what they are. Let alone, understand
them.
Timelines are the flow of one particular scenario into another on a particular given thread. There are /
can be multiple timelines in any given perspective. A follow-through of a particular plan … And yet, there
could be multiple Timelines leading to different orientations and outcomes.
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This is a rather complex matter to explain. For we then get into parallel lifetimes etc. It can be that the
adjustment of minor detail is all that differs from one Timeline to that of another.
EVERYTHING IS HAPPENING AT ONCE.
EVERYTHING THAT IS POSSIBLE … IS HAPPENING NOW … FOR THERE IS ONLY NOW.
Actually, not sure my head is ready to jump down that rabbit hole right now and I also feel there are other
matters you are keen to talk of, yet, I have no idea what they are.
This is correct, Blossom. We would like to talk to you about these stronger Energies coming in. They have
indeed, Heightened, since the first day of your New Year of 2019 … as scheduled to do so.
And many, many, many, of you are noticing this, as the Energies are affecting one in a different way
from perhaps, another.
You have one foot in the clouds and one on the ground. We need to ask you to anchor both feet on to the
ground. Do this by visualizations of varied concepts.
Could you name a few?
Certainly! Visualize…
Tying weighted cement blocks around your ankles.
Wearing leaded magnetic boots.
See yourself as a kite and wind yourself in. When done … secure the string holder underneath a stone.
Putting your feet in Earth
Putting your hands in Earth.
Walking barefoot in sand.
Walking in the water’s edge.
Ok … yep … Lovely. Thank you.
You will possibly find that your head is still in the clouds. This is perhaps unavoidable. Yet, as long as you
are doing your best to ground yourself … allow the transformation to take place.
Yes, Blossom … Transformation. These EXTREME ENERGIES that are coming in are actually changing your
Beings physically and emotionally … into the next/correct … stage of yourself.
If you are to exist comfortably in these Higher Expanded Energies, then these changes within and
without must take place.
You have thought of High Energy changes taking place before and experienced such. Yet, we say to you,
that this is vastly different.
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We again use the word ‘Extreme’ to explain WHY so many of you are feeling ‘different’.
For some, you will be feeling very out of sorts … very out of body … very not in one place or the other.
Others will be experiencing Heightened elation of self and prospects of plans personally in place for the
journey ahead.
Some will be experiencing both from one minute to the next. Literally, as if almost in the same thought/
breath … one will have an under par feeling, coupled with the HEIGHTENED KNOWING.
Much is gelling. Much is merging. Much is coming together.
Accept with Grace and Ease that which you are FEELING.
LET IT BE. Let it Be-come part of you.
The floundering /flustered side is releasing the old …
The confident KNOWING side is coming from the NEW … YOU.
Dearest Souls … LIGHTEN UP … for this is what is taking place.
YOU ARE LIGHTENING UP WITHIN THIS NEW HEIGHTENED ENERGY … which up until this point has not
been able to filter through. Yet, now … due to the soul-selves of so many awakening from the dream into
the KNOWING … a Portal … a doorway was opened in the transition from the old year into the new …
allowing a huge leap forward.
AND SO MANY ARE RISING UP … FEELING THESE FREQUENCIES ALIGNING WITH THE CORE OF THEIR BEING.
Give time to let settle into place. Be kind to yourself as this is occurring. Sleep as much as you need.
Many will be experiencing the need to sleep much more. This is a good thing to fall in with.
Some are experiencing unsettled sleep patterns … go with this flow, also. If one is lying awake for hours
… then simply take the opportunity to breathe deeply.
With the added smile?
With the added smile. The stillness of the night’s atmosphere enhances one’s judgment on thoughts and
so much can be integrated … as is if one WAS actually asleep. The only detrimental possibility of/from
this, is when the soul chooses to be concerned over the lack of sleep they are getting, when they may
have a busy day ahead.
You have /are in the POWER NOW to let your thoughts follow through directly into action. So it is merely
a question of letting your Entire Being know that you have ENERGY UNLIMITED at your very fingertips.
Now, Dearest Souls, do you enter into a NEW PHASE/BEGINNING … when the POWER of your thoughts
will present to you the manifested reality of those thoughts in a quickness of time that as yet, has been
restricted… due to ‘positioning’ of self and Planet within the markers of possibilities.
NOW … BY TRUSTING THE TRUTH OF YOURSELF … BY WALKING INTO THE POWER AND KNOWING OF WHO
YOU ARE … you will experience results that previously you had undermined as becoming that which you
desired.
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STEP INTO YOUR TRUTH.
STEP INTO YOURSELVES … NOW.
FEEL THE POWER THAT YOU ARE AND EXPRESS IT IN ALL THAT YOU ARE …
FEEL THE POWER THAT YOU ARE AND BREATH IT IN AND OUT …
FEEL THE POWER THAT YOU ARE AND EXPRESS IT IN LOVING ONGOING MOMENTS.
The more you choose to ‘THINK’ about this POWER THAT YOU ARE … the more it comes into play.
I had an experience the other day … that took me into a situation whereby, many souls were released into
the Light after being trapped and used by the darkness. Not necessarily in my everyday way of thinking. Yet,
none the less … there I was, playing a part in releasing many to the Light. The lady conducting this ‘happening’
experienced the sorrow and pain of these souls as they gathered (in my kitchen!!) … to be released. They were
from many different Native American Tribes and had been massacred and then entrapped by the darkness. I
felt very honoured to be part of this ‘Escape into Light’ experience. Yet, whilst lying awake in the early hours (
Yes, I am in that category) … I FELT MY POWER WITHIN ARISE … and my thoughts about the darkness that did/
does this to souls, went to … HOW DARE YOU! … HOW F***ING DARE YOU! The POWER in me at that time was
exponential … and it was as if the darkness had absolutely no energy power over me what so ever. The ENERGY
POWER within ME was off the chart … I was not angry … just aware of the strength of MY POWER. I know you
would now like to take over … regarding that FEELING.
Very much so, Blossom. For this is exactly what we are talking about.
These Energies flowing in at such a rate and such a force of GOOD … are wiping the PLANET clean. Yet, it
is with your assistance … your ‘role’ … the role of Each One who KNOWS that they are here to do this … to
TAKE IN /ABSORB these Higher Energies and through this POWER OF KNOWING YOUR TRUTH … BE YOUR
LIGHT … BE THE LIGHT.
This KNOWING of ‘HOW DARE YOU’ … which you experienced … is YOUR POWER RISING INTO LIGHT … THE
KNOWING THAT DARKNESS HAS NO POWER … NO STRENGTH OVER YOU AT ALL!
The darkness is now of such a weakness that it CANNOT take hold. It is weakening with every moment …
and dissipating into the nothingness from whence it came.
KNOW THE LIGHT HAS WON.
THE BATTLE IS DONE.
THE WAR IS OVER.
THE LIGHT FORCES ARE STREAMING INTO YOUR PLANET AND INTO YOUR BEING.
YOU ARE THE LIGHT FORCE HERE UPON THE EARTH AND …
NOW … NOW … NOW … DEAREST SOULS … COMES THE GOOD PART!
That is so good to hear and FEEL …
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NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO TAKE OVER.
NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO RECOVER ALL THAT WAS PUT TO SLEEP.
TRUST IN YOUR KNOWING.
TRUST IN YOUR FEELING.
YOU … ARE … FEELING THE CHANGE IN YOU AND UPON THE EARTH
Therefore, we suggest that you do not adhere to the newsfeeds that you are fed.
When you should hear of the lies … and your radar will tell you those which are and those which are not
…
STEP INTO YOUR POWER AND FROM DEEP WITHIN YOU … FIND ‘YOUR’ HOW DARE YOU!’ and you will FEEL
it stir and rise and emit an ENERGY LIGHT of such POWER that it will almost knock your socks of …as you
would say.
This we feel now is where we choose to end this communication. From reading this and receiving its
Energy … contained/Coded … within … is plentiful enough … in/for … this one session alone.
Perhaps you may feel inclined to read and re-read … allowing its Truth to knock at your door and enter
in.
IT BEGINS, DEAREST SOULS … IT BEGINS … IN PREPARATION … FOR …
I love/collect little ornaments of things with dangly legs. i.e. Fruits, Flowers, Fairies, anything really! Perhaps I
should try and get one of THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT … because ‘leaving us dangling’ … is very much part of
what you do! LOL. Yet, accepted and understood. Many thanks. So happy to have got this through. Without
question, I have had much interference in my everyday life which I KNOW is designed to send me off track …
HOW DARE THEY! Joy of Joy of Joys … as we move with such Grace into this NEW and VERY EXCITING PHASE. Next
thing you know THE EVENT will pop along out of the blue!
IN GRATITUDE … IN LOVING SERVICE … I AM.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=THDqb7PUoLQ&t=5s
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The Federation of Light Channellings

27 January 2019
Hello, Chaps! Chocks away and all that! What are we to chat about today that would be for our Highest good at
this time?
Greetings to you and All. The subject matter of today very much depends on acceptance of the
positioning of the soul-self, regarding that which it is prepared to acknowledge.
Meaning?
In that, we could speak over and over of the same subject
And you do!
Yet, whether or not that which we offer is accepted, and accepted comfortably, varies greatly depending
on … as we say, the positioning of the soul-self.
When you say ‘positioning’ … I sort of know what you mean, yet, a rather odd word to use? Could you elaborate?
Certainly. By ‘positioning’ we mean where one is prepared to ‘place’ the Energies of self and within that
placing … recognizing the depth of the Truth or the ‘shallowness’ of the Truth.
Dearest souls, when you CHOOSE to take what we say into the very core of your Being it can become lifechanging. Not so much of the abounding knowledge yet, more so of relating the simplest of information
and allowing it to penetrate … to resonate DEEP WITHIN YOU.
And how would one make the most of this? How is it best to do so? Any pointers?
We would say to begin by KNOWING that this transmission is talking to YOU! To Each One. KNOWING
that the TRUTH may appear to be simple … for indeed it is … and yet, to TRULY understand it … to TRULY
take it in and BECOME that Truth … allows transformational experiences.
We are not by any means blowing our own trumpets. We are explaining the effect these words … when
taken in on another level … can have.
You see, Dearest Blossom, Dearest Souls … you are never far away from ‘Home’. The Feeling … the desire
to Be at Peace … can sometimes appear to trouble one more because they cannot find it, than not
looking for it in the first place.
If we did not bring through these messages … you would still find a place within you that would deliver
the same.
FOR THAT WHICH WE ARE … YOU ARE. THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE.
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Oh! I think there is! 1. We are in the human flesh. You are not. 2. You Vibrate on a much Higher frequency. 3. You
seem to have access to much greater knowledge. 4 … 5 … 6 … 7 …
We understand your perspective … your reasoning. Yet, in Essence, we are the same.
Many of you are appreciating and awakening to deeper levels of THE TRUTH within you. Many, so
many feel NOW that they are walking into a Brighter Light of themselves. This is not accomplished by
nonchalance and foreboding … you realized this and changed your outlook.
So many are accomplishing the reaching of heights that they did not know were there and as they do so
… they FEEL that which we have been speaking of for so many years.
Things on a soul level are beginning to make sense. Understanding of self- heart expansion is becoming a
reality instead of ‘Maybe one day … down the track’.
Dearest souls, you are so much further down the track. More so than you realize.
Many of you are being thrown around and tossed in the air as if you were leaves in a whirlwind. You
are struggling to remain Earth bound. THIS IS A GOOD THING. It presents to you the KNOWING that the
HIGHER ENERGIES are now coming through at such a rate that the very core of your Being is asking you
to sit up and take notice. You cannot not.
Could you explain what is actually happening? It’s all well and good to accept that which we are being told by you
and perhaps others … for we can ‘feel’ the topsyturvyness that these energies are causing. Yet, could you help us
to understand … what/ how/ why … they are occurring? What is it within these Higher energies that knock us flat,
for instance? Or, makes one feel so ‘out of it’ that they think they are about to ‘lift off the Planet’ and maybe not
return?
We understand your question and yet, it is a difficult one to answer. We, of course, will try.
Everything, as you know, is made up of Energy. There is nothing that is not of Energy and yet, everything
Vibrates within a different frequency in order to make it what it is. A table would not be a table unless it
Vibrated at the frequency level that brought the Energies of it … into being a table. In to that particular
‘mass’ of Energy.
The Energy that you Vibrate within as a Human Being is naturally very different. It is not necessarily of a
HIGHER Vibration … yet, of a different one than the table. We would add here, that even the Vibration of
a table is affected by these new incoming Higher frequencies.
Yes. I always know when my table is having a bad hair day!
You jest, Blossom. Yet, that IS the case.
Get outta here!
Everything upon your Planet and beyond it is ‘moving up’ with these newer Energies.
Sounds stupid yet, is it that even the energies that are pouring through … and where they are coming from, are
moving up also?
Exactly! It is a collaboration of Divinitive (?) Energies moving up from where they have resided and been
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… that now are ‘taking flight.’
Try to accept this fact … that even Divine Source Energy is moving up also.
How can that be? It is already ALL THAT IS.
Indeed and yet, through the Vibrational upheaval that this lift/shift is producing … it HAS TO fulfill its
purpose. Which is to raise the Vibration of Everything … and EVERYTHING is Divine Source Energy.
You have heard of all eyes on you, your Planet … this is why! It starts with you! It stems from your
Mother Earth. It is SHE that is the motivator, the original seed if you like … of this Divine Expanse that is
taking place.
I think we have talked a bit about this before yet, please continue. I just don’t get why such a little Planet such as
ours is the hub, the focus of attention. Surely, there are much bigger Planets than ours that could take this on
and have a greater effect.
There are much bigger Planets, indeed. Yet, they do not have HUMAN BEINGS upon them. They have
‘souls’ of different sources and varieties … aplenty … nonending… ever evolving … ever renewing. There
is no limit to Planets and the source of life upon them … many being far more evolved and advanced
than Planet Earth.
YET, YOU … YOU … EACH ONE … HAVE THE DIVINE HONOUR OF BEING A HUMAN BEING.
Many of you have no knowledge of this privilege. You consider being in human form to be too hard. You
complain that you are so hard done by and yet, with respect … the state of your Planet is in its state
because of the collective consciousness of the Human Being. It had been brought to this ‘standard of
living’ by each soul’s Energy Vibration and thoughts over eons of expression and Feeling.
With respect, many are so quick to blame … so keen to judge … so ready to make excuses. ‘It is
the darkness that makes the Planet as it is. It is not me. I am of the Light. I work for the Light’ you
continually repeat. And YES, you do … you always have … and yet, it was/has been a conscious choice/
effort to experience the opposition.
You reside upon/within a world of duality. How else would you KNOW Light from Dark in the fullness of
itself? You devised this little Game and now that it is not to your liking, you choose to blame it on those
who have not walked so far into the Light as you have.
Maybe take a seat as we tell you this … yet, those souls that you speak of that commit gross atrocities to
their brothers … do so … because this is the state of affairs … this is the marker that each and every one
created … in order for this whole excavation (?) to take place!
You ordered it on a plate … and now you no longer like to eat it!
We understand that this is perhaps a little hard to digest …
I’ll excuse the pun!
Yet, it is of TRUTH … this is why it is of great importance to …
I know the next word that you are to bring through and I am not sure how many will take it or indeed, agree AT
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ALL with it!
We continue because we know that somewhere within many … it will be understood and accepted … and
appreciated.
OK … go for it.
We are trying to! We smile and are grateful to make Light of that which we are to say.
… This is why it is of great importance to ‘THANK’ those souls who courageously took on the roles of the
demons and the darker characters.
And many at this point will say, ‘THANK?!’
And we reiterate … yes, ‘Thank!’
Change your way of thinking, Dearest Souls and you will change the ways of your Planet.
Maybe the Highest /Lightest/ Brightest of souls volunteered to lower their Divine Light in order to teach?
Imagine that! Would you undertake such a sacrifice?
Nope! Nope and nope again!
Therefore, if you think that this which we bring forth … could be a possibility … would it not be so that
from the depth of your Heart you ‘Thanked’ them for their enormous sacrifice? Do you not think that
they need your Love and understanding far more than most? For the pain and suffering that they have
endured in doing so … is beyond your understanding.
And so you are saying, that we … as one … asked for this to take place in our Game?
Yes.
But why? As Light Beings … as our core soul selves of Love and Light … why, why, why would we want to even
tread on an ant or blast a fly with chemicals for our convenience, let alone … Dear God, forgive us … torture,
abuse and maim for one’s indulgences of greed? Why would we CHOOSE to stoop so low?
To experience ALL THAT IS TO EXPERIENCE.
Yet, I don’t understand. I KNOW on a deeper level what you are saying. Yet, it’s not a very amusing Game and
Being of the Light, surely we would not wish the role of victim or persecutor on anyone?
Dearest Blossom … There is nothing but Love in existence.
Sure is a funny way we have chosen to express it.
An interesting one. A Game to be played. A Game to experiment. That is what Earth is … an experiment
and you the experimentors!
We ask you not to take this on board … in the manner of guilt etc. For we can feel your Energy of
acceptance in the Truth that we speak.
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There is no guilt to be felt by anyone. In the ‘off board’ reality … in the ‘outside of the square’ acceptance
of what is … it is not looked upon as you are doing so, now in this moment.
When ALL IS CHANGED … when ALL has risen ‘out of the experiment that went too far’ … just from the
point of view of ‘what would happen if’ … then you will look upon /feel all of which we say today very
differently. For it will be viewed from a Higher perspective and understood for what it is.
This, Dearest Souls is why this transformation is so huge. It has never been done before. It is a risk one
had to take.
Risk?
Indeed. So, so, so much is involved. Yet, as we spoke of last communication …
IT IS DONE.
IT IS OVER.
You are coming through these dark times and the Light is now visible at the end of the tunnel.
TRUST US when we say … THE GAME IS OVER … TRUTH WILL ABIDE.
Love will flow into your Beings as you learn to accept, forgive, appreciate, acknowledge and move on.
There is a place where your souls will one day reside within … a Vibrational state of Being … where ‘all of
this that seems so wrong, so ridiculous, so unfair’ … will be seen for what it is … A GAME. Nothing more.
Hard to accept from your present position we know. Yet, when your soul is of this understanding …
when it has reached such Heights … acceptance of such will ensue. This we can assure you.
Far out! Full on! I need some fresh air. This year ‘we’ seem to have stepped up our energy in these
communications … Let me glue my hat on!
KNOW we come in so much Love for you. You have now reached a ‘space’ where you can attain a greater
understanding of WHAT IS. Otherwise, we would not be bringing forth such Truths. Be of sparkling
Energy and share it wherever you are.
We are doing our best. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM. Phew!
A note from Blossom. These channellings are posted on many sites that I am unaware of and not everyone
receives my newsletter. So I take this opportunity to let you know of this exciting Event I am holding in
Bali: http://blossomgoodchild.com/upcoming-event/ Many thanks.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLf9AbR1ZLQ
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The Federation of Light Channellings

2 February 2019
Hello there! I would like to address a particular matter if you don’t mind, so we will get straight to it.
Welcome, Blossom and to all our Dearest Souls that we consider family friends.
How nice! Ditto.Ok. I watched a documentary the other night which depicted people so very, very worse
off than me and the lives they had ‘chosen’. I KNOW and appreciate and give Gratitude daily for the Blessed
place and life I have ‘chosen’. Can you explain why this world of ours is like living in two different ones? The
comparison/standard of living/life is enormous and just doesn’t seem right, just or indeed, fair. Thank you.
Blossom, there is much in your world that you would not consider fair. Yet, it is not about fairness. That
does not come into it. This again is a varied topic depending on many perspectives and we shall try our
best to assist in giving an appropriate /satisfactory answer.
Placement of souls geographically upon your Planet is, as you correctly say … of choice. Indeed, you
may not be able to grasp why one would choose to live in utter poverty and another in the lap of
luxury. One’s choices depend on that which is to suit the soul in any given lifetime. It is not that when
‘counselled’ regarding placement for a following lifetime, that one would be sent to a war-torn or
famined or low energy area as punishment for action taken in a previous existence. Not at all. It is the
decision of any particular soul to do so. They may feel they ‘deserve it’ … to suffer in such a way due
to misgivings of actions upon another previously. They may feel they are strong enough to be of great
service in a particular ‘depressive’ situation. They may feel the need to ‘be there’ to accelerate their
soul’s growth through experiencing such tough times in one fell swoop, as you would say.
It is easier I guess, to mention the documentary I watched, which was Michael Moore’s ‘Fahrenheit 11/9’. Those
of lesser Light deliberately poisoned an entire town through changing the water supply from a beautifully clear
one to a river of filth. Whereupon, people became so sick due to lead poisoning etc. When the ‘unclear of what
Light is’ souls realized the water was eroding the cars in their factory … they changed the water back over,
yet only to the car factory and THEN, they used the now almost derelict town, without warning, for war zone
practice. PLEASE, PLEASE help us to come from the right place in order to THANK these lower energy souls as
suggested in the last communication!
Again, Blossom … ALL IS NOT AS IT SEEMS.
Then what is it? I know you are going to say A GAME. Yet, with the greatest of respect, you are not one of the
players down here. Such injustices that ‘appear’ to be spreading like wildfire … HAVE TO STOP … NOW! (Speaking
of which … the weather is so controlled, it’s out of control!) We are not prepared to take it anymore. You say by
Being Love and shining our Light is the only way through. Well, those of us that are aware of this are doing our
best. Yet, from our position here on the ground … it ‘aint working!
Yes, it is.
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Show me the evidence?
Look around you.
I AM! Around ME is beautiful … yet, swimming around in my clear watered goldfish bowl doesn’t take away the
fact that life isn’t like this for everyone … and … it should be!
Blossom, each and every one are playing their role as planned.
Well, with the greatest of respect … The Game stinks!
Yet, created by consciousness itself … and you … each one .. are part of that creation.
And now we want out … OR … at least some help! So many times I hear souls asking why YOUR lot, or those of
your kind, can’t jump in and assist us? We all know the experiment has gone drastically wrong … and if we leave
it too late, it will be … too late! What are the laws that say you can’t come in and lend a helping hand?
The laws are very much in place in order for The Divine Plan to run smoothly.
Whoever put them in place … should perhaps be told it ain’t working! I know you know I am just trying to ‘get
somewhere’ as opposed to being outright rude to you. I love you dearly.
Blossom and all … Take heed. PLANS ARE IN PLACE! For the Highest Good of all, for the Highest possible
outcome …
Yet, do you not see? Do you not understand, that for us down here, these ‘Knowings’ that we are told year after
year, seem to leave us dangling upside down by our ankles and the rope is becoming threadbare under the
strain? We hang on and we hang on and we hang on and for many, there is no proof that anything is changing
at all. Next thing is, we are going to be bombarded with 5G radiation! I mean really … why don’t they just drop
a bomb and get it over and done with? Our world went insane a long time ago … and we’ve lost our happy pills!
Clearly, my soul is in need of an offload.
THE CHANGE IS COMING.
So you’ve said.
THE BIG CHANGE … THEE CHANGE IS COMING.
So you’ve said.
And we will keep reiterating so. Because we speak TRUTH.
I know this. I TRULY do. Otherwise, I would be ceasing the friendship yet, can you not see how out of hand it is?
THE CHANGE NEEDS TO COME NOW. Surely, Divine timing would be best to come NOW!
Your frustration is evident, dearest Blossom. We ask you to look deep within. To REMEMBER that you
signed up for this, as did so many. YOU KNEW … and this is not new information to you … that it was
not going to be an easy ride … yet, you still all ran to the front of the line to volunteer. To come down to
Earth … to be in the STRONGEST POSITION … IN ORDER TO MAKE THIS CHANGE HAPPEN. And yes, from
this position it can appear to be an ugly scene. You are in the intensity of it. It is affecting your soul … IF
YOU GIVE IN!
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YOU KNOW / KNEW your strength whilst not of Earth. You KNOW / KNEW it would not FEEL the same
when upon it.
REMEMBER, REMEMBER, REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE AND WHY YOU WANTED TO COME.
YOU … EACH ONE WERE CHOSEN. YOU WERE OF SUCH GRATITUDE THAT YOU WERE GIVEN THE HONOUR.
HOLD ON. HOLD ON. HOLD ON JUST A LITTLE WHILE LONGER.
REGAIN YOUR STRENGTH.
CALL UPON THE MIGHTY FORCES OF LIGHT THAT ARE JUST A BREATH / THOUGHT AWAY. BILLIONS UPON
BILLIONS OF LIGHT ENERGY SOURCES / FORCES ARE RIDING RIGHT ALONGSIDE YOU.
They want you to FEEL THEM. They want you to KNOW they are there with you. Draw from the strength
and renewed Light Force they are offering.
YOU ARE ONE LIGHT.
YOU ARE A MIGHTY POWER.
YOU ARE LOVE AND ALL THAT IS.
Do not give in /give up now. We are here to tell you, to remind you to muster up the YOU within you and
prepare yourselves for the last lap.
A runner of a long, long, long race feels they cannot go on and then renewed strength fills their Being as
the finishing line comes into view.
I know I have said this before, yet, the finishing line was presented to us in 2012. We were told we were almost
there.
Time … no time … that is where the confusion lies.
YOU ARE ALMOST THERE. FEEL THESE HEIGHTENED ENERGIES FILLING YOUR BEING. THEY COULD NOT
COME INTO YOUR PLANET BEFORE. IT WASN’T READY AND IT WASN’T TIME.
NOW IT IS READY … NOW IT IS TIME.
Even though there is no time! Chaps, chapesses, I am aware of my rant today, which I have brought forth from
within me and on the behalf of many. It needs to be said … we are struggling in the understanding of just how
far this game has to go!
We accept your disposition and indeed, we thank you for it.
No offense taken?
None whatsoever.
We’ll carry on, gaining strength from unseen Light Forces. Allowing ourselves to unite and feel that which is
offered in order to see this thing through. We came in with such courage. May we regain it and march forward.
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THANK YOU. An indulgence on my part today … That’s how it went.
Blossom, Souls of Earth that are continuing on … Spreading THE LIGHT UPON and WITHIN … Hold
steadfast in the KNOWING …
THE CHANGE IS COMING AND SOONER THAN YOU THINK.
I don’t ‘think’ anymore. I wait. When it happens … it happens according to the Divine Plan … and so it is. Thanks,
Guys … hadn’t seen this going this way at all today. In Gratitude, in Loving service. I AM.
As each one finishes reading this transmission … please now give yourself a moment to connect and
breathe and smile with us … knowing we are right there beside you IN LOVE and LIGHT and STRENGTH.
(I was sent ‘The Little Soul and the Sun’ by Neil Donald Walsh, three times last week. I read it many years ago. I
TOTALLY get its point. All I am saying is … we all agree, both on and off world, that this experiment has gone too
far. That is why I speak as I do today.)
A note from Blossom. These channellings are posted on many sites that I am unaware of and not everyone
receives my newsletter. So I take this opportunity to let you know of this exciting Event I am holding in
Bali: http://blossomgoodchild.com/upcoming-event/ Many thanks.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2WXqbe-3tE&t=1s

The Federation of Light Channellings

10 February 2019
Hello! Well, an overwhelming amount of souls clearly felt the same as I did regarding my rant in our last
communication. Many say they are losing/have lost ‘the faith’ and are so tired they do not want to go on
anymore. Sad state of affairs. Encouragement and upliftment would go down a treat if you feel so inclined?
Thank you.
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Dearest Blossom and all, it is always our intention to encourage and uplift. This is High on our agenda.
We KNOW we are not ‘down there’ on the front line. We KNOW we cannot fully accept the Feelings and
Emotions and Energy that you are. Yet, we KNOW that we can see/feel/express from the bigger picture …
and that bigger picture is so much Brighter than the one that is painted from within the Energy that you
reside.
You admit to the ‘experiment’ going horribly wrong. So why is it that you cannot lend a helping hand? You say
because of the Laws … can you elaborate?
Dearest souls, ultimately, that which your hearts are desiring is the FEELING OF HOPE in order to ‘see
this through’. We bring through with every word, with every communication … that Hope. We ask you to
continue on. To find and walk within the fullness of yourselves. If you were to focus/concentrate entirely
on that, i.e. FEELING the enormity that you are … the presence of the Brightest Lights that you are …
THERE would BE your HOPE!
THERE would BE the reason you need, to renew strength.
THERE would BE the KNOWING that ALL IS CHANGING.
THAT WHICH YOU FOCUS AND THINK ABOUT IS THAT WHICH YOU THEN ATTRACT.
FOCUS AND THINK ABOUT YOU AND THE LIGHT THAT YOU ARE.
FOCUS AND THINK ABOUT YOU AND THE LIGHT THAT IS MAGNETISED OUT THROUGH YOU.
FOCUS AND THINK ABOUT YOU AND THE LIGHT THAT IS MAGNETISED TOWARD YOU.
FOCUS AND THINK ABOUT YOU AND THE LIGHT FROM WITHIN YOU THAT IS CHANGING EVERYTHING IN
YOUR WORLD FOR THE GREATER GOOD.
When you CHOOSE to set your FOCUS ONLY on such things, your Light shines so much Brighter.
When you CHOOSE to set your FOCUS ONLY on such things, your ENERGY of Love and Light BE-comes
you. It cannot be contained within you. It cannot remain within you just to keep for yourself. It simply is
not of that design.
The Energy that you CHOOSE to BE emits a Vibration FROM you … out into the ethers. It cannot not.
So many despair as they wonder, even when at a ‘ripe old age’ what their life’s purpose is.
Their life’s purpose is to emit their Energy of the Highest Energy of Love and Light that they CHOOSE TO
BE!
Whichever way one CHOOSES to express this, matters not. One is not doing a … better/greater … job just
because they have many followers of their ‘Lightwork’. They are not succeeding any more than one who
sits at home and plays the piano to … sooth/fill … their soul.
It is the Energy that you ‘produce’ from doing whatever gives you Joy … whatever makes you Laugh
… whatever brings you Peace … that changes the Energy of the world into that which YOU ARE
ALLOWING YOURSELF TO FEEL.
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If you are doing something that is not of pleasure to you … do not do it. THAT Energy does not serve YOU,
OR … The World/The Whole.
Many, many, many, many, many go to work every day with a downcast heart … yet, bills must be paid, food must
be put on the table etc.
With the greatest of respect … many, many, many, many, many have been … programmed/conditioned
… to believe that this is ‘how it is’. It is only ‘how it is’ if one CHOOSES to believe this is ‘how it is’ … and if
this is what they believe then this IS ‘how it is!’
Again, we return to the ‘thinking of’. IF you continue to believe that the world around you is falling apart
and is sinking further into the darkness … IF you focus on THAT then YOUR WORLD will bring to you more
of the same. For your soul’s thoughts on that matter are ATTRACTING more of the same because this is
what you are feeding your mind with. So, the Universe in its design to ‘give you what you think about’ …
your needs … will provide and bring to you that which you concentrate on.
THIS IS LAW.
THIS IS TRUTH.
This is why you are fed, via all forms of ‘media’, the downside of Life. So that you can focus on nothing
else and keep the level of Vibration of the WHOLE at a low ebb. This is how those that you call ‘in power’
have manipulated circumstances and situations in order to keep the level of Vibration in your world at
its lowest ebb on a continual flow.
LET US STATE CATEGORICALLY … AND IF THERE WERE A FEW STATEMENTS THAT WE HAVE EVER OFFERED
OF GREAT IMPORTANCE, THIS WOULD BE HIGH ON THE LIST …
THE DARK ONES ARE NOT IN POWER. BY ‘THINKING’ THEY ARE … YOU FEED ‘THAT TRUTH!’
YOU … YOU … YOU … YOU … YOU ARE IN POWER. EACH ONE! EACH INDIVIDUAL SOUL IS OF THE LIGHT.
EACH INDIVIDUAL SOUL COMES FROM THE LIGHT. EVEN THOSE OF LESSER LIGHT COME FROM THE LIGHT.
EVERYTHING THAT IS … IS OF THE LIGHT.
THEREFORE, THE DARK ONES CANNOT BE IN POWER.
YOU ARE POWER.
WHAT IS YOUR POWER? YOUR LIGHT … AND YOU ARE NOTHING BUT LIGHT.
THEREFORE, YOU ARE ALL POWERFUL.
Do you see Dearest ones? This is what we come to remind you. It is by grasping this in its fullness of
Truth that changes the way things are.
We are agreeable with you ‘ranting and raving’ when frustration sets in. Yet, these rants and raves
derive from focusing on that which is not shining Brightness.
Yet, it is still there and one ‘could’ feel a little guilty by ignoring it and going out for another luncheon, dwarling!
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It is not that you are ignoring it. We are not saying ‘ignore it’. Should it be that certain news comes your
way, then do not ‘fall into the Energy of it’.
LIFT THE ENERGY OF IT BY DOING WHAT YOU KNOW TO DO.
SEND YOUR LIGHT TO IT.
SEND YOUR JOY TO IT.
SEND YOUR HAPPY VIBRATION TO IT.
I choose not to watch the news or read papers etc. Yet, I get to hear of things in one way or another. Some say
NOT to watch news, yet, if one doesn’t, how can one send their Light to it?
Again, this is a matter of one’s individual choice, Blossom. One can be made aware of certain happenings
and send Light, or one cannot be aware of such things and still send Light out … in general … as opposed
to a particular circumstance or soul.
The point is … to send out your Light … to EVERYTHING.
For the souls that are tired of it all and losing ‘heart’ … we suggest that they ‘get back on board the
happy train’ … THE LIGHT TRAIN.
We have learned to understand that the Energies can bring you down, so we suggest that you do not
succumb to them. In your Truth, do you believe the lower Energies are more powerful than the Higher
ones? Think about that, Dearest souls. We feel that not one would agree that they are.
Light will ALWAYS overcome darkness … Light a candle in a darkened room.
Then wait for someone to come and blow it out!
Then relight it … again and again and again … until that someone realizes…
YOU WILL NOT GIVE UP.
YOU WILL NOT GIVE IN … BECAUSE YOU ARE THE LIGHT OF THE GREATEST STRENGTH.
Once you reintroduce your Energy to the Higher one … to the Higher thoughts … and remain there …
your tiredness will turn into enthusiasm.
Yet, I feel the point is that many have become TOO tired to get back on board the ‘Happy train’. They have done
so over and over and keep finding themselves getting off at the ‘Been there, done that, it doesn’t work’ station!
And do they like it there?
Of course not.
Then their only choice, IF they want things to change … is to jump back on board the ‘Happy train’ and
when the train pulls into the ‘not so glorious’ stations … CHOOSE not to get off.
We are of the understanding, Dearest Souls, Dearest Blossom, that this that we present to you is … as
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you would say in your world … easier said than done.
YET, REMEMBER, REMEMBER, REMEMBER YOU WANTED TO BE HERE IN THE THICK OF IT TO MAKE THE
CHANGE … BECAUSE YOU KNEW YOU WERE STRONG ENOUGH TO DO SO … REMEMBER THAT!
YOU WERE CHOSEN TO BE PART OF THE GROUND CREW BECAUSE YOU MADE THE GRADE … BECAUSE
YOU WERE CAPABLE OF HANGING ON IN THERE NO MATTER WHAT YOU WERE PRESENTED WITH …
IN ITS DISGUISE… AND LIFTING YOUR PLANET AND THOSE WITHIN AND UPON HER INTO THE HIGHER
VIBRATIONAL STANCE THAT IS THE NEXT PHASE OF THE DIVINE PLAN.
COMMEND YOURSELF FOR BEING ONE OF THE SOULS OF GREAT LIGHT THAT ARE FORTUNATE ENOUGH TO
HAVE THIS GRAND OPPORTUNITY … AN OPPORTUNITY ALIKE TO NO OTHER … WHEREBY THE LIGHT THAT
YOU ARE IS A CONTRIBUTION TO THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE AND ALL OTHER UNIVERSES BECOMING MORE OF
ITSELF. ‘SIMPLY’ BY KEEPING YOUR THOUGHTS AND YOUR FOCUS LIGHT.
Turn up your dimmer switches whenever you feel your surroundings or your Energy to dim. Visualize
doing so, on a little switch within you … KNOW THIS WORKS.
Wow! A High Energy filled exchange today, my friends … THANK YOU. In Gratitude, in Loving service, I AM.
Always, always do we infuse your Energy with our Love. You just need to choose to FEEL it. Many thanks
to each one on the ground … such SOULS OF THE GREATEST LIGHT.
A note from Blossom. These channellings are posted on many sites that I am unaware of and not everyone
receives my newsletter. So I take this opportunity to let you know of this exciting Event I am holding in
Bali: http://blossomgoodchild.com/upcoming-event/ Many thanks.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_OKuVRyDKo
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The Federation of Light Channellings

19 February 2019
Hello. Me here! Anyone home?
Welcome to ALL upon Earth who choose to be in agreement with that which we desire to speak of. In
fact, we would say, welcome also, to those who are not in agreement. For we ask that one follows their
heart and their FEELINGS and if it be so that the words we bring forth are not in alignment with a soul’s
thoughts and feelings, then we would not expect them to continue to read our messages week after
week.
Actually, you are probably aware that some write in saying that this is the case and I reply with the same
sentiment. A few years ago, (perhaps) I asked you about the ‘trumpet’ sounds that were heard coming from the
skies or even from within the Earth. Huge groaning’s from within … or strange ‘notes’ seemingly coming from
the sky, are being captured on video. To be honest, I cannot remember what you said about them, yet, folk are
asking if you can explain as more and more are being heard all over the world … if that is agreeable to you?
We set an intention to reveal that which we are able to discuss about this to be brought forth, in that
… these ‘sounds’ are not of Earthly makings. In that … they are not produced ‘from’ anything that is of
Human form. The tones that are emitted from ‘the ethers’ come from a much Grander Origin and are
‘preperational signals’ of that which is to come.
Oh! Please do elaborate!
To continue on, we would suggest to you that the areas in which these tones are heard are in fact
conditioned to accept the Vibration of these presentations and allow the area and its surroundings to
absorb and mellow into that of Earth.
What about the areas that don’t hear them?
It is early days, Blossom. More and more shall these sounds resonate throughout and span further afield
… and more consistently, also.
So … who/what … exactly, creates these sounds?
Vibration itself.
Yet … who/what … is asking the Vibration to make them?
Vibration itself. They are created through Vibration. There is not a ‘little man behind a curtain’
pretending to be bigger than he is. These tones are … brought forth /stirred up … would we say, by
Energies that are outside of your Earth’s atmosphere and are gathered together and ‘Heralded’ in, so
that they can be heard upon your Planet.
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When you say, ‘in preparation for what is to come’, from what I have heard of them, they are not exactly going to
make a number one hit! They sound rather daunting … almost haunting?
They are not designed to be a number one hit. In a sense, they are ‘not designed.’ They are an
embellishment of what is taking place outside of your atmospheres and are moving into a place of
recognition by those upon Earth … as we say … in preparation for what is to come.
And … what is that, exactly?
THE GREAT CHANGE.
THE EVENT.
Hello … Here we go again!
Blossom, do you not believe this to be a Truth? Be Truthful with us?
Oh, yes, I believe it to be a Truth. It’s the ‘when’ that gets to us all. As I have said before, in order to keep your
‘street cred’, I wouldn’t bring it up until it is just around the corner.
And yet, you asked us about the sounds and the conversation, therefore, could not help but bring this
matter up. For it is part and parcel of the ongoing scenarios that are taking place in all different forms
… across/around /and within … your Globe … that are ‘showing the signs’ that THIS EVENT is getting ever
closer.
Good point. Yet, let’s keep our feet on the ground in the knowing this still may not take place for another
thousand years!
We understand of your jesting around this Sacred subject. We … can only /will only … speak of how it is
for US. How it is from our perspective in the ‘No time zone.’
What are the other ongoing scenarios?
So much, Blossom, is arising now. So much more of what was once ‘censored’ is being revealed because
there is so much more being captured on camera or written about on your social media, that those who
desire to keep it suppressed can no longer keep up with it.
We have spoken to you of THE BATTLE BEING WON. The dark ones HAVE FALLEN. It is only as we spoke of
before of ‘feeding their power’ through focus upon them, that allows their remaining energy to continue.
Unfortunately, there are so many souls still asleep in our world that continue to stoke the fire of the darkness
without realizing. Another reason why the suggestion for something more solid from you guys would make such
a difference. If you popped into the skies for a few days and beamed out Light Energy, millions would open their
eyes and feel the Light you give out and Hey Presto!… Boom! Bye Bye bad guys!
If it was as simple as that, it would be done.
Had it been considered then?
Have you not suggested it many times?
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Yep! And probably shall continue to do so. For purposes of understanding … wherein lies the complications?
Energy within your skies at this marker in your time would not allow our decloaking to last for such a
great length of time …
Best get your engineers onto that one then! And … how come you said this was going to happen on Oct 14th,
2008? How could that work?
Because at that time we were preparing for the Grand Event of THAT SCENARIO to reveal itself and allow
such a happening to transpire.
Could you not ‘arrange’ that once again?
It would not be fitting at this time.
Pourquoi?
Because other conditions that are of greater importance would be affected and in trying to do so, it
would rearrange much that is in place.
Much that is in place to do with THE EVENT?
Indeed, Blossom. In past days we have spoken of times ahead when many ships will be commonplace in
your skies. Indeed, times when those who are not of your race shall walk among you and be accepted as
your brothers and sisters. May we ask you again in your Truth, if you think this is a Truth?
Without question, something inside me says YES. As I said … it is just the waiting that drives us a little bonkers.
Believe me, all of us that KNOW OUR LIGHT are doing the best we can under such intense conditions. It is not
easy. Not by a long shot. Sometimes I wonder if the LIGHTER we become, the harder it seems to remain within
that Light, as so much doesn’t make sense and our sensitivity seems to be affected on a deeper heart level.
Unfortunately, we cannot change that situation. We would only suggest that with such ‘changing
Energies’ you align your thoughts and feelings with the HIGHER YOU. Work with thoughts that you own
regarding your KNOWING. In that … if/when … you allow yourself to rise up to the Higher understanding
of why you are here and what it is you came to do … your understanding will present to you, the
answers.
I do understand that which you are saying and I sort of KNOW the answers even though I can’t put them into
words. It is more of a matter of tuning into one’s Higher Power, as you say … to rise above it all.
Correct, Blossom. To be detached from that which is being thrown out to you as bait. Take note of that
last sentence if you will.
I did!
Your Topsy Turvy world is not only upside down and inside out, it is now about to start spinning and
gaining momentum … in a manner of speaking. Again we state, we are speaking metaphorically!
Within all that is presented to you … within each everyday scenario that seems in your heart to be more
and more outrageous … TAKE YOUR BEING TO THE HIGHER PLACE.
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ACKNOWLEDGE THE FACT THAT ALL THAT IS HAPPENING IS BECAUSE IT IS ALL ABOUT TO CHANGE.
It has to take its course to a certain point before the ‘break out’ occurs.
Meaning what?
Meaning … the crescendo of this chapter (in Earthly time/terms) is building to its apex. To the peak of
where it must be, in order for ‘it all’ to tip over the edge and come tumbling down.
And then what? Actually, I don’t know why I ask … for I feel you are going to say ‘THE EVENT’ arrives.
Not immediately.
I am very aware that the majority of us are not hanging on for it. We KNOW we are here to BE the Light and as I
say … we are doing our best. Yet, some days … wow … some days … one just wants someone to ‘Stop the world, I
wanna get off!’ (Title of a musical, many moons ago)
And yet … the world doesn’t stop and you do not get off. You continue on and you shall continue to
continue on. What are your options?
To opt out? Not up for that. To give up? Not up for that either. Good point. Just quickly though, before you
go … sometimes an ‘Energy’ of gloom and doom washes over me and I have to work so hard to shift it. As if
something is eating away at me … and I can’t stop it chewing! Seriously, it is most annoying, frustrating and at
times debilitating!
With respect, Blossom and all … we would say the Lighter you become the more there shall be energies
that either want some of what you’ve got … or … want to stop you from shining your Light. It is a
constant, ongoing situation in many cases … and you deal with it correctly, Blossom by visualizing and
imagining removing it, in any way you see fit to do so.
Remember as White Cloud often says … Visualization is your most powerful tool. Use it as much as you
‘think’ to. It works wonders and is very effective.
All these ‘scenarios’ are copable. There is nothing that your LIGHT cannot shine through. Yet, it is
important TO KNOW your strength and allow YOUR POWER to overpower!
IT IS THE KNOWING OF YOUR LIGHT, DEAREST SOULS. FOR WHEN YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE IN TRUTH …
SUCH ENERGIES DESIRING TO OVERTAKE AND BE A NUISANCE DO NOT STAND A CHANCE.
Yet, some times we are tired and are caught off guard. I could go on and on yet, I feel we are done for today.
Thank you … In Gratitude, In Loving service … I AM.
The audio for this channelling will be posted below shortly.
A note from Blossom. These channellings are posted on many sites that I am unaware of and not everyone
receives my newsletter. So I take this opportunity to let you know of this exciting Event I am holding in
Bali: http://blossomgoodchild.com/upcoming-event/ Many thanks.
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1 March 2019
Hello, hello, hello to you! Well, the buzz is buzzing since I put up a video last week wherein White Cloud and I
can now interact on the ‘same level’. I am able to swap from me to him and have a conversation at will. He was
happy to show and give proof that the veil is lifting. I would very much like to hear your take on all of that … if
you would be so kind?
Welcome to you Blossom and those who are interested in that which we have to say. Indeed, we would
say a ‘landmark’ has been reached with the Energies of yourself and White Cloud now merging into one
on a deeper, yet … easier to connect, level.
We have spoken so much of Higher Energies coming into your Planet and the difference this is making …
not just to your Planet yet, to ALL things in and of it.
When you think of a veil lifting, the imagery that is ‘imagined’ is that of a mist … and that which lies
beyond the mist is now becoming more visible as the veil thins.
Would we be so bold as to say that therein lies your new world that we have also spoken of often.
As this veil lifts … it shows the pathway into the Higher Vibrations. One cannot only see it more clearly,
yet FEEL it also. It is as if you have ‘arrived’ and are able to see for yourselves that which lies across the
Bridge.
Such ‘Spectacular Events’ are about to bring themselves out into the open … because your world is ready
now.
Yes, I have to say I was expecting quite a few nasty comments regarding my sanity. Yet, only three have
expressed their negative opinions, compared to the hundreds that felt so uplifted by it.
Because all those who experienced your transition Blossom … connected with the Truth of WHO THEY
ARE. They KNOW that this too is very much something that ALL are capable of.
That which White Cloud spoke of … regarding not being put on a pedestal, was an imperative part of his
speech.
THIS IS WHAT WE HAVE BEEN TRYING TO TELL YOU.
There is no difference between us. It is simply that you volunteered and were chosen to … come to / be
upon/ experience … the shift from the ground up!
Yet, somewhere along the way, certain parts of your ‘activational’ components were either blocked off
or shut down by methods that were both cunning and crude. Yet, may we say … PART OF THE GAME.
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Your position upon Earth … AND YOU KNEW THIS WHEN YOU CAME … was to ‘see your way through this’
and bring the fullness of Light back into the soul from the Earthly aspect that you reside in … and now
Dearest Ones… after such a long period of waiting, can you now … can you now … see/feel … that you
have accomplished this?
Once you accept … as you are doing through this very kind of proof … that YOU ‘ARE’ THE HIGHER LIGHT
OF LOVE … then that is the vital necessity that you need to know. Once that is absorbed, understood and
ingrained within your KNOWINGNESS … ONCE THAT IS CONFIRMED BY YOU … then it is ALL SYSTEMS GO!
The difference THAT KNOWING shall make to you and your Planet and the very Vibration that you reside
within … will be lifting all that is, through the rafters!
Prepare for take-off … as you would say.
And KNOW too, that within this acceptance … it shall continue to move at such a rate because the
understanding of ‘how this all works’ will become a natural way of Being.
Dearest souls … we are so very excited about this.
I know! My fingers can’t type quick enough. So, would you say that the next step is to KNOW from deep within
that the veil is lifting?
Indeed and it is not a difficult step to make. Blossom, you have the ‘Way-shower’ experience under your
belt, in order to allow others to KNOW that they too can connect up with the Higher Light of who they
are.
It does not mean that every soul is going to start channelling in … ‘tongues/voices’ … for your world
would be seen to go a little crazy if this was the case. Yet, it DOES mean that the still small voice within
… is not going to be so still anymore … neither is it to be so small.
TRUST in your FEELINGS of these new Energies coming through and connecting with you.
It is the TRUSTING OF THE FEELING that will lead you. If your feeling is not accompanied by Joy then do
not Trust it. If you feel uncertain because that which is ‘coming through’ does not feel to be … in/as/
through/of Love then ‘switch off’.
We say this in order to ‘protect’ one’s service, Dearest friends. There are those who still choose to ‘play
havoc’ with one’s senses and confuse. Yet, this is only possible when one’s intention is not … coming
from/for the … Highest Good … more so, the desire to ‘be somebody’ … if that makes sense to you?
Yes, it does. Yet, those that wish to ‘play havoc’ are not coming through the veil are they? Surely, that which is …
can only be of the Higher Lighted Vibration?
This is our point, entirely. Keep check on how it FEELS … then you shall KNOW where it is coming from.
This is not spoken of in any way to be confronting. Yet, just to be made aware of checking in with the self
at all times as to HOW YOU FEEL.
In these coming days, as predicted … more and more Light shall pour through … enabling more and more
spectacular displays to be presented. That which is to be … shown/known … will be coming through at
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such a rate that it shall knock your socks off.
Dare I say … hold on to your hats?
And your socks!
Humour levels have improved greatly since first communications!
We have a good teacher.
Dearest souls …This new way shall enable you to shine your Light with much more intensity. You shall
no longer have the struggles that have ‘befallen’ you of old.
FOR THE MORE YOU RECOGNISE THIS LIGHT THAT YOU ARE … THE LESS STRUGGLE CAN ATTACH ITSELF TO
YOU.
THE MORE YOU RECOGNISE THIS LIGHT THAT YOU ARE … the Higher in Vibration you become, which
cannot resonate with that which resides on a lower frequency.
Hence, again … the speed now, in which this change shall emerge, shall be exponential.
JUST BECAUSE YOU KNOW.
JUST BECAUSE YOU FEEL.
JUST BECAUSE … IT IS TRUTH.
Some people have asked if I shall be able to do the same with you, as I am now able to do with White Cloud.
How would you respond to that?
We would say that for now … this would not be happening. There is a difference between the connection
with you and White Cloud … compared to we/us that are known as THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT. Although,
in the past, we have spoken through you and indeed, we shall again … it is not to be so (for a while ) that
communication … can be /would be … of this new way … this new … adventure/endeavour … that is now
emerging between the two of you.
So, is it the two of us … or just the one? Many have thought I was White Cloud all along and therefore, this is
a natural progression. White Cloud has said the same. I cannot yet feel comfortable with that. Not yet. I have
known ‘him’ for twenty years, to be ‘individualised’ from me and wherever this adventure is leading … I guess I
will become more accepting of its journey as I travel it. So, two of us or one?
ONE!
Yet, we shall make you more comfortable by saying that which you know … that which you ALL know …
there is only ONE.
That which you are accessing Blossom and bringing into the Vibration of your Planet, is simply a HIGHER
Vibration than the one you are used to. It is not the HIGHEST VIBRATION THERE IS … that would blow you
apart. Yet, it is a Higher degree of LOVE that is now accessible.
ALL OF IT … ALL OF IT THAT IS … IS ONE ENERGY. At this … stage /position … of The Game playing out on
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your Planet, there ‘appears’ to be such a separation of this One Energy. Yet, the more one connects and
allows the Higher frequencies ‘in’ … the more one shall connect with the ‘differences’ in Vibration within
ALL THAT IS.
One will ‘home in on’ the Vibration of the trees and hear their amazing stories. One shall do the same
with your oceans and your fishes and your blades of grass and even, would we say … one shall hear the
talk of the very air that you breathe.
This is not far-fetched in ways of behaving when one aligns themselves with these Higher Energies …
and the Higher one allows themselves to be in acceptance of their TRUTH … the Higher and Higher they
shall rise … and the greater LOVE that flows through from the LOVE LIGHT SOURCE ITSELF shall become a
DIVINE experience with every breath.
THE HIGHEST SOURCE ENERGY THAT IS … is willing you to find your way back home … to FEEL ONCE AGAIN
the heartfelt Gratitude of BEING … LOVE.
Oh, Dearest Brightest Energy Souls … many of you have been awakened for a long period of time … many
of you have been so close to giving up and giving in … yet now … the proof of ALL we have spoken of shall
flood your Planet with our TRUTH … that many have often doubted.
Due to exhaustion and expectation not being fulfilled …
Yet, we do not judge your doubt for we are not OF your Planet. All we could do is continue to encourage
you when you felt you had taken your last step.
And now YOUR GLORY IS HERE.
BE AWARE OF LIGHT GLIMPSES all around your vision.
BE AWARE of the smallest of signs coupled with the largest … that are to present themselves to let you
KNOW AS PROOF … THE CHANGE HAS BEGUN.
BE AWARE OF THE AMAZING LIGHTS YOU ARE and allow that Light to shine upon those who still sleep.
Through your Love and example, they shall lift their lids and rub their eyes … knowing they have been in
a deep, deep sleep … and they are coming out of the strangest of dreams.
BE THERE for those souls, Dearest Ones. For you are the ones to tell them the stories of what has been
and where one is heading.
WALK BOLDLY INTO THE LIGHT AND THE LOVE.
And may we always remain humble, in order to serve and receive. In Gratitude, in Loving service … I AM.
The video spoken of can be found here . https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lchEdpuW5o4&t=696sThe audio for
this channeling will be posted below shortly.
A note from Blossom. These channellings are posted on many sites that I am unaware of and not everyone
receives my newsletter. So I take this opportunity to let you know of this exciting Event I am holding in
Bali: http://blossomgoodchild.com/upcoming-event/ Many thanks.
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Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SarHwxfkGgk

The Federation of Light Channellings

15 March 2019
Good morning to you. Someone asked if you could talk to us a little about time? You are not in it/of it … yet, do
you understand it … as we do?
Gracious greetings to each one who chooses to uplift their Beings through connecting with the Truths of
their soul.
We would consider it correct to say that we do not ‘get’ time as you do. We perhaps are aware of its
‘tickings’ yet, it is a concept that we do not abide by or reside within.
From our position, we simply ‘are’ at all ‘times’. There, for us, is the movement from one moment of now
to the next. We do not set clocks for appointments etc. Indeed, there is no need. For we do not reside
in a regimented space where one allows … with respect … a ‘dial’ to conduct the pace of one’s everyday
workings.
It is not that we are for or against it. It became a part of the ‘setup’ in/of/on your Planet in order to
have some form of ‘regimentation’, as we say. It began with the rising of the sun and the setting of it
and one would work ‘around’ that. Now you work around a circle of numbers. A divisional break up into
segments of your minutes seconds etc.
This has been incredibly beneficial to the human race on the one hand, yet, on the other, very much to
one’s detriment.
I think we understand that. Thank you. Yet, what about the past, present, future set up? From our point of view,
it is in three different segments … Then, Now, Ahead. Yet, ‘apparently’ everything is going on at once. This is
tricky for us to get our head around. You have just said that you move from one moment of now to the next … is
that not also the passing of time?
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No, Blossom. It is not the same. Naturally, we will do our utmost to explain the best we are able about
this situation.
We ask that you accept that which we offer as a possibility and allow openness of thought to win
through. If you ‘dig too deep’ the complexity of the explanation would only lead to confusion. So we ask
you to ‘ride the wave’ so to speak.
Sure! Where did I put my surfboard? I just hope I can keep up!
EVERYTHING that IS … IS.
It is taking place in this one space of time.
You’ve lost me already!
Nothing that is BEING is of a different space in time, because there is no different space in time.
You’re using the word ‘time’?
We would say ‘time’ as a moment … a movement. We would ask you to imagine a vast Globe and within
that Globe is everything that is. Every possibility that can EVER be thought of. Every fragment of an
imagination is within that Globe and yet, that Globe is infinite. It is so vast that one cannot see the
entirety of it due to its ever-expanding nature.
One thought can trigger another and another etc. Yet, the thought and all other thoughts triggered by it,
are within that ever-expanding Globe.
There … just waiting to be ‘picked up on’.
Try to imagine that … the complexity of such a phenomenon. Yet, this is the wonder … the Miracle of
‘what is’.
How are you doing on following this concept?
Yep … keep flowing …
So then, that leaves thought for the possibility that if EVERYTHING is ‘there within that Globe’ … then
your past, present, and future are there too. All that ever was/is/ will be is ‘ticking along’ nicely in its
own little space of that Globe.
At this point ‘in time’ and we use this word for use of explanation … your focus … you Blossom, and
indeed those who are upon your Planet NOW … are … switched into/onto … this particular life-‘time’
that you believe YOU ARE. And you are! This is your ‘project’ that you have tuned into because … here we
are talking to each other in this NOW of that which you FEEL IS WHO YOU ARE.
However … at the same ‘time’ … all in the same moment of NOW … the YOU that is perhaps selling apples
in a market square a few hundred years ago … and the You that is conducting the process of mentally
gliding your Light vessel around a star system is also, only aware of that YOU … because that is where
the focus is within THAT aspect of you.
Ok. So, I don’t even know if I can express my question! Within ALL that is taking place in the ONE moment of
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NOW … (here we go down that rabbit hole … where’s my carrots?) … Am I able to sort of ‘look down upon it /into
it’ … this Globe of all that is … and ‘choose’ which ‘figure’ I would like to Be? I mean how does one ‘become their
role’ in ‘their’ supposed past, present, and future?
Are you ready for this?
I’ll try my best.
You don’t become your role. You only think you do because you believe yourself to be separate. Yet, if
there is only the ONE ENERGY OF LOVE … expressing itself in infinite possibilities … YOU … EACH ONE OF
YOU … ARE EVERY ROLE.
You are aware of the expression ‘That which you do to another you do unto yourself.” Do you see? You
are ALL … EVERYTHING!
If you chose to … you could take your Energy thought to Being a dinosaur … to Being a blade of grass.
Anything you can think of … you are it.
YOU ARE CREATION ITSELF. YOU … YOU … YOU!
You, who you consider to be ‘Blossom Goodchild’ … are the Entirety of all that is. You, that you consider
to be ‘confined’ within a human vessel are ALL THAT IS.
Take this into consideration …
EVERYTHING that has … ever gone on/is going on/will go on … is within that Globe and you are everything
in that Globe.
YOU ARE THAT GLOBE.
Only this week, I did a reading for someone and it moved into the fact that this soul ‘in particular’, would be very
adept at ‘time travel’. I am imagining we are all capable of this? Silly question really, yet, you know what I mean.
Can you elaborate on that?
Within your human capacity, you believe you are restricted within a certain ‘possibility barrier’. You
have been conditioned to accept this and therefore, it has become very much a ‘Truth’ for many at ‘this
time’.
One feels that they are not capable of many things. ‘Travelling outside of the human confinements’ as a
starter.
With respect, you ‘think/believe’ that unless you can go somewhere and take your human body with you,
then whatever you are experiencing isn’t ‘really’ happening. We respect this is not the case for all yet,
many are restricted by this ‘thought’.
By allowing yourself to KNOW THAT YOU ARE NOT CONFINED TO YOUR BODY … by accepting that your
‘SoulSpirit’ can travel anywhere it desires … it can! Because IT IS EVERYWHERE AND WITHIN EVERYTHING.
So popping back to the ‘space in the Globe’ that is marked 1618, for instance, is just a matter of ‘focusing on that
particular space’ … Yet, obviously a little more involved than that?
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No, not really. You are just so deeply conditioned to thinking it is.
Yet, surely, one can’t just pop down into that space and into a random body of a passer-by and then ‘live that
life’?
Why not?
Far out … My brain just blew up!!
If you accept this Blossom … this that we say … THIS STATEMENT THAT YOU ARE EVERYTHING … ONE
ENERGY … why could this not be so?
It does make sense to the notion that many souls feel they have been Joan of Arc or King Alfred or Joseph … in
fact Jesus, Mary, … etc. etc. etc. ad infinitum …
Indeed.
Yet, that would mean that one could ‘pop into’ the Energy of Jesus and experience ‘His lifetime’ when He was on
Earth?
And when ‘He’ was not on Earth … and when HE just IS THE HIGHEST LIGHT.
Why couldn’t this be so … under this ‘possibility’ that we are offering you?
I see what you are saying. Struth Ruth, what Truth! I should have packed more carrots!
ALL THAT IS PREVENTING YOU FROM THIS … NOW … IS YOUR CONDITIONING OF WORTHINESS.
And what strong conditioning has been in place for so long that you TRULY believe you are ‘lesser than’?
IF you are all part of THE ONE ENERGY OF LOVE … why would anyone of you be a ‘lesser part’ of it?
The ocean would not be an ocean without every drop of water that makes it so.
Phew! I feel we are done for today … and yet, definitely keen to continue on from where we have left off … next
‘time’. Many thanks, my friends. Your wisdom is so very much part of our growth. In Gratitude, In Loving service,
I AM
IT IS SO.
A note from Blossom. These channellings are posted on many sites that I am unaware of and not everyone
receives my newsletter. So I take this opportunity to let you know that TWO SPACES have now become available
for this exciting Event I am holding in Bali: http://blossomgoodchild.com/upcoming-event/ Many thanks.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zfyeskOPkY0
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24 March 2019
Hello to you! I have to be honest in saying that a huge part of me wishes I had never jumped down this rabbit
hole in our last communication about TIME! Some of the emails I have received are so complicated in their
desire to KNOW more and questions arising are blowing my head off trying to understand them, let alone put
them to you and get an answer. However … I am willing to give it a go … and let’s see how it all pans out … shall
we? Time will tell!
Indeed. Yet, on the understanding that not EVERYTHING about this subject CAN be understood in ‘your
time’ … for some concepts are out of the range of explaining in your words. Firstly … let us welcome you
as we ‘jump down the rabbit hole together’.
I have my spade as we dig deeper and brought along a pneumatic drill for good measure, plus a 10K bag of
crispy carrots. Let’s go … 1 2 3 … … … When we ‘remember’ our childhood, is that a ‘then’ now, rather than a
‘now’ now moment? How do we better understand the flow of NOW, for even the word ‘remember’ refers to a
not-now moment (time!).
So, let us retrack into the possibility/knowing that everything is happening at once … and it is. When
you FEEL you are recalling/remembering something ‘in your past’ … which is actually now also … you are
merely ‘hopping into’ that space in the Globe and remembering when your focus was there. You may
recall a time when you were four or five … you were younger … you may also ‘step into a space’ when
you are ninety … which in your understanding has not yet happened. Yet, it is there in the Globe … along
with all other possibilities of life itself.
Get your shovel at the ready, Blossom! Due to the fact that you are ‘at this time’ experiencing physicality
upon Planet Earth within a body of flesh and blood … you are of the understanding that this ‘flesh and
blood’ has to be with you in order to encounter ‘any pathway’. Take yourselves out of the human body
and you experience a completely different ‘format’ of self.
We are trying to device a way to explain more clearly.
When a movie is produced … everything, every scene in that movie is in that one unit of the movie. It is
all there … and yet, you cannot watch every scene at once. If you fast forward or rewind … you can ‘enter
into’ a different scene, yet, it is still in that one unit of the movie.
This is how we are trying to describe the Globe. It is all there and yet, it depends on ‘what you are
watching’ in any given focus of your experience. So, one’s ‘remembering’ could be likened to having
watched that scene already … or rewinding back to that scene and experiencing it for the first time.
OK … I don’t know why, yet I can feel the need to ask the question … are YOU in this Globe’?
No … we are outside of it. Let us pose another possibility. Your Being will either resonate with it or …
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Stop! I need a carrot break!!
Indeed. Let us narrow this Globe down into sections.
Wait! How can you not be in it? Because you said last week that it holds everything in it … every possibility.
We would say we were thinking of the sections that we are about to speak of … It is such a complicated
matter and we would say also, Blossom … we felt that ‘your mind’ was thinking in terms of this Globe,
speaking at this ‘time’ to be one to do within an Earthly paradigm.
You are correct. I was still in the thought space of everything within human expectancy taking place within the
Globe … I wasn’t thinking outside the square, so to speak.
So let us move on to ‘A Globe’ within the Globe’.
Let me power the drill up!
So, let us put the Globe that you would categorize as Earth experience into a Globe within the ALLNESS/
EVERYTHING Globe. For this is ‘recapping back’ into the ‘time’ subject where we originally began the
conversation. You could ‘categorize’ many Globes of all varied experiences also encapsulated within the
vast Globe that is all.
So for now … let us concentrate on the ‘Earth Time Globe’ and perhaps ask us an appropriate question
that has been sent in to you.
OK. I am trying to condense it … which is not easy. Basically … How does one physically visit and physically
interact with ANY person in history whose physical presence is no longer here?
Because their Energy is STILL in the Globe. Get your drill! A Soul- Light is always a Soul-Light from Source.
That is the essence of … who/what … everything/everyone … is. A source flow of Light-Love Energy that
can transform into ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING AND NOTHING.
Within your Earth Globe … whereupon ALL Earthly experiences are happening at once … including that
which you FEEL you have not yet ‘advanced to’ as well as that which you FEEL has already taken place,
( Yet, both are just there in the Globe, along with all other possibilities and parallel situations of every
experience in multiple expectancies). So, within your Earth Globe … you consider that when a soul leaves
its physicality it is no longer there. That perhaps, it has gone to another realm … which it has … yet, that
realm is within the Earth Globe … when one is choosing to experience the entirety of Earth /human. That
Soul – Light CAN COME OUTSIDE of the Earth Globe … as and when it chooses … yet, its Energy imprint
can be ‘activated’ at any time.
Speak to me of Energy imprint, whilst I nibble on another carrot …
You may need three! We have tried to explain a little before about you ‘residing as humans’ within a
hologram. So … we could TRY to express it … yet, please do not take this literally … we are TRUSTING
your deeper understanding will kick in … as likened to a robot when its power has run out … or been
shut down. So, in that ‘likening’ when a soul ‘leaves the body’ … it can ‘spark up’ again at any moment
and become activated, even though the souls who feel that ‘person’ is no longer ‘here on Earth with
them ‘ … know them to be gone.
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I get that … what I don’t get is how to form the next question. So, going into what I would consider to be a
hundred years in the past … Am I popping into ‘anyone’ as you said was possible last time … or, am I activating
an Energy imprint of ‘myself? Someone else?’ Oh, Dearie Duck Beaks! This rabbit hole has so many tunnels …
and not one of them has ‘Exit’ written on it.
Do you remember last connection Blossom, that we said we would not be able to explain all, because it
was out of the realms of explanation whilst in your human conformity?
Well yes, something along those lines. I feel at this stage we have reached our peak on this matter and I know
many will say … ‘What??????? We are just getting started’. I understand that. Yet, for now, in MY head, in MY
capabilities of understanding in MY brain … I would like to leave this here. I feel you have given us so much food
for thought and that we need to accept that which you have said … and mull it over. Yes, many questions will
arise. Yet, I also feel that we cannot enter most of the tunnels because they are beyond our comprehension ‘in
this space’ as you have said. How do you guys feel about that?
We are in agreeance, Blossom. You are not here necessarily to understand all this … this is not where
your focus is to lie. You chose to come here and focus upon Being the Light and spreading the Light and
emanating the Light that you are. There will be a ‘space’ within you when not of the EARTHLY Globe …
that will understand everything about this ‘Time Globe matter’ within an instant. You will just FEEL it
and GET IT.
Until then … we guide you to the ‘Exit’ sign as we bid you a fond farewell until our next communication.
We enjoy expanding the minds capabilities/possibilities … yet, we are also aware of certain limitations
upon information given. Not due to secrecy in any way … yet, due to inexpressible realities of ‘what
is’. May we take this opportunity to offer sincere Gratitude to each one … for your friendship and Love
towards us. It is received and accepted in Grace.
Ditto, my friends … from us all down here. In Gratitude, In Loving service … I AM.
IMPORTANT NOTE FROM BLOSSOM. My mailing list programme, although back working is now returning
thousands of emails back into my inbox as apparently I have been blacklisted/blocked/classed as spam.
I am still trying to get this sorted out. Please be patient. PLEASE SEND GOLDEN RAYS TO ME AND THIS
SITUATION!
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYTNmbdrLaY&t=1s
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The Federation of Light Channellings

3 April 2019
Hello there! Art thou well? I know you are because you always are! You have said you cannot not be! Ok, so … I
am aware that what we think we attract. We attract that which is Vibrationally matched, if you like. The thing is
… for such a long time now I seem to have to deal with many, many, many negativities in my life. I try so hard to
brush them off, clear them, pick myself up, dust myself off, etc and yet, still they persist. Last night I had such
horrible ‘dreams’. If in fact, they were dreams. My mailing list, to send out your messages has been ‘out of order’
for three weeks … Need I go on? So, my question … is it me that is attracting all this or is it outside energies
wanting to dampen my Light? I know I speak for many on this matter. Any help gratefully received. Thank you.
Welcome to you Dearest Blossom and Each One of you standing so gallantly, and bravely at your posts!
We hear your plight. We are aware too, of the efforts you are making to ‘ward off’ such negativities, and
your pursuance to remain ‘Bright’, Dearest Blossom, is admirable.
We would put it to you this way. It is not so much that you are thinking about negative matters/
Energies/circumstances etc and therefore, attracting them to you. This can be the case for those who
are still unaware of ‘Vibrational attraction’ matters. Yet, you yourself and many, many thousands of you
that KNOW YOURSELVES TO BE OF LIGHT … are like beacons.
It is rather like a double-edged sword. For your Light shines out so Brightly to those that need it … to
all the Planet and those upon her and within her … and indeed everywhere. Remember your ‘Beams’
are by no means limited to this Planet. Yet, due to the Brightness and Energy within that Brightness
… you stand out to those of lesser Light also. Those Energies/souls who want some of what you have.
They do not understand that they need to bring this Light through from within themselves. They do not
understand Blossom, that they cannot ‘steal’ another’s Light. So, when they ‘reach a Light of magnitude’
they try to destroy it … because they realize they cannot have it. The Energy can be one of jealousy, of
anger, of so many things and if they cannot have what you have … then they do not want you to have it
either.
These souls/Energies are of great sadness. Although, they do not necessarily recognize this.
I know to send Love-Light to them. I invite them into the Light. Yet, if they continue to refuse and cause havoc …
I have to admit to ‘losing it’ now and then and scream out a few expletives explaining they do not belong around
me or in my space! And I do KNOW that LOVE CONQUERS ALL … yet, it seems to be an ongoing battle … and I am
very, very tired of it, to be honest!
Remain in your strength Blossom and all. THE LIGHT HAS WON!
Doesn’t feel like it from where I am sitting. You know when I get into these rants I am not having a go at you,
per se. Yet, you have said this is so. You have said the Light has won. Well, we down here have yet to see the
evidence. Those that read your messages of hope are not ones that focus on darkness. We have remembered
much of who we are with your assistance … so we do our utmost to continue streaming our Light through …
WHERE ARE THESE CHANGES? UNDERGROUND? DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE? WHERE?
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They are within you first and foremost! These changes are taking place with inside of you.
Yep. I think we can all say we notice that. Yet, where is the outer evidence that our Planet and indeed ourselves,
are going to be ok? For that which we are ‘fed’ is looking bleaker at every meal time!
Then change your diet!
With respect to you, my dear friends … WE ARE … WE HAVE … and as you say … the Brighter we shine … the more
it seems we get ‘targeted’. All my computer issues are RIDICULOUS!!! They are beyond the normal! I feel your
messages are being prevented from getting out there. How can I control that? Way out of my league! Changing
my diet/focus doesn’t stop this kind of interference. Believe me, I’ve tried!
THIS IS WHY YOU ARE HERE AND OTHERS ARE NOT BLOSSOM. ALL OF YOU THAT ARE NOW AWARE OF
YOUR LIGHT …
YOU THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG.
We are aware you wanted to say ‘Here we go again’, yet, you stopped because you thought it would be
‘rude/ arrogant’ etc.
More so, inappropriate really. We know this! You have helped us remember/understand this many, many times.
I do not wish to appear disrespectful … I really don’t. Yet, many of the strongest of the strong are weakened by
the ongoing struggles. I’m not doing a ‘Woe is me’. I have said many times I am blessed with my life. So, if I feel
this way and I know I am blessed … what chance do others have who are not? What chance does the Planet
have? WHEN? WHEN? WHEN WILL THE CHANGE THAT YOU ARE TALKING ABOUT HAPPEN? Because down here,
chaps … from our perspective … if something doesn’t happen soon … it’s gonna be too late!
Breathe Blossom … Stop for a moment and breathe and smile … breathe and smile!
Yeah, thanks. It always works so well. I have to admit to getting unexpectedly worked up there!
In these times, perhaps it would help to recognize that you are not alone. We do not JUST mean that
there are those in other realms helping you every step of the way … yet, TO REMEMBER THAT YOU ARE
ALL CONNECTED.
When you close your eyes for a moment, or even just have the thought of millions of you … all over your
Globe holding hands … your Light stream from your heart is connecting and forming a grid of the most
powerful rainbow colours … and the more you ‘hook into it’ the stronger its pulse becomes … and others
FEEL that pulse and they too, have the desire to hook into it also.
And then, from there … take the visual to all those not of your Planet joining the grid also …
IMAGINE DEAREST SOULS … IMAGINE THAT POWER.
That is literally what we ask you to do … IMAGINE IT DAILY. FEEL ITS LIGHT. FEEL ITS STRENGTH.
BUILD UPON IT DAILY.
YOU ARE ONE. RECOGNISE YOUR UNION. BREATHE INTO THIS THOUGHT. THIS KNOWING.
Perhaps I am not being vigilant enough. Once again this helps me recognize that I let ‘life and busy-ness’ take
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over, instead of focusing on these kind of things. Yet, in order to keep one’s life in order/under control, many
things need to get ticked off the list daily.
You know what we are to say?
Indeed! I smile because your Energy is so nonjudgmental. It is just so Loving … so warm.
Put yourself at the top of the list! Some do not consider it necessary to meditate daily. Some consider
it to be fine to KNOW they are always in that space. That is fine if it works for them. Yet, would you not
agree, when you do find time to meditate, just for ten minutes … your whole BEING becomes Lighter …
more in tune?
Oh! Indeed. I KNOW, I KNOW, I KNOW these things. I KNOW I should do this first thing … to treat myself to
myself each morning. Yet, I make other things my priority. I did try creating ‘The Game Changer Project’ … that
didn’t last long. I failed miserably! Hey Ho!
Outer Energies are purposefully designed to distract you! Do not succumb.
ALWAYS CONCENTRATE ON YOU … YOUR LIGHT … YOUR STRENGTH … YOUR LOVE.
Always, always, always. Let these KNOWINGS be part of you in all that you do. You will find things get
done so much more easily and efficiently when you always remind yourself of these things. Until one
day you do not need to remind yourself, for they just are an awareness THAT IS YOU.
Yes, I know. It is so easy for us to get so distracted. Dearie me. I wonder when we all signed up for this mission if
we REALLY understood what it would involve?
As we have said many times before Blossom …
YOU WERE ALL SO KEEN AND YES, YOU UNDERSTOOD CLEARLY AND YET, YOU ALL RUSHED TO BE AT THE
FRONT OF THE QUEUE.
AND YOU WERE CHOSEN AND YOU ARE HERE AND YOU ARE ALL DOING EXCEPTIONALLY WELL.
AND ONE DAY YOU WILL RECOGNISE THIS GAME FOR WHAT IT IS AND YOU WILL SMILE …
AND YOUR HEARTS WILL SHINE …
AND YOU WILL SAY … ‘WE DID IT! WE DID IT!’
AND WE WILL SAY … ‘WELCOME HOME, FRIENDS. WELCOME HOME!’.
And I will go and get the tissues! THANK YOU. I Truly do feel so much better. Now if you could just go and sort
my mailing list programme out that would be fab! In Gratitude … In Loving service … I AM.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nHRQ8NlfxvM&t=7s
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The Federation of Light Channellings

28 April 2019
Hello. Back from holding my Bali retreat, in which we Brightened ourselves and the Planet enormously. Thank
you to you for ‘popping in’ and sharing your knowledge and energetic activations.
We were most delighted to do so. Are you feeling like you have landed with a ‘bang’ back down to Earth,
Dearest Blossom?
Well sort of. I feel happier and Lighter, yet, as the week goes on … many things can interfere and bring one down
if one allows!
We accept this is so. Yet, this is the challenge that ALL chose to undertake. You did not come down
expecting everything to be a bed of roses on your Planet at this time. Yet, you DID come down to awaken
the Knowledge within you and transform this Earth of yours into its de-Light-full positioning. To USE this
knowledge to its Highest capacity and transform that which has sunken into the lower Vibrations into
the Higher frequencies, wherein Mother Earth feels more at home.
So easy to do when in a beautiful setting, where the energy of the mountains and sea is high and one’s days are
spent ‘Enlightening the soul.’
Our point, as we stated. The pure and simple fact, Dearest Blossom, is that YOUR LIGHT … THE LIGHT
within Each One … does not have to be/ should not have to be … dimmed, due to its surroundings.
Happiness … that which Each One is looking for … IS THE LIGHT WITHIN YOU … THE LIGHT THAT YOU ARE.
You seek it here, you seek it there … yet, it is already within you … awaiting to be surrounded and Loved
and accepted.
HAPPINESS IS A STATE OF BEING! It is a place within the mindset that is always willing to come out and
play and yet, so often … more often than not … it is shut out … pushed aside … due to ‘responsibilities
and duties’ that have to be performed.
We ask of you to ‘Grow up’ now.
Whoa! Steady Neddy!
Perhaps you misinterpreted? As a flower when first in bud … it has much ‘growing’ to do. It reaches for
the Light and allows itself to stretch itself … ever closer to the sun.
How happy does a flower in Bloom … in its fullness, appear to be? How much Joy too, does it bring to all
those who look upon it?
Dearest Friends, we ask of you to extend your Beings Higher and Higher … into/unto … the Light.
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Your aspirations, your desires, your BEINGNESS … are ready to climb. They are in a position now to soar.
With respect …
I have to laugh … as it appears that White Cloud, myself and You, The Federation Of Light, say ‘with respect’ so
often, that with so much conversation in Bali we abbreviated it to … WR!
Then, WR … many of you are awaiting a certain EVENT are you not? In order for everything to change?
In order for your lives, your happiness, your finances, your Joy, your working situations … ALL THAT YOU
TAKE TO BE YOUR LIVES … you are awaiting to change, once this EVENT occurs.
You do not have to wait for that! Do it now … right this minute!
LET GO of that which you believe is holding you back … holding you down.
CHANGE THE MINDSET AND SET YOURSELVES FREE.
The Energies pouring in are of such a ‘happiness’ now. Of such CHANGE IN ENERGY ITSELF … that you can
‘make changes’ so easily … so readily … simply by DECIDING TO CHANGE THE WAY EVERYTHING IS THAT
NO LONGER SERVES YOU.
How often, Dearest Ones, have we mentioned that it is UP TO YOU?
Take our words into a deeper level of understanding. It is not of great difficulty to make these changes.
One does not have to venture into an intense trance-like disposition 15 hours of every day in order to do
this.
IT IS A SIMPLE MATTER OF KNOWING THE TRUTH.
OF KNOWING THIS IS SO.
OF KNOWING THAT BY KNOWING … YOUR VERY CELLS … EVERYTHING YOU ARE … IN PHYSICALITY AND
EMOTION AND SPIRIT … CAN CHANGE BECAUSE YOU ARE COMMANDING THEM TO DO SO.
THEY WANT TO!
Your cells, for instance, do not feel comfortable when they are in a state of ‘the old knowing’ when they
are damaged and not ‘TRULY’ functioning. YOUR CELLS … YOUR PHYSICALITY … YOUR EMOTIONS … ALL
THAT YOU KNOW TO BE YOU … are awaiting your decision to command the change WITHIN.
FROM WITHIN.
The change cannot occur by itself … it has to be conducted by you.
YOU KNOW ENOUGH NOW, DEAREST, MOST INTELLIGENT ONES! YOU HAVE ALWAYS KNOWN … Yet, you
have surrounded yourselves with the expectancy of ‘one day’. ‘One day perhaps, things won’t be like this
anymore.’
FRIENDS OF EARTH … THAT ONE DAY IS NOW! IT IS HERE.
STOP/CEASE THE WAITING.
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TAKE CHARGE. TAKE CONTROL.
YOU ARE A MAGNIFICENT BEING OF LIGHT/LOVE.
YOU ARE POWERFUL.
YOU ARE MIGHTY.
YOU ARE CAPABLE OF ALL THINGS THAT YOU DESIRE TO BECOME.
Hold back no longer. Release the OLD KNOWING.
The Higher Energies are doing much to assist you in this ‘falling away’ of that which does not belong in
this New Age.
The Higher Vibrational pull that is calling you ‘upwards’ cannot bring lower Vibrational Energies into its
existence. The lower Vibrational frequency dissolves and melts away as YOU YOURSELVES CHOOSE TO
TAKE THE HIGHER PATH.
WR …
Nice work …
And we say this with the GREATEST OF RESPECT … Let go of the concern of another’s journey and how
they are choosing to travel. Take charge only of YOUR journey. Walk the path with steady stepping and
KNOWING OF TRUTH.
YOU CAN FEEL IT NOW.
YOU CAN FEEL THE DIFFERENCE WITHIN.
YOU FEEL STRONGER AND LIGHTER.
KNOW IT.
BECOME IT.
Focus on that which YOU are choosing to become and let go of that which another is choosing. They have
their own path to walk and their own choices to make.
There will be much time in the days ahead to consider the positioning of others and so many of you will
be there to assist when they ask.
So many will KNOW that their journey back and forth over THE BRIDGE is one of repeated designated
positioning, in order to bring each one that is ready, into the Lighter disposition.
Take a moment, Dearest Ones, to breathe and FEEL who you are.
NOW. NOW. NOW, more than ever before, are you able to connect … on a /to a … Higher resonance that
allows you to KNOW that THIS CHANGE is so very close now.
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We do not ask of you to think of it coming to you in ways of your time. Yet, to feel it coming to you in
ways of upliftment and inner Knowledge.
WHAT IS THAT KNOWING? IT IS THE FEELING INSIDE OF YOU. A FEELING YOU CANNOT EXPRESS … YET IT
FILLS YOUR BEING WITH LOVE AND CONNECTION TO HOME.
Take the time, Dearest Souls … take the time to take the time to breathe and connect up/within. As
often as you think to. As often as your soul asks of you.
FOR EACH TIME YOU FOLLOW THIS CALLING IT STRENGTHENS … THE BOND/ THE LINK/THE CONNECTION/
THE KNOWING … THAT WHAT YOU FEEL IS THE TRUTH YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR.
Let go of thoughts of an EVENT coming. For we tell you this … WHEN IT IS READY TO BE WITH YOU/OF
YOU … Your Beings will have risen to such a Height within themselves, that the readiness of such an
occurrence will simply allow you to find yourself nodding in Peace, Serenity and Knowing of … ‘Here it
comes … and I am ready’.
Thank you. I do feel a change taking place. Yet, as I say … I had the honour of sharing a ‘Heightened Vibrational’
week in Bali.
And we reiterate WR! … It does not matter where you are or when!
What matters is the Vigilance … the Focus … to ‘Keep yourselves High’. To pull yourselves up when you
recognize you are down.
You repeatedly say it is not easy. How about you changing that around to ‘IT IS SO EASY NOW THAT THE
HEIGHTENED ENERGIES CAN ASSIST US IN DOING SO’
You are right. You are so right. For so long we have ‘Given in. Given way’ to allowing the energies, the chemtrails,
the poisons, etc. to dominate us and have us believe that they are making us sick and depressed.
CHANGE YOUR TUNE NOW.
CHANGE YOUR ATTITUDE NOW.
CHANGE YOUR LIFE NOW.
CHANGE YOUR PLANET NOW.
IT IS SO EASY.
THE POWER OF YOUR MIND … THE POWER OF YOUR BODY … THE POWER OF YOUR EMOTIONS SURPASSES
ANY INDOCTRINATION OF WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN EXPERIENCING AND THEREFORE, CONSIDERING
FACTUAL.
LET GO. LET GO. LET GO OF THAT WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN FED.
As we said before … change your diet … in all aspects!!
BE THE CHANGE YOU ARE WAITING FOR … NOW TODAY.
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NOW IN THIS MOMENT.
DECIDE YOU ARE DONE WITH THE OLD INDOCTRINATION.
DECIDE YOU ARE TURNING THINGS AROUND … RIGHT NOW.
NO MORE WALLOWING IN THOUGHTS OF THE DARKNESS RULING YOUR PLANET.
CHANGE THIS PARADIGM NOW!
THE LIGHT … IS THE LIGHT … IS THE LIGHT.
YOU … ARE THE LIGHT.
YOU ARE IN CONTROL.
YOU TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR THOUGHTS!
CHANGE YOUR THOUGHTS.
CHANGE YOUR WORLD.
WE LOVE YOU.
And WE LOVE YOU! In Gratitude … in Loving service … I AM.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JmtQEw-SFh8
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The Federation of Light Channellings

4 May 2019
Here we are once again! Your last communication regarding ‘Stop the waiting’ and BE ALL THAT YOU ARE
WAITING FOR NOW … proved to be very uplifting to so many. Thank you. I wonder if you could talk some more
about how to ‘rise above’ all that no longer serves?
Welcome, Dearest Blossom and Each Soul who is drawn to uplifting their Being via our sharing’s
of Knowledge, that naturally are within you … yet, our gentle reminders are offered in order for
remembrance to be awakened, which in turn allows the Lightening of the Spirit to bring about changes
to The Whole.
More and more are you aware NOW of recognizing the falsities that are presented. You are accepting
that THE TRUTH is not that which you are given outwardly upon screen and your social media.
THE TRUTH LIES WITHIN YOU.
You are allowing yourselves to understand once again, that all around you, your world portrays a certain
‘performance’ that if one knew no better, they would surmise that the darkness of your Planet had
overtaken all Light that once was. For it seems, it would ‘appear’, that very little brings Joy to the heart
IF one was to ‘look at what is’ … from that perspective.
YET, YOU GET IT NOW … DO YOU NOT, MOST DIVINE SOULS? YOU GET IT NOW!
YOU GET that the world that is ‘thrown in your face’, is not HOW IT TRULY IS.
THE WORLD IN ALL ITS GLORY IS THAT WHICH LIVES INSIDE OF YOU. The world that has been buried and
disguised in order for you to believe that what you see is what you get.
YOU KNOW NOW … THIS IS NOT SO.
YOU KNOW NOW … that WHAT YOU ‘FEEL’ IS WHAT YOU GET.
You have broken through the glass menagerie … if we may express it that way. You have come through
the barriers of pretense. You have awoken from your slumber now that you find yourselves in a new
place … a new understanding.
YOU GET IT.
For so long have we been saying ‘When you Get It’ … is this not correct?
Indeed it is my friends … and for so long, I wanted to.
And have you now?
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Well, maybe not fully. Yet, I certainly have had a major breakthrough. More in the Knowing of Knowing what I
KNOW. Before, I was ‘trying to know it’ … now I know it because I FEEL IT?
And we lead you on with ‘Feel what?’.
The KNOWING.
How can you feel a Knowing, Blossom?
I don’t know … I just know.
Exactly. Top marks!
It is within that ‘just Knowing’ … within that FEELING of ‘just Knowing’ that you Know … that makes
everything Known!
We are not purposefully talking in riddles, Dearest Souls. On the contrary.
It takes but one thought of this KNOWING to ‘Bring yourselves back into alignment with the Source.’
You very rarely speak of THE SOURCE.
Oh! But we do! We speak of it all the time.
LOVE. LOVE. LOVE.
The Divine flow of LOVE-LIFE comes from The Source of itself.
White Cloud recently spoke to a group of us explaining that for those who have had the amazing experience of a
NDE (Near death experience) that although it was the most Divine place to Be and Feel and that they met GOD/
SOURCE ENERGY/LOVE … and were given the choice to return etc … that what they experienced was indeed OF
THE DIVINE and yet, the actual ‘pinnacle’ (for want of a better word) is of a far Greater Light than that. I found
that most intriguing. Because surely, if you meet God … you meet God. Not a ‘lesser version of’?
We understand. Yet, White Cloud, of course, is quite right. The souls who have experienced such a
wonder … knew they had met GOD/THE LIGHT … whichever word is appropriate for Each One … and yet,
WR (with respect) it would have been on a Vibration that ‘Their soul’ was capable of ‘reaching’. So much
Higher than that which they have known before yet … How would we express this? … The ULTIMATE
GOD-LIGHT … is of/comes from … a Vibration that a soul ‘still attached’ to the silver chord could not ‘BE
OF’. And we express again, this is of the/with the greatest respect.
We are in no way ‘downgrading’ the experience one may have had. Simply explaining … or trying to … the
magnitude of the HIGHEST PUREST POWER in Existence.
Yet, they did come face to face with THE SOURCE?
Indeed. Yet, as also explained in your group session … that of White Cloud and ourselves for instance …
have to … would we say … ‘condense’ our Energetic Vibration in order to converse with you. Otherwise,
we would simply ‘blow you up!’
Yes. I get that. Thank you.
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So continuing on with Knowing what you Know … you received a query about your climate change, did
you not?’
Yep!
Let us express to you … remind you … that this is ALL A GAME.
HOW DO YOU PLAY THE GAME? You Know this answer NOW. You play The Game by your thoughts. You
are the controller. You have The Power of The Game in your BEING.
If you want to move on up the ladder, then surround your Being … surround everything within and
without you, with incredible uplifting Joyous thoughts … ALL THE TIME.
If you want to fall down the snake … then allow yourselves to think negatively.
A GAME. A GAME. A GAME!
It’s funny. In my naivety … in past conversations … I would have gone on to you about … ‘It’s all very well for you,
you’re not living in this hell hole’ etc. I have indeed recognized that over time … I HAVE GROWN UP! As you so
kindly asked us to do, last week. No longer do I want to wallow in the ‘Try it down here and see how you fare’
industry! I GET IT.
Yet, for so long you have been an advocate of positive thinking, have you not, Blossom? What has
changed?
MY KNOWING. More of FEELING THE STRENGTH INSIDE ME. More of, as you say, ONE THOUGHT and BOOM …
I’m back in business! NOTHING, but NOTHING can control that!
Exactly! And the more the more of you wake up to this … as so many are doing … the more the Vibration
of your Planet rises at such exponential speed that THE CHANGES that one ‘thinks’ they are waiting for …
are already there … within you.
This is why we have said … YOU ARE THE CHANGE.
Yes. Yet, until we FULLY GET THAT … on a KNOWING IT level … WR … they are just words to us. Once we FEEL
THE FEELING OF THIS KNOWING … it brings with it a deeper understanding of WHAT THIS WHOLE THING IS ALL
ABOUT. It helps us ‘SEE HOW’ we WIN THIS GAME. Just by that ONE THOUGHT OF FEELING THE POWER WITHIN
OF OUR LOVE LIGHT! OH, Tickety Boo Boo Boo! It’s very exciting.
So, we would go back to the subject of climate change …
On point … good work!
It is not necessarily the subject matter we are interested in, yet, the matter of addressing the subject …
of thought!
How do you choose to think? About Climate change? About finances? About politics? About a movie?
About a circumstance? About a person? About a situation? About … ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING?
How are you choosing NOW to think about all these things?
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Choose … positively or negatively?
That which is easily thought upon with Good Vibrational Frequencies … is simply a matter of multiplying
… consciously multiplying those Positive Energies. That which has an ‘automatic reaction’ in thought to
bring one down … needs perhaps a little more effort … to begin with.
If one’s Being reacts in a detrimental way to something/anything/ anyone … then take the deep breath
… stop the thought pattern … and then take in another … and yet, another … then remember the smile
to add to that. You have automatically changed your Vibration around that situation/person. If you
choose to delve into the thoughts within that circumstance … then do so with awareness of how you are
choosing to FEEL. Sometimes, Dearest soul’s, it is a wise move to simply ‘dig no deeper’ and just send
Love. Rise above it. See yourself ‘above’ the circumstance’ … be it global or personal … and from that
place … shine Light from your Being down upon it/them.
In this way … you are taking out the Energies of lesser Light surrounding it/them … and adding that
which is of stronger more luminous Energy to the situation.
For instance …
Back to climate change?
You read our minds.
A two-way street here, I feel.
Take your Beings up above your Planet. Look down upon it and send your LIGHT-LOVE upon the Earth
Globe.
FEEL IT MAKING A DIFFERENCE.
KNOW IT IS MAKING A DIFFERENCE.
How much more ‘Positive’ is such an action taken? As opposed to ‘Sitting huddled up in fear and WR …
searching your internet to find out more depressing fear-based news?
I was replying to an email yesterday and I found myself saying ‘not to buy into the ‘fearytales’ … I was rather
proud of that one! LOL.
Yet, so TRUE, Blossom. When we say ‘LET GO OF THE FEAR’ … do we say … ‘LET GO OF A LITTLE BIT OF THE
FEAR’? No. Of course not. What would be the point of that? LET GO OF FEAR. IT only exists because you
feed it. Starve it out of your BEINGS, Dearest Souls.
WHEN YOU KNOW YOU ARE LIGHT … ONLY LIGHT … THEN ALL FEAR HAS TO MELT AWAY. For it cannot
exist within one who KNOWS THEY ARE ONLY LIGHT.
AND NOW … GLORY BE … YOU ARE ALL AWARE THAT YOU ARE ONLY LIGHT.
AND SO IT BEGINS!
Whoa! I’m positively BEAMING! In Gratitude. In Loving Service … I AM.
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I have also posted a new YouTube channeling White Cloud AND The Federation Of Light. https://youtu.be/
X1QtAbNcHk4
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCDJZHgtN8c

The Federation of Light Channellings

12 May 2019
Hello, hello, hello! Happy to be back with you once again. The time is flying by.
We are always happy and ready to converse with you Blossom and to connect our Energy with those who
find our sharing of words to be of usefulness to them.
Judging by my inbox, so many do and of late, it seems so many are on board the Happy train and FEELING the
change in themselves and our very atmosphere.
That is most encouraging and yet, we say … WR (with respect) … that we knew this was to come. We …
are able/were able … to recognize the changes taking place that would lead to such transformation. And
we say also, it shall continue to improve as one allows their Inner-Being to continue walking down this
same path.
Skippity hop, Skippity hop, as we dance down the yellow brick road. Not knowing where it leads, yet, it certainly
feels good to do so. A little ‘correction’ possibly? A gentleman wrote in very apologetically, saying that in last
week’s communication you used the word ‘condensed’. In that, you said ‘Yet, as also explained in your group
session … that of White Cloud and ourselves for instance … have to … would we say … ‘condense’ our
Energetic Vibration in order to converse with you. Otherwise, we would simply ‘blow you up!’ As he
pointed out … ‘TO CONDENSE IT, IS TO CONCENTRATE IT … TO MAGNIFY.’ Could it be that you had one too many
sherries with the vicar and were not thinking as astutely as normal?
We thank the gentleman for bringing this up. In our terms we considered the word to mean ‘to make
smaller, to shrink’.
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I have to say, I also had that in my mindset.
So, we simply say thank you for the correction and we are sure that even with this ‘error on words’ the
sentence made sense and does not need to be elaborated upon.
Indeed.
We like it that this was pointed out, for it shows that what we say is not merely skipped over.
Oh, far from it! Well, maybe by some, yet, that is their choice.
So, it is that we would care to elaborate on the subject of self and magnification of Light. For it is a
necessary, appropriate, current topic that seems to be ‘working very well’.
ALL AROUND YOU, CHANGES ARE UPLIFTING THE ENERGY OF YOUR PLANET.
ALL WITHIN YOU, CHANGES ARE UPLIFTING YOUR SOULS TO A PLACE OF UNDERSTANDING THAT ‘MAKES
SENSE’!
As your understanding elevates into a deeper KNOWING, there no longer is the need to question so
much of what is going on that is … not of your/to your … liking. Let that which is not of your Vibration
remain within its own frequency and ‘do its thing’ there. Whilst you … Dearest, Enlightened Beings are
choosing now to move on up … into … the Higher, Brighter congregation.
Congregation? ‘Hallelujah’ springs to mind.
We speak of this in its correct context of ‘Gathering’. For indeed, contextually this is so.
Are you having a little joke here regarding being ‘pulled up’ on a word?
We were not of that thinking.
Oh. Fair enough. ‘Pray’ continue … LOL
Are you now having a play on words that we are picking up on?
Well, I was trying … just testing your humour meter is intact!
We thank you. We ‘GET YOU’.
And yes … you may now carry on.
AT LAST!
Tickety Boo! What banter! Such Fun!
And isn’t it so? There is so much fun to be had? For this interspersing of Energy allows for so much more
of it. One cannot LIGHTEN UP without FEELING MORE JOY,
IT IS TIME FOR JOY TO BECOME YOU.
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FOR YOU TO BECOME JOY.
For now, as you have understood the ‘change over’ into REMAINING IN YOUR LIGHT and not allowing that
of lesser service to ‘bother you’ … there HAS TO BE MORE JOY IN YOUR LIVES.
One cannot … move up /through … the veils into a Higher, Lighter Reality and remain ‘down in the
dumps’.
AND DO YOU … SEE /FEEL …THE WONDER IN THIS, DEAREST SOULS? The fact of this being a MAJOR
BREAKTHROUGH?
For the more you KEEP UP and absorb the GREATER=NESS OF YOUR BEING … the less you find yourselves
‘withering’ into a place where your connection to Higher Vibrations does not present itself.
YOU KNOW WITHIN YOU OF THE FEELING. THE FEELING WHEN YOU ARE TUNED INTO THE HIGHER
VIBRATION.
YOU KNOW WHEN YOU ARE WALKING DOWN THE PATH THAT LEADS HOME.
YOU KNOW IT. YOU KNOW IT. YOU KNOW IT.
AND NOW … IN THESE FRESHER TIMES … YOU HANG ON TO IT.
YOU CAN FEEL HOW GOOD IT FEELS.
An understanding of ‘WHAT THIS HAS ALL BEEN ABOUT’ so to speak. Because NOW … in these Lighter
tones … you recognize the KNOWINGNESS!
There is no other way of putting it … YOU KNOW THE KNOWINGNESS BECAUSE YOU FEEL IT.
A while ago we spoke to you of CODES. And again, Blossom, we show in your ‘mind’s eye’ the rapid
interchange of numbers in rows and columns.
I always see that in green. Yet, is that because of the movie ‘The Matrix’?
Indeed. For these Codes are in Energetic colours. Colours that you know not of upon your Earth Planet.
They rapidly change and converge continually.
More so now … on a HIGHER … transfiguration/configuration … as CHANGES that are taking place, as
we have said, are not just on YOUR Planet alone. As the ENERGIES arise streaming through into your
atmospherics … they have an effect on all that is. Therefore, the configuration of CODES has also
realigned.
Dare I / do I … need to inquire deeper on that matter? For the … scientists/mathematicians … amongst us?
We feel it would not be wise for YOU to do so!
Phew!
Yet, we would … for satisfaction purposes add, that as one who knows of intense numerical systems that
‘log’ into fractional distortions of themselves …
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Are we back on the jokes?
No. It is likened to a continual continuation that breaks down into ‘absurd’ quantities … that are not yet
of discovery nodes within the “HUMAN UNDERSTANDING’
WR … I will leave that there before I get my knickers in a twist!! Can I say that to such High respectable Beings?
It is with delight once ‘probing’ into your memory system, Blossom, that we connect with YOUR humour
meter and if we were able to laugh out loud … we would be.
Can you not?
We do not have voice. We use YOUR voice box and its merits to verbally offer words, yet, WE do not have
this mechanism.
That makes sense of course. Interesting, in that, White Cloud can speak through me yet, he is unable to Laugh or
sing.
This is because, in order to do so, one has to use different ‘features’ of the voice tubes that cannot be
accessed by him or channeled entities/energies.
Well, I never knew that. White Cloud is thanking you for putting it that way to me.
We Know!
Oh! Of course you do! How Light-hearted this conversation is … such a hoot! So, because you cannot laugh …
what is your alternative?
Beams of Light. We give to you an image to continue the Laughter … Energetic waves moving up and
down … and if we could we would add the sound of ‘ha ha ha’.
Enough frivolity. Back to the serious business of Lightening up! I will just have to TRUST and assume that what
you said regarding the Codes, made some form of sense to those in the know.
CODES are ‘stepping up’ because they are an … integral/inaugural … part of the Plan’s system.
WR … I had to check that the word ‘inaugural’ fitted into that sentence, as not ‘really’ sure of its TRUE meaning.
‘Marking the beginning of a new venture, series’. Ok. All good.
Therefore, the Higher the CODINGS are becoming Energetically and tranfigurely (?) … then the HIGHER,
obviously, the CODES within and surrounding YOU are automatically matching them. Therefore, the
experience of FEELING HIGHER, LIGHTER, BRIGHTER is coming into play because IT IS OF YOU!
THIS TRANSFORMATION IS TAKING PLACE ON ALL LEVELS.
THE MORE YOU FEEL IT … THE MORE YOU UNDERSTAND IT … THE MORE YOUR RECOGNISE IT … THE MORE
YOU BE IT.
YOU CANNOT NOT!
HOW EASY.
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HOW INTELLIGENT.
HOW DIVINE.
Oh indeed. Now and then we have had momentary ‘sparks’ of understanding all of this. Yet ‘The Game’ when
one knows how to play it, can now continue in this much Lighter fashion and for much longer periods of time.
Until, as you say … It simply BECOMES US … IS US … WE ARE THE GAME.
NOT OF IT.
Woah! Hold on. That’s quite HUGE!
Not when you KNOW IT.
And now you are going to leave us dangling from a great height until the next enthralling episode … are you not?
You know us so well.
As you do me, my friends … As you do me. Thoroughly enjoyable. In Gratitude. In Loving Service. I AM.
MANY THANKS.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mod02T9bcPs
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The Federation of Light Channellings

19 May 2019
Good morning, my fine friends. Straight into it … rather than small talk, WR. (With respect.) A few folk have
spoken of an intense wave that ‘hit’ the Planet last week sometime. Is this so?
Welcome to Each One and indeed, the Energy Spirit of yourself, Blossom.
Different! Thank you.
Yes, indeed. There was a strong influential surge of Energy that entered into your atmosphere recently.
We would liken it to an electrical boost on a circuit … for ways of explanation.
And its purpose?
To enhance. To quicken. To uplift. To push out debris of a negative source. To aid in raising the Vibration
due to its intensity … which in turn brings all that is underway in the Great Plan, a step further along its
journey.
This ‘surge’ may have caught some off guard and wreaked havoc with their equilibrium. Leaving some,
feeling most out of sorts. Others will have ‘gone with its flow’ and found themselves to be fine-tuned
into this Higher frequency. It is different for each and although for some, the transition may feel a little
unpleasant … it inevitably is of assistance in nature and progression of soul.
Progression of soul?
Indeed. In that, it is not that one needs to be of high intelligence to ‘merge in’ with these Higher Energies.
I have to laugh … for a minute I thought you were going along the lines of ‘It is not that one needs to be of
high intelligence to … understand that which we have just said’. I was about to be insulted! Happy to receive
the rest of the statement … as was.
We would not dream of such things, Blossom. That which we are trying to … express/explain … is that
these Energies coming through are to be received BY ALL. For they are FOR ALL. It is not so, that due to
one being more diligent in their everyday spiritual awareness, that they would receive the lions share!
The Grand Plan is not of this division of ‘who is doing their best etc.’ It simply … does not/cannot … fall
into place with that strategy.
This would lead us into speaking of ‘Judgement’ … which so many of you appear to have an issue with.
I do! I find my mind ‘secretly’ making some comment or other about someone’s behaviour, attitude, even dress
code! I loathe myself for it and yet, at least I can rectify these thoughts just a little, with immediately saying ‘I
LOVE YOU’! I‘d like to reach the stage of cutting out the original thought and just go straight to the I LOVE YOU!
I am also aware that I judge myself a lot on such issues! One finger pointing at someone, three pointing back at
self!
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It is a matter of releasing all mind decisions one may assume about another. As you have become aware,
Blossom … it is ‘ideal’ to recognize that judgment and turn it around.
Yet, I have still made the judgment! I try to call it an ‘observation’ or, if I feel ‘the need’ in recognized unawakened
parts of me, to speak judgementally to another about someone else … I ask the Universe not to listen for a
minute! Oh! So evolved!
Yet, so human! There is indeed, quite a long way to go regarding becoming OF LOVE in its totality, is
there not? Yet, we are NOT JUDGING … perhaps observing the status quo!
If you were of perfection … in such/of such … thoughts towards another, you would probably not BE OF
THIS EARTHLY Vibration at this point in time. In that … this expression of self is being …worked upon/
evolving into. Would you say such ‘issues’ of judgment have changed along the way for you, Blossom?
Oh yes! I am much quicker in accepting that one is walking at their own pace along ‘their pathway’. Yet, it doesn’t
seem to stop me having a little judgemental thought here and there. As I say, I don’t like that I do it.
Then it would be better to LET THAT JUDGEMENT ABOUT YOURSELF JUDGING, BE REMOVED and turn
thoughts into Loving every bit of who you are … as you say in your world ‘Warts and all’!
Yep. Working on that one too.
We would suggest the EASIEST and MOST EFFICIENT way around this is to catch yourself as soon as
possible in that thought … stop it and beam out LOVE to that soul and yourself.
Yet, in ones’ humanness, one sometimes needs to ‘go through’ that thought, those thoughts, in order to work it
out of one’s system.
By all means then, stop the thought … send the Love to that soul or situation and self and then, for your
own amusement and ‘fun’ … discuss the thoughts you were having afterwards, with yourself. Seeing the
funniness of the ridiculousness of the pointlessness of the thought in the first place! For it is indeed,
none of your business how another chooses to behave in ANY given situation. The only business you
should be aware of is how YOU choose to behave in ANY given situation … no matter what/how another
may display their humanness.
Yes. I know. Truly, I am working on it. And I do try to have fun around it, for I know it is not coming from an
‘Enlightened understanding!
This is the important factor, Blossom. Do you see? For to Lighten it up with Laughter, immediately
changes the Vibration of your action. For there is no malice … just recognition of that which you are
saying … and KNOWING that it is of kindergarten mentality!
LOL! Yet, correct! I shall continue to improve!
Not so much … of/about … improving. More so, of … releasing/letting go … of that which does not serve
…YOU … or, anyone else.
As these Higher Energies are reaching deep within you … they are stirring up these ‘old fashioned’
services and leaving one feeling uncomfortable … so that one recognizes the ‘issue’ and allows it to
provide the KNOWING of it no longer being of service.
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How could being judgmental EVER be of service?
Because EVERYTHING ever … that is part of your ‘progressional Enlightenment’ … is of/has to be/was
once … a service to you. In that … the service it provided allowed you to find more of that which serves
and that which doesn’t. And by this, we mean ‘that which serves the soul’. In recognizing it does not FEEL
‘good’ … one can ‘work out’ that it is not required.
Yet, it can be that one may know this to be the case about a person, circumstance, thought or feeling for
literally decades and yet … until they make the decision to let it go … they hang on to it and continue to
feel ill at ease with it … in order to indulge in it … until sometimes it manifests into a ‘dis-ease’ … before
they choose to do anything about it.
Why would some want to indulge in it?
Oh, Blossom and all … you would be surprised how the ‘ in-securities’ of one’s feelings about themselves,
allows them to dig a deeper hole in order to bury themselves WITHIN.
It is by the recognition of THEIR LIGHT and the shining of it FROM WITHIN that lead them out of such
depths and into the sunlight.
Yet, why? Don’t get me wrong, in the past I carried a shovel with me constantly, digging holes wherever I felt the
need to be needed.
And this is very much ‘hitting the nail on the head’, would we say. In that, the need to be needed lies
behind many a deep hole!
The fact is … that NO-ONE NEEDS to feel the need to be needed by anyone … the only one they need to
feel needed by … is themselves.
WHEN ONE KNOWS THYSELF IN FULLNESS OF SELF … WHEN ONE TRULY FEELS THE GLORY OF LIGHT
WITHIN … IN THE KNOWING THAT THE LIGHT IS ALL POWERFUL … ALL LOVING … ALL THINGS … AND THAT
THIS IS WHO THEY ARE … ALL NEEDS ARE MET.
One does not NEED another living soul to make them a better person … to make them FEEL … more
loveable/Loved … because when YOU KNOW THE LOVE THAT YOU ARE … why would you NEED more? For
YOU HAVE IT ALL … WITHIN YOU.
Yes, I KNOW THAT NOW! Yet, when I didn’t … I still needed my shovel! The self-indulgence was a tool for people
to take notice of my plight and it worked … or so I thought. Now, of course, I can see that … yet, couldn’t back
then.
So, how did you ‘Make the change Blossom?’
I found me a ladder and climbed out the hole, I guess … eventually.
As will Each One … in their own time … when they FEEL THE TRUTH. When they come into the realization
that THEY ARE THE POWER TO CHANGE THEIR WORLD.
THEY ARE THE VERY THING THEY ARE TRYING TO FIND … IN/THROUGH … SOMEONE ELSE.
Once this ‘Light bulb’ is switched on … then it sparks off a circuit that leads down any avenue one
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chooses. Once this is KNOWN and ACCEPTED … THE WORLD … as you say … IS THEIR OYSTER!
Indeed. Thank you. Hadn’t planned to go down this path at all today. Yet, perhaps there are some that NEED to
hear this. I was going to talk about the ending of last week’s conversation regarding … WE ARE THE GAME and
you said ‘Yet, not of it’. Next time perhaps? Much Love to you Chap’s and Chapess’s … or whatever/ however
you would describe yourselves?
Light … we would humbly describe ourselves as ‘Light.’
I Like that. In Gratitude. In Loving service … I AM.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RiQa7-gvG3k&t=7s

The Federation of Light Channellings

27 May 2019
Good luck with this one, folks!Hello once again. A few weeks ago at the end of our conversation, this was said
by me. ‘Now and then we have had momentary ‘sparks’ of understanding all of this. Yet ‘The Game’ when one
knows how to play it, can now continue in this much Lighter fashion and for much longer periods of time.
Until, as you say … It simply BECOMES US … IS US … WE ARE THE GAME.’ To which you replied ‘NOT OF IT’. I
said ‘Woah! Hold on. That’s quite HUGE!’ And you said ‘Not when you KNOW IT.’ Can we look into that, please?
Firstly, welcome to you Blossom and Each One who enjoys these conversations as much as we do. The
statement is not as profound or ‘huge’ as you read into it. For when you say ‘We are The Game’ … yes,
you are … for you as individual selves are not just the participants of The Game, you are also the rules
and the players and all that The Game can possibly be. Therefore, yes … YOU ARE THE GAME.
When we say ‘NOT OF IT’, it is coming from the point of view that you are outside of it. In a sense,
although it IS YOU … you FEEL as though you are in it /of it etc. you are not. You are, would we say …
an outsider looking in. If we put it in terms of the video games one plays upon your Earth plane. One
‘Plays’ the game by using the controls on a remote. You are manipulating the ‘players’ … what they do …
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where they go … how they behave, yet you are not actually them. You are working them from behind the
scenes, would we say.
Yet WR (with respect), when one is playing a video game the detachment from the player and the manipulator
is so obvious. Here in THIS GAME OF LIFE … we ARE attached to that which takes place in our lives. We ARE
involved because our feelings respond to that which is going on.
And we would then take you back Blossom to a time when we expressed in a few conversations that
‘Nothing Matters’.
Yes, I have never forgotten that. I couldn’t get my head around it then. Maybe a little more now, as I have
expanded my Truth. Carry on … or … maybe don’t. LOL!
You are ‘conducting’ your lives. Whether you agree with that or not.
Personally, I do.
Some have not come into that awareness … yet. For those that CAN come from this perspective, we
would say that therefore, you understand that you are actually MASTERS OF THE GAME. When you
accept this … you have understood its entire ‘layout’.
I am clearly not a master yet, although I would say I understand that I conduct my life. I just have many
‘understandings’ within that understanding to work through. Due to … my feelings. I am working on mastering
them.
YOU ARE YOUR FEELINGS. THAT’S WHO YOU ARE.
Therefore, WR, I AM IN The Game, not outside of it, because if my feelings are who I am, I navigate this board
game by them (feelings).
Yet, who is in control of them?
Me. Although, I am working on that one too! Isn’t it more a matter of controlling my thoughts in order to ‘change’
my feelings about something?
Ultimately ALL FEELINGS derive from Love. So, it is about changing the Vibrational pattern of them …
into a Higher one, if they are operating on a lower one. In this way, as you know … life works for you.
I am not sure how far we are going to get with this. I am confused already. A) If I am my feelings, how can I not
be of it? And B) If nothing matters, then my feelings don’t matter and therefore, if I am my feelings … I then …
don’t matter! Oh, far out! Am I really in the mood for all this today?
If not we can resume another time. Or, if you FEEL you are not ready for this in-depth understanding,
we can leave it until you feel you are. And yet, we know you are … we would suggest not to ‘think’ it too
much.
All well and good for you to say. Yet, in order for the conversation to flow, I need to think it. I’ll try … that’s the
best any of us can do!
Dearest Blossom, yes, you are your feelings. Your feelings are your Spirit Essence. If you could not feel,
you could not Be … you could not express. What if we said that you are not of The Game … that your
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feelings were also outside of it … yet, you ‘think’ they are inside. You have to ‘use’ your feelings to move
on up the board to steer your way around it yet, they do not have to be OF IT.
IT IS A GAME. YOU are not.
Yet, I said ‘We are The Game’ and you said ‘Not of it’.
YOU ARE OF LOVE. That is what you are of. That is why nothing in The Game matters. Because you are
not of it. YOU cannot be of it, for YOU are of LOVE.
Is The Game not all about Love?
Yes. Yet, The Game is the teacher, would we say. It expands your KNOWING OF SELF.
And yet, you say it doesn’t matter? How can the learning of ‘knowing of self’ not matter?
Because ultimately, YOU KNOW EVERYTHING ANYWAY. Because YOU ARE EVERYTHING.
Let us say you were sitting ‘there’ one day in the ALL KNOWINGNESS OF WHO YOU ARE. Yet, for the want
of explanation … you were bored … you wanted more … because in that KNOWINGNESS there is never an
end. LOVE is ever expanding … in/of/through/as … itself. That is its design … to LOVE MORE.
So, there you were … bored … and therefore, decided to expand into a game. An experiment called ‘Earth
and all it can be’. The thought was created and became alive and therefore, manifested with an infinite
number of possibilities of what it could be … what it could do … how it could be played. Did you pick up
on that part, WR? An INFINITE number of possibilities. So, The Game, in a sense, is designing itself as it
expands … into/of … itself. Because to design itself, is what it was designed to do.
So, there you are … no longer bored … watching (from afar, yet up close and personal at the same
time) … as to how this Game is continuing on/playing out. Your feelings are the mechanism whilst
‘thinking’ you are in The Game, that allows you to move from one square to another, depending on your
understanding of how it works.
Yet, in Truth, your feelings are YOU whilst in The Game yet, YOU … who are not of it … have feelings only
of the Highest Truest, Purist LOVE.
Lost the plot way back … I have no idea if any of this makes sense. We are our feelings, right?
Correct.
Yet, you are saying our feelings are the things that make us move through The Game. So … how can we not be of
it? Brain explosion in 5… 4… 3… 2…
Because your feelings whilst ‘thinking’ you are of The Game … are there to guide you through it … as The
Game develops by design.
Yet, it is because you ‘think’ you are IN IT … that you ‘think’ you are OF IT.
When a soul is in agreement and alignment to re-enter into Planet Earth via the nine-month gestation
period … it can come and go as it pleases into that embryo … until such time when it has to ‘enter fully’
and remain, which can sometimes not happen until the physical body is entering into the birth canal.
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Other souls feel comfortable enough and choose to stay in the growing miracle for the full term. It
is up to the individual at the time and depending on what the mother’s emotions and physicality are
experiencing at the time also. It is not that your soul in the physical understanding of where it is, leaves
the body fully. Yet … the soul/your feelings … are so much more than where it believes it to be … in The
Game.
You know, there is some part of me, somewhere out there /in there, that sort of knows what you are trying to
explain. Yet, it just seems impossible to put it into words … for both you and me. Some topics we ‘touch upon’
just never make it through and maybe that is the way MY mind works … who knows? Or maybe, it just cannot be
understood when involved too deeply in The Game. Even though we are not of it and nothing matters! So, this is
going to be one of those that I leave well alone … for now. Many may feel frustrated with me. I have learned not
to apologize, having done nothing wrong. I tried my best yet, the end result was rather disappointing, I feel. Hey
Ho! Such is Life. Such is The Game. You win some, you lose some! Either way, thanks to you … for trying also.
We are of the understanding that this is unable to be understood … or perhaps we need to find a better
way to explain it.
When that happens … I’d be more than happy for you to pop into somebody else’s head to do so! In Gratitude.
In Loving service. I AM.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NV5tT68EsXY&t=3s

The Federation of Light Channellings

3 June 2019
Another week flies by. Welcome, my friends.
And the sunniest of welcome’s to Each and Every One, as indeed yourself Blossom.
Thank you. Well, I have to say last week’s chat caused a great deal of response. Each and everyone saying the
same thing more or less, yet differently! That we are in this world yet, not of it. I get that bit. Thank you. I’m
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not going to elaborate or get involved again for now on that subject. However, many were interested in what
you had to say about the soul and its ‘position’ during pregnancy. There is quite a lot of unrest taking place
regarding ‘abortion issues’ at the moment and many felt it would be beneficial for you to speak of this, if you
feel it appropriate? I know White Cloud has spoken of it many, many years ago, yet, your thoughts would be
appreciated also.
This would be acceptable certainly. Each individual soul when deciding to return to Earth for whatever
reasons, can also decide as and when they feel it … necessary/comfortable/appropriate … to enter into
the embryo/fetus awaiting it. Circumstances may dictate the ‘time’ it stays within the womb at certain
intervals.
If, for instance, it was decided for a soul to enter into a family that required the soul to become part of
the group in order to assist in the understanding of many lessons, then it could be that the mother was
not always in a ‘desirable’ state for the ‘baby’ (shall we say) to be involved and ‘part’ of her. Yet, at other
times the baby would know when the mother is Peaceful and calm and in a ‘Loving’ mood and ‘visit’ for
a short time for bonding purposes. If, in this case … the mother was experiencing much stress, it may be
that the soul preferred not to enter into its agreement until the very moment of its delivery ‘out into the
open’, would we say.
I have heard that some souls do not attach until after that, sometimes?
WR (with respect) … we would not agree with that. It is essential for the souls to enter, on delivery, even
if it be in the last ‘push’.
Yet, my thoughts are going to … that the soul had time to ‘pop in’ as long as the cord had not been cut.
It would not be advisable.
Yet possible?
In extreme circumstances … yet, so extreme we would not consider it to be touched upon.
The soul entering into the new body may not always be keen … and it can be that there is a reluctancy
to return to Earth once again. When being counseled when not of the Earth, everything makes sense for
reasons TO return … Yet, the closer one gets the more the memories flood in of lives’ gone by … and one
may want to change their mind. Yet, ultimately they know that the lifetime chosen this time around will
be of service to themselves and therefore, The Whole.
It is the ‘feeling’ of entering BACK into a Vibration that is not of the same level from where they were
coming from. It can appear to feel ‘cold’, for want of a better way of putting it.
Other souls can enter into the fetus right from the start and feel they want to stay there throughout.
There is no set rule on this. The soul is free to come and go depending on its ‘feelings’ at the time.
Indeed, sometimes the baby is said/known to be sleeping yet, it may be that they are simply ‘not in’. We
do not need to go deeply into this, as one can interpret our words to understand enough as to how this
‘plays itself out’.
So, on the matter of abortion … what do say of that?
Let us first of all state, that each and every soul has the right to ‘think’ for themselves about anything.
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What feels right for one may not be the case for another. So there is no judgment here.
We would say, that some ‘religions’ consider removing the fetus to be a sin. A committing of a crime of
murder. We do not.
Say if a soul was counseled to be a part of a certain family and then perhaps circumstances changed and
an abortion was agreed upon. The soul may or may have not ‘entered into’ the mother’s Energy … for a
time. If there is uncertainty from the start, usually not. So the removal of the embryo is not taking the
life of another … for there is no life in there!
If a soul was to fall pregnant without the desire to do so, or by ill behavior from another … then a soul
would not have been allocated in the first place. However, if it be decided upon to follow through with
the pregnancy and be the ‘vehicle’ for a soul to have another ‘shot at life’ itself … then an appropriate
‘soul’ would be found to take the position.
WR … A bit like ‘a perfect position has come up unexpectedly for you, and it would serve you to accept it’.
When a soul decides to return to Earth … it is not just a matter of … ‘Another one available … who’s
next?’.
That is making me laugh!
We are being Light-hearted because it is a desirable way to be on all subjects.
There is much counseling, discussion and suitability taken into account. So many reasons why a soul …
should/would/could … enter into a particular lifetime. So many things to consider … place, surroundings,
possibilities to be presented, mindset, Energy, awareness of parents, single parent, couple, etc.
Everything you can think of is taken into account to make sure that one’s needs will be met in order for
the soul returning to be able to make the most of their NEW experience.
To go back and clarify regarding your original subject matter. If a pregnancy is to be terminated, then as
we say, there is no soul within to remove. There is just the flesh or the beginnings of the growth of the
physical body. So, there is no crime. We do not wish to minimize or disrespect this matter, for as we say,
many hold it in deep sacredness/high regard. Yet, to remove a fetus that does not have a soul within it,
is no different from removing a growth or anything else that does not serve the body.
I totally agree with you … yet within me, I feel many may feel quite irate at that statement.
WR Blossom, to those that do … maybe after considering that which we have said … they may feel
differently. As we say, we are not here to take away anyone’s right to have their own Truths about a
matter … any matter. We are here to present perhaps a different way to look at things.
SO, SO, SO, SO much that SO, SO, SO, SO many believe to be TRUTH is due to indoctrination within the
rules and regulations of certain religions and such things were put into place to hold power over the
followers of that particular ‘way of thinking’. Much was and still is, leading one to believe that if they
should dare to disapprove, question or think something through rationally about these rules and
regulations, then their life in the hereafter would be condemned to one of fire and demons.
Yet, if one TRULY delves deep into their soul … about so many ‘religious’ matters, they would find their
own TRUTH … and indeed that Truth would lie within so more easily and ‘sensibly’ than anything that
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may have been distorted in books known to be of the greatest TRUTHS.
This is not to say that such books do not hold TRUTHS. Yet, would we say it is very like ‘these channeled
messages’ that are available today. Great manipulation is woven within many to confuse and lead one
down the path of disappointment. This is … where we /why we … ask you to listen to your own inner
Truth when listening or reading of such matters.
Look at these ‘contorted’ messages in a positive way in that they are teaching you to … think/feel … for
yourself.
Have you ever considered how many souls will have passed over from this Earth plane through the veil
into another ‘Vibrational Energy’ thinking they have not done well enough? Not been good enough?
Made some mistakes along the way and therefore, God will certainly punish them and send them for
eternity … yes, eternity … into the darkest of places and because you create your own reality … where
will this ‘following of Truth’ take them? Does one call this a LOVING GOD that they have been pressured
into living their life’s behaviors by?
What makes sense to YOU?
What FEELS right in YOUR TRUTH for YOU?
What would LOVE do for YOU?
How would LOVE look after YOU?
Dearest souls, waking up … becoming aware … means to awaken … to become aware of YOUR TRUTH.
That which serves not only you, yet, The Whole. So choose to look into everything with that in mind. Ask
yourself … does this serve me and The Whole? For I and The Whole are ONE.
Does this … circumstance/law/feeling/channelling/reading/fact/person/belief … etc. serve me and The
Whole? For I AM THE WHOLE.
This is your awakening. Deciding for yourself, THE TRUTH.
Does it FEEL RIGHT?
Does it FEEL GOOD?
If YES … it is YOUR TRUTH.
If no … It is not.
Live by that rule, Dearest souls. Do not be fooled by those you may have been taught to be ‘wise’ and
therefore, knew better.
TRUST YOURSELVES.
TRUST YOUR WISDOM.
And in doing so … the TREASURES OF THE SOUL … whether upon Earth at the time or elsewhere … are
yours.
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Our LOVE for you lies deeper than your imagination in your position, allows you to FEEL.
Yet, if that feels right for you … if this is your TRUTH … then YOU KNOW THIS IS SO.
Love your work chaps! THANK YOU! In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AYO73Lvdk8E&t=7s

The Federation of Light Channellings

9 June 2019
Hello there. Last week’s topic on abortion seemed to spark a different understanding for many. Thank you for
that. Such things assist us in moving on from indoctrinations that become embedded in childhood etc. So, what
shall we elaborate on today, my friends?
Welcome to you Blossom and indeed, to those involved with our conversations. Firstly, we would
indicate that the level of frequency upon your Planet is rising exponentially. Although many see unrest
through their eyes, it sparks off awakenings in their heart, in their soul, in their very Being.
So, again we suggest looking at matters from an alternative … state/understanding … and instead of
being concerned of the ‘state’ your world is in … look upon such matters in Gratitude. For indeed, that
which you may consider to be of turmoil and injustice … actually, are playing their part in bringing about
THE GREAT CHANGE THAT IS COMING.
The stirrings with inside Each One are reaching such heights and demanding from within that CHANGE
takes place. Therefore, souls who have not yet done so, begin to search for reasoning … search for
answers. ALL IS NOT AS IT SEEMS … as we have said many times.
Truly we say to you … from our perspective, things are very much on the up.
That’s good to hear. Yet, I know you know, many are sick and tired of hearing this when all around seems …
nothing short of a ridiculous state of play.
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And to that, all we can reply Blossom, is that this may ‘appear’ to be the case and yet, it has its purpose.
All that is taking place RIGHT NOW … ALL … is taking you forward. If you like we would say it is as if …
for explanation purposes … many, many souls are walking to the edge of a springboard. Once a certain
amount have placed themselves there … there will come a point when the spring is bent to its fullest
capacity and has to ‘bounce back’. Launching all those souls into a much Higher space. We ‘hope’ your
hearts and minds ‘get that’ in its fullness. We are sure you will.
Yes. Thank you. We keep on keeping on. What choice do we have?
You have all choices.
OK … that takes my brain to something that also may be controversial. So, we could take the choice to ‘leave
the planet’ instead of seeing it through? I was told as a child that to take your own life was a sin and … with the
greatest of respect to White Cloud, I am sure many years ago he said that it was not for one to do so. (Sorry,
White Cloud!) What are your thoughts on suicide?
Again as you say this is a very controversial subject. Mainly because of power happy people making
rules.
WHITE CLOUD …. I would care to butt in if I may?
I somehow thought you might and I am happy that you do, my friend.
When I spoke in the past regarding that it was not for a soul to take their own life … that it was the ‘will of God’,
so to speak, as to when a soul left the Earth plane, I would like to state plainly, that it is not considered as a sin,
for I do not believe in sin, anyway. I have always said … there is a time to be born and a time to die and if a soul
chooses to remove themselves before their ‘said agreement is through’ then they will arrive ‘elsewhere’ with the
same issues and perhaps wish they had remained on Earth to sort it all out, because they know they will have to
go back and sort it out another time (all over again).
And yet, White Cloud, that doesn’t really resonate with me. If we have free choice, we have the choice to remove
ourselves. I had also heard that when a troubled soul arrives ‘elsewhere’ they would be cared for and loved and
‘soothed’?
I did not say that this wasn’t the case, Blossom. Yet, within ‘their’ own disposition … they … having taken their life
early, will have regrets when they see ‘their’ life’s possibilities from another perspective.
Ok … then what about a man, say who is 94, blind, practically deaf and full of aches and pains and lost his wife
and simply has no desire to hang around … is that wrong?
No. Nothing is wrong Blossom. There are just different perspectives.
Yet, surely … that old man is ready to leave with no regrets. And I know he is happy where he is now, so… Oh
Lord Maud … I wish these messages that are brought through didn’t become so complicated! Ease and Grace …
Ease and Grace.
And would we not say that a man/woman taking their life at the age of 94 who was simply hanging around
bored waiting to die … is a very different matter from a man/woman of 18 with their life ahead of them?
Yet, there still is free choice.
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Indeed, I feel WR Blossom, that we could go round in circles. I am not AGAINST suicide … I am simply saying that
the soul may feel differently when seeing possible opportunities they could have taken down the line, if they had
stayed and therefore, fulfilling that lifetime’s purpose. This is very different from ‘sin’. For in my eyes … to my
ears … ‘sin’ is not a useful word.
I will take my leave at this point and hand you back to our friends. Perhaps they shall continue … The writing of
messages in this way is more their style, as mine is the talking through you. Many thanks to All.
Thank you. Hello to The Federation?
Yes … hello.
You are sending through great warmth.
For we feel great warmth.
I am assuming your opinion/thoughts are the same as White Cloud?
Naturally. Are yours different?
No, not at all. I just think it’s sad that so many choose to get off … due to such depression or whatever their
reason.
Part of The Game Blossom.
Round and round we go.
You have to understand that there is SO MUCH you cannot understand. The fact that so much doesn’t
make sense to you IS part of The Game. If everything was understood it would change The Game
dramatically. In fact, there would be no game.
It is by making your way through it, that one gains insight to themselves.
TO THE TRUTH.
TO LOVE.
Has it ever crossed your mind that all that is taking place upon your Planet is helping you to KNOW
LOVE?
Yes.
All that ‘appears’ right and all that ‘appears’ wrong is assisting you in understanding WHAT LOVE IS ?
We know it is EVERYTHING.
Yet, do you understand it?
It’s hard sometimes to do so. For much that is presented by some human beings doesn’t ‘appear’ to come from
even the lowest vibration of LOVE.
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Yet, there is nothing else. So, it has to be of Love.
WR … one hears a lot these days of child sacrifice and worse. Coming from Love? Tricky one to accept!
Blossom …
WR … if you say to me now ‘It is part of The Game’, I might scream. And yet … hate to admit it … I know that it is.
However sick and twisted it ‘appears’ and I will just accept, that as there is nothing else other than Love … I will
take your word for it. Although again … not so easy to understand how that could be … other than nothing else
exists. (If that makes sense?)
Let us look at a word we are ‘presenting’ in-between the lines. We are using the word ‘appears’. We ask
you to look this up, please. Even though you know what it means.
Ok … seem; give the impression of being.
Many thanks. We say, do we not … all is not as it seems? Therefore, all is not as it is given the impression
of Being.
I sense you now want me to look up ‘impression’ … ok … 1, An idea or opinion of what something or someone is
like. 2. To think that something is true, especially when it is not.
Thank you. We are trying to assist you in grasping the concept that THIS GAME IS AN ILLUSION.
Oh please! LOL. This I know … and yet, don’t understand THAT either. Although, like with everything you say … I
GET IT … I just don’t understand it.
As we say … not everything can be got … not everything can be understood.
The Truth of the matter is, Blossom … Nothing matters … for you are in a Game, not of it … and The
Game is all an illusion anyway … need we say more?
What more is there to say, indeed! Have we actually got anywhere at all today? Will it matter on my death bed?
Does it matter anyway, death bed or no death bed? I get the impression … well, it seems … it won’t! An odd one
today … yet, I AM … in Gratitude, in Loving service. I AM.
The audio for this channeling will be posted shortly. Thank you.
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The Federation of Light Channellings

22 June 2019
Hello. I gave myself permission to skip a week, as I had a lot on and figured the world would keep on turning …
and it did! Such turbulence taking place for so many! I know you will say it is the Energies, and I know it is … yet,
would you care to elaborate, please? Thank you.
Welcome to Each One as you tune into our Vibrational patterns that we commit to, as we offer our Love
and suggestions. Yes, indeed Blossom … the Energies at this time are ‘blowing in the wind’ and spreading
far and wide, to assist each soul in their Vibrational upliftment. We are FULLY aware that one would
argue that their Vibrations at this time have not ‘appeared to be’ exactly uplifting due to ‘old wounds’
being reopened. In such cases, it was that the wound healed over without firstly allowing the fresh air to
cleanse it and remove all infection … would we say. So NOW, all that are in need of doing so, are having
the scars reopened, in order for all that no longer serves to be released. This can be both of the physical
nature and the emotional one.
I have also noticed that throughout such upheaval, there is a strength in me that recognizes all that is good. It
sort of feels that THE GAME within ME, is proving beyond doubt that we are remembering who we are and will
not allow the ‘old nonserving’ patterns to overtake.
This is so and is apparent for many. We clarify that the Energies entering into your Planet’s atmosphere
are of a much Higher frequency and therefore, they cannot be absorbed by you until certain ‘purging’s’
have been allowed by the soul-self to take place. This is necessary so that your Being can rise up and
blend into these Greater Energies pouring forth.
It is a time of conflict between dualities. Each one standing their ground yet, we would say … which one
do you choose to feed? That which serves or that which does not?
It certainly has been a time when I have had to call on all reserves and put into practice all that you have taught.
Yet, finding in myself, traits of my personality that I am not that proud of, when stirred to boiling point!
And your overall outcome, Blossom?
To come from Love. Only Love … (in the end!!!)
Dearest Souls, many of you can sense that THE CHANGE IS COMING. Many of you FEEL the difference in
yourselves and the very air that you breathe.
You are preparing for what is to come. You cannot move into Higher Vibrations whilst still holding on to
past hurts. One NOW has to be clear of Mind, clear of Body and clear of Heart … for such ‘states’ of Being
will be ‘your ticket’ into the New World. The New way of Being.
Look back to days gone by and how you conducted your thoughts. Look now to how far you have
traveled on the pathway home.
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How much more accepting of yourself are you? How much have you learned to LOVE … YOURSELF?
We say this … YOU ARE READY!
You have remembered and therefore, retrained your Beings to KNOW the path you walk is the TRUTH.
THE TRUTH OF WHO YOU ARE.
Nothing can change that KNOWING with inside of you because it is a FEELING … not a mindset.
That which you FEEL is your TRUTH … IS!
I am having images of ‘soldiers’ putting on their armour and marching, holding flags up in the air as they do so. I
know many feel uncomfortable with the images of ‘Light Players’ as soldiers yet, that is what I am seeing.
Yet, is it not that we are showing you these images metaphorically, Blossom?
Your armour is your understanding of who you are … YOUR LOVE.
The flags are who you represent … LOVE.
Millions of you marching together as ONE. United in the purpose of bringing your world into its Higher
ground.
YOU ARE READY … and … SO IT BEGINS.
I can indeed feel your Energy and Love and Unification as you brought these words through. Yet, I am
‘deliberately’ mentioning that you have said ‘So it begins’ quite a few times before.
And we were/are correct each time. For each step of the way is a new step forward. A new place to begin
the next phase of what can only be called ‘THE MIRACLE.’
Please venture forth on that!
We have spoken over and over to you of THE EVENT. We are not unique in speaking of this subject.
THE EVENT IS/WILL BE … A MIRACLE.
For that which it imparts, that which it offers, that which IT IS … shall bring about changes to your Planet
that will have souls expressing it so.
‘This is nothing short of a Miracle’ you will say because it will bring about such change to each one and
therefore, The Whole.
NOTHING WILL REMAIN THE SAME … FOR EVERYTHING WILL HAVE ITS VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY LIFTED
INTO A HIGHER PLACE.
Each soul, every living thing … will move into a NEWER KNOWING. Each one shall ‘shift’ from where they
were into a much Higher place yet, still within their own understanding of THEIR Truth … in accordance
with the ‘level’ they were resonating within BEFORE this ‘Happening’ occurs.
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AND … IT WILL OCCUR!
Goodness me! I can’t quite believe we are on this subject again, yet, you brought it up and who am I to disagree?
Some folk feel we are already within THE EVENT … that it is a gradual process and already taking place.
We would reply that you and your Planet are certainly in its preperational stages. Metaphorically … we
are showing you astronauts … where much preparation for their journey has taken place. Yet now … we
are showing you that they are suited up and walking towards the ‘ship’ and buckling themselves in. This
is how close you are, Dearest Souls.
That is, on the one hand very exciting and on the other … erring on the side of caution, in that, although that is
definitely ‘closer’ … from the bigger picture’s perspective, this could still mean another ten years in our time.
And yet, it is not … For is it not that once all is in place, the countdown begins?
Far out … A thousand butterflies are flying around inside of me! Yet, I still am very much of the thought that I
shall just wait and see. Been here, done this many, many times, WR. (With respect)
And we respect your honesty and consideration of such matters.
Maybe I am trying to protect us … You and me … and trying to keep our ‘street cred’ intact … for it has been
battered/shattered many times along the way.
Dearest Blossom, we are not in the least bit concerned of our ‘street cred’! We speak only in/of our
TRUTH. When we are misunderstood/misinterpreted, we do not make any changes to that which we
have stated. For there are no changes. We express to you that WHICH IS. We cannot do/be of any other
way.
This I know and I am being made more and more aware of how many ‘LIVE ALONGSIDE YOUR TRUTH’ and for
this I am honoured and humbled to be the ‘messenger’ on your behalf. Truly, deeply … thanks for considering
me ‘suitable for the position’ guys! My heart is feeling rather emotional right now.
Dearest Blossom, as you know … you are part of a network that allows us to do that which we do.
There are so many that assist us/you. There are those that translate into other languages, a gentleman
that records ‘our part’ and blends it with yours, so that those that prefer to hear, can do so. There are
those who post these messages all around the internet. There are those that pass our messages onto
others. There are those who speak of us from their heart without fear of judgement … and there are
those who ‘have your back’ so to speak, to make sure you are looked after and provided for … AND TO
EACH AND EVERY ONE … WE GIVE THANKS for playing your role as you agreed to do before you came.
I know. I feel TRULY BLESSED for such assistance. It gives me confidence in the knowing that, that which I do … is
of Truth … otherwise, I would not be so blessed … if you understand?
We do. For we are! May each one, as they walk boldly along their pathway be filled with the Love and the
Light of the Divine.
Thanks, Guys. Bring it on! WE ARE READY. Yet, I won’t put the kettle on just yet. Two sugars is it? In Gratitude in
Loving service. I AM.
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Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fpnd5OMsflI

The Federation of Light Channellings

30 June 2019
Hello there. Well … last week we spoke of the full-on Energies hitting our Planet at the moment. This week I
would like to talk about the full-on Energies hitting out Planet at the moment! I mean … what the? So many
souls going through intense clear outs and not only dealing with that … so little sleep and feeling wiped out!
Everything is feeling ‘Topsy-turvy’, yet I feel the ‘Topsy-turviness’ that you speak of is far greater than this and still
to come?
Welcome to Each One upon the Earth Plane. Each outstanding soul that is there to do that which you
came to do and doing it so well. Indeed Blossom … you are correct … these upheavals that are stirring
from within are nothing to what is to come.
Far out! Something to look forward to then!!??
Yet, they shall be upheavals of a different type. For, at the moment these Energies entering and ‘doing
what they came to do’ are for the soul /sole purpose of cleansing/healing all of the soul’s ‘past’ … through
all lifetimes. Can you imagine that? When you think about that alone … it is of a ‘shift’ of gigantic
measure.
You can say that again! It’s difficult enough sometimes, just shifting and healing stuff from this little journey, let
alone going way, way back in time.
And let us add on to that also, the fact/knowing that you are not just healing/cleansing all that is from
YOUR Energy … yet, that as a WHOLE CONSCIOUSNESS.
No wonder we are all pooped!
So it is that these initial stages …
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Initial?
Correct Blossom. Initial. For as we said it is just beginning. These initial stages of the purging are
concentrated upon the soul-self, from a human level/soul within the human level point of view and
there is quite a way to go before this is complete.
Then … the Energies coming in will be concentrating on the embedded imprints upon Mother Earth that
will then have to be cleared. When one considers wars, famine … you name it … there is much to be
released. Much has been ‘trapped’ within the *’field force’ of your Planet and must now be set free. It is
time.
Could it not have been achieved before now?
No. The Energies coming into assist you are of a much Higher established level in order to have the effect
required. It was necessary to wait in order for the ‘agreed register’ to be reached allowing such intense
Energies through.
When you say ‘agreed register’ do you mean ‘register’ as in ‘tone/level’ type thing?
Yes. Please keep in mind that although we have spoken of more intense clearing ahead to cleanse
and heal your Planet … you will be in a more ‘sound position’ to be able to see it through … because by
ridding your entire Being of all ‘the old’ … such strength shall return to you. The part of YOU … that is of
the Highest Light and therefore, allowing your following ‘commitments’ to be handled with greater ease
and understanding than you are presuming. You are considering it to be ‘much worse’ than that which
you are confronted with now … this NEED NOT be the case … depending of course on how you choose to
accept that which is taking place for you now.
One can choose to feel miserable and downcast and moan and groan … or one can recognize this time
for what it is … a way forward into a MIGHTY SURGE OF CHANGE.
Would you/could you not say for yourself Blossom that the ‘purging’s’ that have arisen for you of late
have brought you into a clearer place within your Being?
Without doubt, though at the time it was ‘horrible’!
And Each One shall feel the same as they recognize the choices to address.
One thing that baffles me is … certain circumstances will present themselves that may not ‘appear’ to have
anything to do with that which needs cleansing/healing/forgiving and yet, the outcome can bring up something
from way, way back that one may not only have forgotten, yet, maybe not even know about … from a past life
perhaps? So, are you able to explain how the Energies coming in ‘MAKE’ that work? How does ‘Energy’ conduct
each one of us to bring about situations/circumstances/souls that can release that which needs to be released?
We would answer by saying that we cannot answer that! From the aspect of Universal workings that are
Divine and ‘playing their part’ in the healing /cleansing of this Planet and those who are involved with
her … in order to Change the Game.
We could offer that the Energies are of a Higher Vibration so that lower frequency Vibrations cannot
merge with these Higher ones … so they have to be ‘got rid of’. So, in that Knowing from the soul-self …
the Universe will literally provide scenarios to be played out that will give opportunity to recognize and
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release all that is within/of these lower frequencies … so that the process of Ascending can follow its
course.
A lot of souls are experiencing the ‘what’s the point of it all’ … ‘why bother’ … when they look around and see so
much sadness and pain and unnecessary suffering that innocent souls have to endure. You say nothing matters.
So, what’s the point of it all? (I am not in that space right now, yet, many are.)
It is part of the cleansing.
THE NEW WORLD THAT YOU ARE MOVING INTO WILL NOT FEEL THIS WAY.
IT CANNOT FEEL THIS WAY BECAUSE ALL OF THIS WHICH YOU FEEL IS UNNECESSARY, WILL NOT BE PART
OF IT.
We understand that this is perhaps a little ‘alien’ to you. Yet in TRUTH there are many ‘states of Being’
that are already residing within such Energies upon/within other scenarios of ‘life’. And it is that,
perhaps another aspect of yourself is enjoying that pleasure of residence in this moment.
Yet, THIS aspect of yourself is here to Enlighten your Planet Earth and the souls upon it, in order to
change the Energy … for it was not always like/of this as you know.
The Energies that have befallen Planet Earth effect everything … as … everything … affects everything.
Due to this affect … one has come down here to make an effect … that will bring about change.
TO LIFT EARTH’S ENERGIES ONCE AGAIN … Therefore, making the difference to The Whole.
CHANGES ARE HAPPENING … MORE CHANGES ARE COMING …
THE CHANGE … IS ALMOST HERE.
I thought you were going to say ‘The change … is coming’ … yet, quite strongly you sent the thought ‘almost
here’. So, once we as human beings are cleared … and we then move on to the Planetary aspects … surely that is
going to take a while to complete?
We would answer with both yes and no.
Helpful!
In that … this is when Topsy-Turvy land will be in full swing. There will be no question of the upsidedown-ness and the spinning around of it all. Again we state we are not speaking of your Planet’s physical
movement. We are speaking of your governments and how countries are manipulated. We are speaking
of all that does not serve the human race as a whole being uncovered and brought to trial. There shall be
nowhere to run, nowhere to hide, for the souls who have chosen to play these roles in THE GAME.
You have asked us in the past to send Love and forgive these souls for the atrocities they have performed …
knowingly hurting and knowingly uncaring of the effect it would have on an individual … a race … a community …
a country. I feel this is going to prove difficult for so many to forgive when their behavior is out in the open.
It will be indeed, one of the most difficult positions /circumstances that one has EVER had to encounter.
To find in one’s heart forgiveness will have to come from the deepest Highest place of their soul.
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Ok. If we are being asked to forgive them … and we do … not being funny, yet … have they not got away with
their actions? If we just forgive everybody everything … then … can we not all do exactly as we please? What
would it matter?
Yet, you know that to do what these souls have done … would not be as YOU please Blossom, or many
please.
We have spoken before of sacrifice of a Lighted Being to ‘come down and be of service’ presenting as a
‘soul of lesser light’ … in order to teach and assist others in understanding the Light of Love that they
are. It is like … when one auditions for a role in a play or a movie … they are playing the part … yet, it is
not who they really /Truly are.
Yes. I get that too. Yet, they cannot just ‘get away’ with such behavior, can they?
No and they do not. Even though they may have, as we say ‘Sacrificed their Light’ in order to serve.
Knowing they would have to ‘receive’ the repercussions of such a service. In that … no one can do
anything to another without doing it to themselves.
In that … ALL THAT ANYONE DOES TO ANOTHER, be it of Enlightened or unenlightened behavior … they
shall experience the same within themselves at some point. I.e. How they made another ‘feel’.
If it was making another feel so very Loved … then THEY shall experience feeling so very Loved.
If it was making another feel great pain, be it physical, mental, or both … THEY shall experience that
same feeling that they cast upon another.
This is Law. As we have spoken of in days gone by. You cannot escape your actions. So, although
forgiveness is the key … it serves both parties and yet … it does not release one from cause and effect.
We ask you to ask for assistance in these times. Those who were not chosen from their voluntary post
as you were … are eager to assist in this ‘setup’ from elsewhere. They are so keen to offer strength and
Loving Energy to help see those who did get this position … through these very turbulent time.
We feel it is time to retract our Energies … as you are tired.
Aren’t most of us? Yet, I feel we are all going through different stages at different times.
This is correct. We are aware this session has reached its usual ‘time frame capacity’ yet, we wish to
impart that there is so much to remain Joyful and uplifted about. SO MUCH!
WE ARE GETTING EVER CLOSER TO ARRIVAL and we choose to let Each One decide for themselves what we
mean by that … For we mean each thought one has on the matter!
You little tinkers!! Good job Guys. In Gratitude. In Loving service … I AM.
*They said ‘field force’ as opposed to ‘force field’ … so I will stick with that.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErEIC2n3rLw
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The Federation of Light Channellings

7 July 2019
Hello to you our friends somewhere out there … and STILL the full-on Energies continue. Surely, this all has to be
leading up to something?
Welcome to Each one and yes, Dearest Blossom as we have said … these Energies indeed, have their
place in the Grand Divine Plan. We feel we have spoken of their purpose etc. so we would like to
continue on and speak about forthcoming events that coincide with all that is taking place at this time.
You will be experiencing so much ‘upside-downness’.
Isn’t that the same as Topsy – Turvyness?
To a degree, yet, if one were to ‘read into this a little more’ you will understand that which we are trying
to express.
Personally, I get topsy turvy, yet upside-downness … no … not really! Pray tell?
In that, everything will appear to be as if one is standing on their head (again, not physically) Everything
will seem as if it has turned upside down and indeed around … for such ‘moments’ are to come, that it
shall be as if no one really understands what is taking place. And for a while … no one will.
Our words to you would be PREPARE! PREPARE! PREPARE!
I keep hearing that in my head. All very well, yet in order to prepare, one needs to know what for!
For THE CHANGE … is it just around the corner.
And how would we do that … because we don’t know what the change involves?
Yet, you know that it would be wise to center yourselves. To take a few minutes to say to yourselves ‘I
AM READY’.
And ‘May the Force be with me’ type thing?
And it will be.
The Force of Great Light shall be with Each One as you prepare your Beings for that which you have been
waiting for, for so long.
Ok. I am not going to put a dampener on this by saying we have been here waiting before etc. I will go for it and
go with the flow as the Energy you are bringing through is once again, VERY STRONG on this matter.
Blossom and All … Take into your Hearts your KNOWING … your FEELING … and ask yourself how YOU
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FEEL about all this? Does it feel like a change is coming?
Could do … has done before … and then … zilch, in a way we were hoping for. Goodness, over all/after all this
time I have become so sceptical. I sort of daren’t build my hopes up once again, only for them to be thwarted. Eh
… did I not just say I would go with the flow? I just can’t help this ‘doubting Thomas’ in me, that this could actually
be it and that it is just around the corner … remembering your corner could be 20,000 miles away.
May we make a suggestion?
By all means.
Consider the fact that IT IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER. What if you KNEW … what if you had seen/felt
and therefore, were simply waiting for that time to arrive?
WR (With respect) … ‘Isn’t that what we’ve been doing for what seems like millennia?
Yet, we are speaking of NOW.
I know you are and somewhere in me is the ‘I’ll wait and see’ … and you have to be able to accept the reason why
I feel this way … as do so many. It is not that I am not prepared to prepare. Yet, at the same time … not ready to
shout it from the rooftops.
We would say we ‘try’ to understand your ‘brushing it off’ yet, we have never lied or manipulated or lead
you down the garden path … as you would say. It is due to misunderstanding the concept of time from
both parties that has made you feel this way. Not that ‘IT’ is never going to happen, is this correct?
Yes and yet, you have said that we would know when such an Event was on its way, due to the warm-up (don’t
know how to put it.) This that we are going through doesn’t feel like the warm-up band that’s for sure.
Yet, maybe it is the dress rehearsal? The preparing for …
Maybe?! To be honest, I am quite happy to just keep moving along enjoying my life the best I can and being
grateful for it all. Anything else I will consider a bonus. Like so many feel, it would be SO GREAT if ‘A Miracle’…
‘Any Miracle’ happened on a scale that we could all FEEL A HUMUNGOUS SHIFT. It would really, really, really give
us a lift. Yet … here we sit. Don’t get me wrong, I am in a great space apart from feeling wiped out!
Dearest Blossom, we are amused at your lack of ‘Whoohoo-ness’.
Oh, it’s there inside somewhere and when ‘just around the corner’ presents itself … you will hear my woohooing
throughout the Universe! You will hear everybody who has been waiting ‘whoohooings!’ I guess as well, it’s not
knowing what to expect.
We cannot explain what to expect … because more than anything, it is going to be THE FEELING within
you that will leave you awestruck.
THE FEELING WITHIN YOU OF KNOWING … HERE IT IS.
THE FEELING WITHIN YOU OF KNOWING … YOURSELF.
THE FEELING WITHIN YOU OF … STRENGTH AND PURPOSE.
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THE FEELING WITHIN YOU OF … THE WAIT BEING OVER.
THE FEELING WITHIN YOU OF … BEING READY TO FULFIL YOUR ROLE.
THE FEELING WITHIN YOU … TO LOVE FROM A MUCH DEEPER, HIGHER LEVEL THAT YOU HAVE NOT FELT
FOR SO LONG.
THE FEELING WITHIN YOU … TO UNDERSTAND.
THE FEELING WITHIN YOU … TO APPRECIATE WHY NOTHING HAD MADE SENSE UNTIL NOW.
We could continue on, yet we feel you know that which we speak of.
Dearest friends, I can ‘sort of’ get all of this … the Higher level of me knows this as Truth. Yet, so many feel it will
not be in their lifetime and I have often wondered if it will be in mine? Yet, you have said it will. I suppose there is
no time like the present.
You see Blossom, we felt that this is what we would like to have spoken about in this communication, as
it is necessary and appropriate … would it be that you would rather us not?
Not at all. You must speak about that which feels right to do so. And what if … and that’s a big ‘what if’ … a
Miracle or Event or even semi Event or Happening … or whatever occurred before the year was out … I ‘d be
pretty miffed you hadn’t spoken of it!
Then you see our point.
Which leads anyone to surmise something will happen before the year is out!
It does indeed.
Well, my friends, I guess all we can do is wait and see. I so hope you are correct for ‘every’ reason and yet, if it
didn’t … would I still carry on these chats? Yep, I would, because I know, aside of all this ‘WR’ Event ‘lark’, so many
are encouraged and uplifted by your words/teachings.
Blessings upon us all.
Oh indeed. Where to from here? The session isn’t over yet according to my calculations.
What would be best … shall we talk of the weather?
Lol! Yet that wouldn’t be a bad idea. It is behaving very strangely and of course, you will say it is the Energies.
For this is so. The weather patterns are evening out the weather Energies. All strange behaviour is
occurring due to bringing about ‘balance’, in order to even levels out.
Levels of what?
Levels of and within your biosphere. So it is, in a sense, ‘preparing’ for what is to come and equalizing
Energies in order to be able to receive the WAVE OF LIGHT that is to change all.
The more prepared EVERYTHING IS … the more easily this Wave is accepted and received.
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ALL IS IN ITS PREPERATIONAL STAGES.
So, what else besides us and the weather?
The very Core of your Planet is grounding herself in preparation. All nature is communicating with one
another in order to prepare.
As too … the very CORE OF YOUR BEING is preparing itself for this that is on its way.
THE WAITING IS OVER.
I both hate it and Love it when you say that. Did you miss a few answers on my application form when accepting
me for this job? Answers to questions like ‘Will you always Trust in our Truth?’ and my answer was … ‘That would
depend!’ You KNOW I LOVE YOU … and YOU and I KNOW that this banter back and forth is purely about the
‘time factor’ as opposed to anything else. We have misunderstood that so many times before. However, that is
not to say, I am not secretly hopeful. I mean, it has to happen sometime, right? … And indeed why not NOW?
We have a little more to say. We are grateful that you would have answered so … for it would not be
correct for you to Trust us blindly. It is of much importance that you follow your Heart and your Truth
… for in doing so, you allow answers and points of view that give others their voice in all of this … And in
ALL OF THIS … WE ARE ONE.
FEEL OUR ENERGY OF LOVE SO CLOSE TO YOU AND ABSORB IT INTO YOUR BEINGS.
Many thanks, Guys, Truly. I AM WHO I AM. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings

15 July 2019
Good morning! Continuing on … You have spoken of ‘topsy turviness and upsidedownness’ often. In our news
it has been revealed that the leader of the biggest child trafficking organisation in the world has been arrested,
which will lead on to many ‘celebrities’ being uncovered for hideous crimes committed. Is this what you have
been speaking of? Thank you.
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Welcome Dearest Souls. We find ourselves ever closer to your thoughts and sentiments … for the closer
we are able to ‘connect’ with you all, the more we are able to ‘understand’ things from an Earthly
perspective. We are able to ‘read’ your thoughts more clearly, now that the Energies are settling and
blending.
Are they settling? Doesn’t necessarily feel like it.
Yes. The initial ones are … which have made a clearer pathway. Yet, Energies rolling in shall continue a
flow filtering through now … to lift you up … build you up … and pave the way.
We shall address your question first and foremost.
This is indeed that which we have been speaking of. The arrest of this gentleman has/will open the
biggest can of rancid worms … and uncover movements that one could not possibly conjure up in their
darkest nightmares. This is why we implore you to …
HOLD ON TO YOUR LIGHT …
TO SHINE IN YOUR TRUE COLOURS … because when such ‘News’ is presented and brought out to the
public … it will certainly be necessary for you to do so.
For a while … there shall be much ‘culling’ of what can be and what cannot be divulged. For indeed, many
will be so appalled that there is a possibility of much uprising amongst the people. People, as we have
said, will not know what to believe is True … for much will seem literally impossible for a human being to
stoop to such levels.
There are many celebrities fearing for their lives and not knowing where to hide for safety.
Yet, it is law that you reap what you sow and may we say, some of the seeds that have been sown by so
called people of status, are far from what one would or could possibly expect.
So much is to be exposed and when it is … each shall then open up to yet something else. For it is not
just within the said child abuse/trafficking that is to come out. All of this shall lead to uncovering’s of
manipulation of your people. We would go as far as to say … ‘Slavery of your people’. Those with a great
deal of power and money have taken advantage of their position and now they shall have to deal with
the repercussions of such.
We can say without question … it shall not be a pretty sight.
It all sounds rather horrific and yet, you have prepared us for such for a long time and now it seems here it is.
And this is why, Dearest Blossom and all … we have continued to shower you with our Love and
expressed the essential need for you to discover THE LIGHT THAT YOU ARE.
For without that KNOWING with inside of yourselves, it will be very difficult to cope with these coming
days … for they shall hit you like a ton of bricks.
Please KNOW we are not trying to be negative … we are simply preparing you … for this is not a small
matter that will just roll on by.
THIS is the beginning of THE CHANGE … in a way that can be tangibly experienced. There shall be no
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more ‘Well I’ll believe it when I see it’ … for as trials that have already taken place shall reveal … there is
no going back now and your world is about to turn on its head.
Again … it is our purpose to continue to express the ABSOLUTE NECESSITY for your strength to shine
through.
When things come out … when souls cannot deal with these things …
IT IS THEN THAT YOU MUST REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE AND WHY YOU CAME.
It is then you you keep saying this to yourselves over and over …
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM.
Over and over repeat this within your Being … for not only shall it give you strength … it is the call that
goes out into the beyond to gather your tribes together and BE ONE.
A UNITED SOUL OF LOVE.
And through this KNOWING you will be encouraged … and you shall feel the Love and the back up from
all Angels and Light Beings and sources from other worlds.
For they too have been awaiting to hear this call … from you!
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM.
Billions of Light forces from ‘Everywhere’ shall heed your call and come to join you.
They too have been preparing for this time …
AND IT IS HERE, DEAREST ONES … IT IS HERE.
Far out! My heart is all a flutter. May I ask where you stand within all this? Just in case we need beaming up!
We are with you 100%. All the way.
For this is what we have been preparing you for. We certainly do not feel that we have ‘done our job and
we’ll be off then!’
That’s handy to know!
We shall be where we have always been … in your hearts.
I guess what I am asking is, within all this … when all these atrocities are out in the open and uprisings and
upside-down-ness etc. are taking place … can we expect any ‘tangible’ assistance from you?
There will indeed be ‘signs’ of what is to come. Signs, not only from your skies, yet, other phenomena
also.
WE ARE IN THIS TOGETHER.
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When you say other phenomena, what do you mean?
In that, with this strength you bring forth … you shall also allow yourselves to ‘step deeper into your
True Beingness’ … which will provide you with ‘Powers and abilities’ that have been in slumber.
Darn … I knew I shouldn’t have thrown out my superwoman outfit!
Psychic abilities … Healing abilities … ‘Knowings’ that you didn’t know you knew shall be in the forefront
of your everyday movements.
It will seem as if the ‘training’ is over … (for want of a way of describing) and you WARRIORS OF LIGHT are
ready now to walk into the field.
You have been preparing for this, for so long.
You have waited so diligently.
You have had times when you thought you would give up and give in.
Yet, here you are … READY!
YOU ARE READY.
ALL IS IN PLACE.
This waiting has been relevant to the jigsaw pieces being put in place and the picture although not of the
prettiest … is complete.
YET, LET US SAY AND THIS IS OF MUCH IMPORTANCE …
Although that which is revealed will feel so grim and ‘mind blowing’ … for it WILL blow your minds,
Dearest Ones…
KNOW WITH EVERY PARTICLE OF YOUR BEING …THAT WHAT IS TAKING PLACE IS NECESSARY.
IT HAS TO BE DONE.
IT HAS TO COME OUT ON THE OPEN.
IT HAS TO BE CLEARED.
In order for you to MOVE INTO THE GOLDEN LAND.
YOU ARE IN IT NOW. Yet, the darkness must now leave for ever … and it shall.
Revealing to you … Opening up to you …
THE GOLDEN LAYER OF LIGHT that you are now free to live within.
THE GOLDEN LAYER OF LOVE that was buried upon your Planet eons ago.
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The rightful and fitting Energy of your Divine Mother Earth is once again to HOLD HER OWN.
To SHINE.
TO THRIVE.
TO DREAM.
TO LOVE.
TO BE.
Dearest Souls … BE yourselves.
The moment of Glory is upon you.
How we have waited, like you … to be this close.
I can certainly feel the energy pounding through my Being. Any other advice?
TRUST YOUR INTUITION.
Ask yourself if what you are presented with is Truth or lies?
Do this by taking a few deep breaths and FEEL that which your heart is telling you.
This is the only way you will KNOW.
Sometimes I have tried to do that … and I am still unsure.
Then breathe some more … Sit with it for as little while longer … and ask for the answer to be felt by
you.
There may be much conflict and discussion amongst many as to what is Truth and not only that … the
correct way of it being dealt with. For such much anger and hatred will come up to the surface for many
… And it is YOUR LIGHT AND LOVE that needs to balance these Energies out.
We do not expect you to not experience this for yourselves … for there will be much delving into your
‘knowledge base’ in order to ‘understand’ the bigger picture and even more understanding required in
order to be able to ‘Forgive from your heart’.
Yes. I know it may be tricky to understand where these ‘beings’ were ‘coming from’ to even conjure up a notion
of certain behaviours, let alone be able to just ‘Forgive them’.
Yet, may we then suggest you ‘Forgive’ in a general manner? Offer out the Energy of Forgiveness as A
WHOLE … FOR ALL THAT HAS TAKEN PLACE … TO ALL THAT ARE IN NEED OF THIS LOVE … Perhaps do not
focus on any one particular event … should it be that your ‘mind’ finds that too difficult, yet, as we say …
Send out Loving Forgiveness … AS A WHOLE … TO THE WHOLE.
Thank you. I think many may benefit from that suggestion.
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Again we say … THIS IS THE ROAD TO YOUR FREEDOM.
So in the toughest of times …
KNOW THE OUTCOME IS OF/FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD.
That which is TO BE will allow you to KNOW A PEACE upon your Planet that She has not felt for so, so long
… that the feeling is almost forgotten.
Yet, it shall be as if a spell has been lifted as in a fairy story and the land shall once again be …
Full of sunshine lollipops and rainbows?
Oh, and so much more Blossom Goodchild … So very much more.
Whoa! A wave of Love so strong just washed over me, it made me cry!
THEN IMAGINE … IMAGINE DEAREST ONES … THE LOVE YOU ARE TO EXPERIENCE WHEN THE MOST
IMMENSE WAVE OF LOVE FLOWS OVER AND INTO YOUR PLANET … SHOWERING EVERYTHING THAT
RESIDES IN AND UPON IT WITH ALL THAT IT IS … LOVE … CHANGING EVERYBODY, EVERYTHING …
FOREVER.
It shall arrive at the Divine moment … when it is most poignantly in position to do so and be released.
Many ask if this is the solar flare that is widely spoken of?
It is part and parcel.
We have spoken before of your Sun (that you are aware of) being the gateway to the Divine Source.
Therefore, THIS DIVINE WAVE OF LOVE HAS TO COME FROM WITHIN IT.
So, Yes. We confirm it is ‘tied up within’ the solar flare that is to come.
Tied up within, meaning?
Exactly that … A Part of … All that is involved. For once this wave begins to flow … there shall be more to
follow.
Oh. I haven’t heard of that before.
More so, in the sense that once ‘The Wave’ has been sent out … it shall be like a ripple effect upon the
Planet and also, as if releasing the initial Wave allows then … the ‘breakthrough’ … the Freedom … for
the Energy stored up behind it, to flow through, also.
THIS ENCOUNTER SHALL FILL YOUR BEINGS WITH A LOVE THAT YOU HAD FORGOTTEN.
Forgotten what it FEELS like.
Yet, instantly shall you remember … the moment it touches you … and indeed …
BE HOME.
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WE LOVE YOU.
WE ARE WITH YOU.
Beautiful, my friends. In such Gratitude … in Loving service. I AM.

The Federation of Light Channellings

22 July 2019
Here we are again. The week has simply flown by. Such an amazing response to your last communication. So
many became very emotional and felt the TRUTH so deeply within them. Thank you. Where to from here?
Greetings to Each One and we are aware of the heightened activity within so many Beings … for their
Energy of Light-Heartedness is through the roof, as you would say. We ask that you keep this Energy of
KNOWING at the Highest peak possible, for this enhances and accelerates the process greatly.
Happenings are underway … there is a protocol to be met on all sides of the veil.
Can I ask that you speak more of that, please?
Imagine if you will, of the building plans for a particular machine, perhaps. So many different parts in
order to make it work and yet … certain parts can only be put in place when the building of that machine
is up to the place where a part can be slotted in. Bit by bit, the pieces are added and those that fall in, in
the final stages, have been waiting so very patiently until ALL IS IN PLACE.
This is what has been taking place and now … the switch is ready to be activated. However … the final
‘going over’ to make sure all is indeed ready to go, must be ensued.
Once the switch has been turned on … it will be as if many many dominoes fall. Each one knocking down
the one in front of it … and we say there is a long, long line!
Many times, over many years, we have said for you to ‘Hold onto your hats’ have we not?
And many times we have … only to have taken them off again … it flattens the bouffant after a time!
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Yet, now we say it again …
Why that particular expression?
Because what is to come will seem like a tornado of Events and if one does not ground themselves, they
will indeed feel as if they have been lifted off/through/within a whirlwind and not know how to bring
themselves back down to Earth.
Again we stipulate, we do not speak of this to put fear amongst you. We speak of this in order for you to
prepare. In order for you to know that what is to come is part of the plan and no matter how it ‘appears’
… in the deepest place of your Being, KNOW that the outcome will be of the Greatest Changes for the
Highest Good.
Consider the fact that there are no longer just a few souls upon your Planet who are aware and awake.
Now there are more than enough of you to be able to anchor the LIGHT FORCE that is required when the
lid is blown. (Off.)
WE KNOW THAT YOU ARE READY.
WE KNOW YOU ARE PREPARED.
WE KNOW YOU ARE STRONG ENOUGH TO WALK OTHERS ACROSS THE BRIDGE.
Dearest friends, THE TIME HAS COME.
The process of illumination may not be as you imagined. For no-one can ‘imagine’ what is to come.
However it ‘falls’ into place … be aware and be alert.
Be of your Truth. For many will be bandying about their opinions as to what they KNOW to be right and
wrong.
THERE IS NO RIGHT AND WRONG.
THERE IS YOUR LOVE. THERE IS YOUR LIGHT.
When soul’s become angered and confused … do not feed the anger and confusion. Do not feed the fear.
Feed only the gentle suggestions of going within and feeling Love for oneself and all.
For many, that which is ‘commonplace’ in this field for Light Players*, will not be a ‘normal point of view’.
Many are completely unaware of all that has been under- ‘lying’ upon your Planet.
Many have chosen to remain asleep and now … when the upheaval on the largest scale imaginable is
brought to the surface, they will not know what has hit them.
And as you KNOW … this is where you come in. Each One of you that have been waiting for so long to
move into position.
Each One of you that have wondered why you are here and felt so helpless.
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NO LONGER, DEAREST ONES.
THE TIME IS UPON YOU.
You shall be aided greatly by THE LIGHT FORCES that do not reside upon your Planet.
For they too, have been waiting patiently in position.
This Light Force shall come in many forms. Personally and generally.
There shall be a unity that spreads through the very air you breathe … as you sing out …
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM.
As we mentioned … this is your ‘Tuning in’ call to one another. This is the Vibrational sound recognition
of the clarion call from all/for all/ to all/ through all souls of Awakened Light.
It is your heart’s song that connects you with one another
It is your soul’s call that connects you with HOME.
FEEL IT from the deepest KNOWING WITHIN YOUR BEING FOR …
YOU ARE THE LIGHT … YOU ARE THE LOVE … I AM.
Whenever possible, visualize millions of souls, holding hands with you around the periphery of your
globe.
EACH ONE KNOWING THE STRENGTH OF THE LIGHT THEY ARE AND SHINING IT OUT SO THAT IT
PENETRATES INTO THE DARKEST AREAS.
KNOW that visualisation is one of your most powerful tools.
Never allow yourselves to feel helpless when things that are presented could make you feel so.
It is throughout all these ‘unveilings’ that you must ‘hold it together’ … in all aspects of the expression.
Hold it together within your soulself and hold it together AS ONE.
Within these times REMEMBER YOU ARE NOT ALONE … THERE ARE MANY, MANY OF YOU ALL WORKING
TOWARDS THE SAME END … THE SAME BEGINNING
TO CHANGE YOUR WORLD BACK INTO ITS HIGHEST FORM.
Will it be /could it be … that perhaps when things are revealed, we don’t find them as shocking as you say we will
… for we have heard of some pretty atrocious things already?
Without doubt there are things that some may have heard of and definitely things that only an elite few
know of … at this stage.
Someone wrote in saying that they were having a ‘friendly’ dispute with their guide in that when you said ‘For
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a while … there shall be much ‘culling’ of what can be and what cannot be divulged. For indeed, many
will be so appalled that there is a possibility of much uprising amongst the people. People, as we have
said, will not know what to believe is True … for much will seem literally impossible for a human being
to stoop to such levels.’ Their guide said that you were indicating that there very well could be uprisings. The
lady pointed to the preceding sentence and said, ‘No, they will be culling the information to AVOID uprisings.’ To
which you would answer?
That indeed it is ‘more than likely’ that there shall be uprisings. The culled information is more from a
point of view of ‘one step at a time’. For overwhelm shall indeed, be the order of the day.
I guess my concern is this KNOWING for myself what is the TRUTH and what maybe widespread propaganda. As
I said before, I don’t feel very adept at feeling what is and what is not when it comes to ‘news’. I know where ‘to
go’ in my thoughts with much of it and why we are being told certain things to keep us off track … yet, when all
that is to come out, does so … how will we ‘exactly’ know? Will there be any other way than our inner knowing?
In the ‘kindest’ of ways … we would ask that you follow your heart not your head.Things will not be
proceeding as normal, Blossom. Anything but … Far from it. Many who thought they had secured jobs
within your media and political stature will be almost immediately removed.
So many changes will take place bit by bit … that eventually one will see the LIGHT AT THE END OF THE
TUNNEL.
The upheavals and uprisings will settle down as soul’s ‘simmer’ and they begin to realise that all that has
been revealed and brought out into the open … has a greater purpose and that it is a means to an end …
of human Beings and nonhuman Beings alike, taking advantage of POWER.
Do you mean non-human Beings upon the Planet?
We mean both on and off Planet. Imagine as if millions upon millions, upon millions of souls are all
linked together by a chain of shackles around each wrist … bonded/bound by slavery … and then
visualise … a switch being activated and every shackle, at the same time, falls open …
FREEDOM DEAREST SOULS.
FREEDOM OF YOUR SOULS … AT LAST.
THIS IS WHAT IS TO COME …
THIS IS WHY YOU CAME … TO BE THE FREE-ERS OF HUMANITY.
SO THAT YOU MAY WALK AGAIN IN THE LIGHT … THE TRUE LIGHT OF WHO YOU ARE.
BE ONE VOICE …
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM.
Woah! Batten down the hatches … In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.
*Light players … a suggestion put forward by a gentleman on the Bali retreat, which seems so much more
appropriate than Light ‘workers’. The FOL obviously think so too.
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Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7-Ta3NRIxmY

The Federation of Light Channellings

5 August 2019
Welcome once again to you. The Energies coming through to our Planet are still very strong and knocking us all
about in their own sweet ways! I am wondering what else you could add to that which you have been speaking
of lately, regarding all that is going on … if you would be so kind?
Welcome Each One. We join you today combining the heartfelt Energies that make us KNOW that WE ARE
ALL ONE ENERGY OF DIVINE LOVE and THERE IS NOTHING THAT CAN EVER TAKE THAT AWAY FROM YOU.
FOR THAT IS WHO YOU ARE.
ONE ENERGY OF DIVINE LOVE.
Take that into your Being in this moment of NOW. Close your eyes, smile and take those DIVINE BREATHS
OF KNOWING THAT THIS IS WHO YOU ARE.
Do you feel a difference NOW from when you used to ‘THINK’ you knew?
Do you FEEL more of this Divine Love that you are, NOW that you are accepting it and NOW that these
Energies are allowing/enabling you to absorb more of this that is you?
Dearest Souls …TAKE ON BOARD the fact that in this HERE and NOW you are ‘presently’ willing to
join forces and recognise the ABSOLUTE POWER OF THIS FORCE OF LIGHT THAT YOU ARE … AS ONE …
TOGETHER.
Every time now, that you choose to remember to breathe in and enhance your Energy … remember
alongside that breath the KNOWING that your FORCE OF LIGHT is connecting up with the POWERHOUSE
OF DIVINE LIGHT ITSELF.
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Imagine that you are … plugged in/connected to … the DIVINE ULTIMATE ENERGY OF LIGHT AND LOVE
… and the chord/beam of Light that connects you to THAT, is also connected to EVERY SINGLE SOUL not
only on your Planet, yet, everywhere. Then imagine that trillions of LIGHT SOUL BEINGS are all focusing
on the same goal …
TO SEE YOUR PLANET THROUGH INTO ITS HIGHER POSITIONING.
TO BRING IT HOME TO ITS RIGHTFUL PLACE.
TO BE OF SUCH IMMENSE POWER OF LIGHT. LIGHT ITSELF IN ITS PUREST FORM … THAT ALL ENERGIES OF
LESSER LIGHT SIMPLY DISSIPATE AND MELT AWAY …
BRINGING YOU SMOOTHLY INTO SHORE IN YOUR NEWER HIGHER VIBRATION.
THIS IS IT NOW.
THIS IS WHEN YOU KNOW WITHIN YOUR BEING THAT ‘ALL SYSTEMS ARE GO’.
BECAUSE YOU CAN FEEL IT … CAN YOU NOT?
I can certainly feel this immense energy that is filling my Being right now as you are bringing these words
through. So much so, I can hardly catch my breath or write quick enough!
Dearest One’s … the Energy that you can FEEL … is an Energy that is connected to ALL BEINGS that have
been waiting just like you. Waiting so very patiently and sometimes so very close to giving in/giving up …
and yet, here you are … preparing …
You say ‘preparing’ … yet, you are saying ‘This is it’.
We would liken it to … perhaps a game of sport in your world. One has done all the training … One has
put in ‘the hard yards’, as you would say. They have brought their ‘outfits’ into the changing room,
adorned them … and now wait, warming up, gearing up for the moment that THEY KNOW is about to
come/happen. That is the kind of excitement you are feeling, is it not? A little anxious. A little nervous.
Yet, SO READY AND PREPARED to get out there and get on with it … in to the thick of things.
I would imagine that is exactly how so many are feeling, judging by my inbox! Yet, for us, we will run out there
onto the playing field and have to look around at exactly what game we are playing! Not knowing if we should
have brought our netball, soccer ball, tennis ball or indeed, just there to run the 200 metres! Yet, what I do know,
even though we do not know what for … we are definitely ready!
This we know, also. As facts are revealed, as your world reels in shock at outcomes of ‘findings’, YOU
SHALL BE THERE … KNOWING THAT THIS IS IT.
This is when the tables start to turn.
You are READY … IN POSITION. For although you don’t know what is to be revealed exactly … that which
you do know is that you are:
HERE TO BRING PEACE.
HERE TO ASSIST OTHERS IN UNDERSTANDING THAT ALL OF THIS THAT IS BEING DISCLOSED IS THE
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BEGINNING OF A BETTER WORLD FOR EVERYONE.
YOUR WORDS WILL FLOW OF YOUR TONGUE AS YOU ARE DIVINELY GUIDED IN YOUR ASSISTING WAYS.
Many of you will be quite surprised yourselves, at what is being said … through you.
All that you have ‘remembered’ in ways of these messages being the reminder, you shall ‘have on call’
in your heart files! For years you have been storing information, some of which you may not know you
know … and when EACH DIVINE MOMENT PRESENTS ITSELF … you will be there to offer guidance to those
who feel so lost.
Many of you will find a strength arise from within and find yourselves in the most ‘unexpected positions’
… that will feel so natural to/for you.
They will be so, because these will be the positions you signed up for before you came, should you so
choose to see them through.
Some will have fallen away from their ‘position’s role’. There is no judgement on this. Those whose
hearts are TRUE will find their way home, assisting others in a different fashion, that is more suited to
their disposition upon the Planet for them now.
Struth Ruth. I feel so emotional with this Energy you are bringing through today. My heart is ticking away ten to
the dozen.
With respect … because you are able to feel the TRUTH within this Energy.
Yes. Yet surely also, because … it is getting so close now and therefore, we can ‘pick up’ on this?
It is not close Blossom … IT IS HERE.
Just tightening my hat strings! Playing advocate, as I seem to do … Some would say … ‘Really? Where?’
Some are looking for something that it is not.
Meaning?
In that … ‘at this stage’ when we say it is here … you know this because YOU CAN FEEL IT. Some are
looking for the real evidence … for they do not believe that this feeling and knowing you are feeling and
gathering … IS REAL EVIDENCE.
Evidence of feeling/knowing/experiencing the Energy OF IT.
That which follows in what YOU/THEY would call reality is just the ‘hard copy’ would we say.
We have mentioned that it shall be like a domino effect. Everything will come crashing down like a ton of
bricks. And when all is flattened … one shall be able to see right through … IT ALL.
Take into your knowing that as this takes place … YOUR STRENGTH shall increase to the degree that you
allow it to.
Could you elaborate on that, please?
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Indeed. Inside of Each One of you NOW … as you are reading these words … you are FEELING a ‘change …
of/in … heart.’
This is because your Being is reacting to THE ENERGY that is being sent through to you in these coded
words.
Hold on a minute … I can’t keep up. Coded words? They seem quite straight forward to me.
Yet ‘within them’ … there are underlying codes that are willingly activating your souls.
Leading you into the next phase of yourselves. Reawakening the parts of your Being that needed to
remain ‘switched off’ until such times as this.
Like … eh … Far out, Brussel Sprout! What do these ‘parts of our Being’ do once switched on/activated?
They show/reveal Higher assets of self. Stronger Vibrational assistance is at your fingertips.
Allowing us to …?
To be more of who you are.
Could you just give us a hint even?
It is not necessary.
I feel you want to say ‘because it would spoil the fun!’
That is precisely our reasoning, Blossom. Gifts will fall into your laps, so to speak. So many things, some
large, some small, will you find taking place in your everyday living and you shall smile with an inner
knowing as you gain more and more of these ‘strengths’ … in the knowing that this is not just happening
to you.
REMEMBER … AS ONE … YOU ARE THE HIGHEST, BRIGHTEST, STRONGEST FORCE OF LIGHT IN EXISTENCE.
AND IT COMES FROM WITHIN …………………. YOU!
EACH ONE OF YOU IS CONNECTED WITH – INSIDE EACH OTHER.
YOUR LIGHT IS CONNECTED TO EVERY OTHER SOUL ON AND OFF THIS PLANET.
THE POWER OF THIS LIGHT HAS ‘AMPED’ UP EXPONENTIALLY OF LATE AND THERE IS ABSOLUTELY
NOTHING AND NO-ONE THAT CAN COME ANYWHERE CLOSE TO BRINGING IT DOWN OR PUTTING IT OUT
OF ACTION … EVER AGAIN.
Remember too, that the quickest route into the Higher Vibrational existence is KNOWING THAT!
LOVE CONQUERS ALL.
KNOW THIS LOVE THAT YOU ARE.
WHEN YOU KNOW IT … THEN YOU KNOW TOO,
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THAT …
FORGIVENESS IS LOVE.
COMPASSION IS LOVE.
UNDERSTANDING IS LOVE.
That which is to be disclosed, as we have said, will open a global can of worms. Not only will it be that
crimes against humanity are revealed, yet, secrets about … other planets/worlds /Beings/connections/
agreements/ … will also ‘come to Light’ and these stunning revelations will also make one almost fall
over with /in amazement.
Many will feel a little ‘duped’ for a while when realisation of WHAT ACTUALLY IS … ‘hits home’.
Yet, in these times …
REMEMBER …
RETURN TO LOVE.
BE LOVE.
BREATH, SMILE AND BE LOVE.
KNOW … ALL IS NOT AS IT SEEMS AND YET …
ALL IS AS SHOULD BE.
YOU … EACH ONE … ARE SAVIOURS.
SAVIOURS IN ITS TRUE SENSE OF THE WORD/WORLD
FOR YOU CAME HER TO SAVE YOUR PLANET …
AND YOU ARE DOING SO.
WATCH THIS SPACE.
I have to laugh … what a strange way to end … ‘Watch this space’ . Yet, I know that was the end of today’s
connection.
WOW! Things are really hotting up. Even though with these crazy sleep patterns, I may need match sticks to keep
my eye balls open, so I don’t miss ‘anything’ when it comes about!
In Gratitude, In Loving service. I AM.
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11 August 2019
Please note: This starts off on a bit of a downward slide … yet, very quickly changes energy that could well knock you
off your feet!!
Hello again to you my friends in High Places!
And we welcome you Dearest Blossom and Each Soul who is caught up in this net of confusion regarding
Energies that are disrupting your everyday living.
Wait … is that you? … an odd way to start.
And yet, is this not so, that so many are disregarding their KNOWING OF TRUTH as they fall into dismay
and despair with all that is being presented to you on your news?
Perhaps so. I do not wish to appear selfish, yet, for me in my little bubble of Light, I am in a fine space and not
feeling that way at all. Hence why I questioned when you first came through with ‘caught up in this net’.
We are very much aware, Dearest Blossom, of the Blooming of your petals at this stage and all the Light
that shines out from them.
Yes. I have to say, I feel in a very Blessed state these days … (even though I am still hardly sleeping!)
Yet, this is not the case for many. In other lands much turmoil and confusion IS taking place. Much is
being discovered underneath the ‘so called treasures’ that are not of brightened jewels.
Not really sure what you mean.
In that … there are those that are presenting as ‘solid Light’ and yet, when put under a microscope … this
would not be their True representation. Therefore, many are despondent in knowing what is actually
taking place in reality. For those behind the scenes are now walking out into the limelight and being
exposed for that which they Truly are.
I am aware of the leader of a global ring regarding abusing children being arrested.* Yet, I know no more of any
other at this point.
This is soon to be more widespread. Yet, the very Energy of these exposures is already ‘out in the open’.
Many names, places and situations are soon to be revealed and behaviours of the foulest conception will
be exposed.
You do not really speak this way … so I did a check in with White Cloud and he confirmed for me it is you THE
FOL. As you were then!
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Blossom, we are here with you in the HIGHEST LOVE … yet, we are addressing situations that are not!
Therefore, the Energy you are feeling is due to that fact.
We have said how one can and will so easily get caught up in all that they hear. Many who are still
unaware /asleep to such matters of ‘disguise’ are FEELING upset and would we say ‘churned up’ within
their Being. They wonder how much more of these major ‘upsets’ are to take place … before it is too late?
Too late for what?
For their hearts to fall into a cavity. These are the souls that have not once considered their souls to be
anything other than a life that is here upon your Planet to exist and get by the best they can. They have
not chosen to look into deeper matters of the heart and soul. Therefore, they are falling into a darkness
as they experience more and more of that which is not of the LIGHT.
THIS IS WHERE YOU … ALL OF YOU THAT ARE AWARE AND AWAKE AND RARING TO GO, COME IN!
Oh, thank goodness for that … I felt the energy ‘shift’ right there … Continue!
Dearest Souls … we have asked you to repeat over and over …
I AM THE LIGHT.
I AM THE LOVE .
I AM.
Many of you are doing so and finding much strength from it.
Yes, folk are writing in to say what a difference it is making. I am adding the smile and deep breathing as I say it
and that takes it to another level, also.
You see Dearest Souls? Do you see? The efforts that are performed in this simplistic of fashion, is LIFE
CHANGING.
IT IS OF THE HIGHEST LIGHT AND THE HIGHEST LOVE AND THE HIGHEST POWER.
IT IS TRANSFORMING … and so many of you are able to FEEL IT NOW.
Segueing nicely into … some have written in asking HOW to FEEL it, rather than just saying it? Where do they go
in their BEING to make it of the STRONGEST POWERFUL INTENTION that they can?
This is a very worthy /worthwhile question. For like with ALL THAT ONE DESIRES … to simply address/say/
speak/think ‘something’ has such little effect … compared to the enormity of FEELING that very same
‘something.’
One cannot manifest their heart’s desires unless they are FELT … for the VIBRATION OF THE FEELING is
what attracts it to itself … if you are understanding of this?
Very much so. So, how would YOU best explain to those who are unsure HOW TO FEEL THIS INTENTION?
Take you thought to your heart area.
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Think about where your heart resides … Breathe into that thought and that space that you are thinking
about and keep your focus there … Breathe again and yes … smile! FEEL the shift in yourself … in your
Energy as you smile.
Then, if for some, you are not able to visualize a BRIGHT WHITE LIGHT arising from that place within
your heart … then imagine you are looking at yourself in a mirror. Then watch as your entire BEING
transforms from its physical form … into a BEING OF LIGHT …
SHINING … RADIANT … BRIGHT LIGHT.
Breathe into this LIGHT as you say with the HIGHEST DEEPEST MEANINGFUL INTENT …
I AM THE LOVE.
I AM THE LIGHT.
I AM.
AND AS YOU SAY IT, CONTINUE TO FEEL/SEE THE LIGHT GETTING STRONGER.
FEEL IT THROUGH YOUR IMAGINATION. YOUR IMAGE!
PRECISE, EXACT TRUTH OF WHO YOU ARE.
KEEP THAT INTENTION OF KNOWING IT … AS YOU CONTINUE TO KEEP PROFESSING IT.
I AM THE LOVE.
I AM THE LIGHT.
I AM.
KEEP ON KEEPING ON, WARRIORS OF LIGHT.
SEE YOURSELVES AS THE LIGHT BEING YOU ARE … HOLD YOUR SWORD OF PURE WHITE LIGHT UP TO THE
HEAVENS AND CONTINUE TO PROCLAIM …
I AM THE LOVE.
I AM THE LIGHT.
I AM.
AS YOU CARRY ON … VISUALISE /IMAGINE FEEL INTO THE KNOWING THAT YOU ARE BONDED/JOINED/
UNITED BY YOUR TRIBE OF INFINITE LIGHT … THAT ARE STANDING THERE WITH YOU … DOING EXACTLY
THE SAME.
SEE THE EXPANSION OF SOULS STANDING RIGHT THERE ‘IN TUNE’ WITH YOUR HEART’S SONG/CALL.
LET YOUR INNER VOICE SHOUT IT OUT FROM THE DEPTH OF YOUR BEING …
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I AM THE LOVE.
I AM THE LIGHT.
I AM.
IT IS ALMOST AS IF YOU CAN FEEL THE EARTH TREMBLE AT THE POWER OF THIS KNOWING.
YOU ARE IN THIS TOGETHER.
YOU ARE CALLING YOUR BROTHERS AND SISTERS TO YOU AND THEY HEAR.
BROTHERS AND SISTERS UPON THE PLANET OF MOTHER EARTH …
BROTHERS AND SISTERS UPON ALL OTHER PLANETS OF LIGHT …
BROTHERS AND SISTERS OF ALL NATIONS ON AND OFF YOUR PLANET …
THE TIME HAS COME TO BECOME ONE NATION.
AS ONE NATION SING OUT …
I AM THE LOVE.
I AM THE LIGHT.
I AM.
CAN YOU FEEL IT NOW BROTHERS AND SISTERS?
CAN YOU FEEL IT NOW THAT YOU ARE ONE BODY OF LIGHT?
CAN YOU FEEL IT NOW THAT YOU ARE ONE FAMILY OF LIGHT?
YOU ARE READY.
YOU ARE IN POSITION.
KNOW MORE THAN YOU HAVE EVER … KNOWN/FELT … BEFORE, THAT WHAT YOU CAME HERE TO DO IS
AWAKENING WITHIN YOU.
YOUR ENVELOPES ARE SOON TO BE OPENED* AND YOU SHALL KNOW THAT WHICH YOU ARE MEANT TO
DO.
TRUST YOURSELVES.
TRUST THIS FEELING.
TRUST THIS KNOWING WITHIN-SIDE.
ALL THAT MATTERS NOW IS FOR YOU TO CONTINUE TO EXPRESS …
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I AM THE LOVE.
I AM THE LIGHT.
I AM.
THIS IS HOW YOU MARCH THROUGH.
THIS IS HOW YOU MELT AWAY CONFUSION AND DESPAIR.
FOR THE POWER OF THIS TRUTH IS THE KEY TO SO MANY DOORS THAT HAVE BEEN PURPOSEFULLY KEPT
CLOSED UNTIL THE TIMING OF DIVINE RIGHT IS UPON YOU.
TAKE UP YOUR DIVINITY.
CLAIM YOUR DIVINE RIGHT OF PASSAGE THROUGH TO THE LANDS OF FREEDOM, DEAREST SOULS.
CLAIM NOW …YOUR TRUTH IN/OF BEING … LOVE-LIGHT-I AM.
I AM THE LOVE.
I AM THE LIGHT.
I AM.
I AM THE LOVE.
I AM THE LIGHT.
I AM.
I AM THE LOVE.
I AM THE LIGHT.
I AM.
I think we could safely say you answered the question! In Gratitude … heaps of it … In Loving service … I AM!
*The Federation Of Light and White Cloud have often spoken of ‘envelopes’ we have inside our heads and when
the time comes they will be activated. As if the envelopes are opened and inside are our instructions as to what
it is we are to do. Different for Each One possibly. All very exciting!
*I am aware that Jeffrey Epstein was found dead this morning (after I had done this channel.)
For those that do not get my newsletter , please find news of my next event in HAWAII! YAY!
http://blossomgoodchild.com/upcoming-event/
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Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OjiR7z8PPU

The Federation of Light Channellings

19 August 2019
Hello, my friends. Your chorus of ‘I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM.’ rings True throughout my body many
times daily and certainly takes any negative thoughts away, the minute I change my thinking to that retort.
Thank you. I believe it is helping many.
This is very satisfying to hear as we welcome you this day. We would say that this can be used as THE KEY
to your Well-Being during these times. To use it. To say it. To feel it … at any given point whether feeling
happy or sad … even desperate or confused.
When Happy and saying it … it will expand your Happiness into a much Higher Lighter place.
When sad … it will lift your spirits and your confidence.
When desperate … it will take you out of the darkness.
When confused … it shall give you Peace.
‘Chant’ this Blessing in ALL situations, Dearest Souls and feel too, the Band of Light Souls that are joining
forces with you in that very moment.
As the Energy of these words increase … the POWER behind/within them, shall do so also.
As we stated in our last communication … you ‘upon the ground’ are now able to FEEL so much more of
the Higher Energies that are entering in.
This statement allows you to connect up with those of LIGHTER resources and gather strength into
yourselves and your Planet.
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YOU ARE GAINING AND BUILDING LIGHT STRENGTH.
YOU ARE IN CONTROL NOW OF THIS FORCE OF LIGHT THAT YOU ARE … THAT YOU COME FROM.
So many of you are now fully awake and able to conduct one’s thoughts into the Higher level that is
required in order to gather Energies into large blocks … Large containers if you like.
Hold the phone a minute! That takes me back to many moons ago when you talked about large containers of
ENERGY LIGHT (metaphorically) that were being stored, on ships I think, or at least that is how you presented
them … and would be distributed at the correct time (or something along those lines).
This is correct. We are happy to see your memory serving you well.
Indeed. As sometimes I can’t even remember what I went into the next room for!
These containers of Light Energy have been opened now. We are expressing it to you as easily as we can,
to try to explain.
Imagine many containers of this Light Energy … marked perhaps in boxes on levels 1, 2 and 3.
Over the last few years … level 3 boxes have been exposed and released into your atmospheres. Many of
them … all over your Planet.
Then it moved onto level 2 boxes being distributed … and yet understand, not ALL places of your Planet
were ready to accept level 2 and were still absorbing and adjusting to the Energies of box level 3.
Higher Energy places that are able to accept level 2 boxes have been doing so and being Enlightened by
them … Joining forces with them.
We do not speak ‘necessarily’ about particular countries … per se … for it may be that in one country
there is much conflict and yet, they may ‘live’ alongside the most glorious Energy of mountains. The
mountains would be able to absorb these box Energies and filter this Energy out from them in a more
appropriate/more ‘dealable with’ … manner.
Whereas … some countries may have greater amounts of areas where the Energies can be ‘poured
directly in’.
This, of course, has no bias, no prejudice, no judgment. This is simply about necessary filterisation,
in order for Energies to be able to find their way correctly and in proportions that will cause as little
disruption as possible.
Why is it though … that we seem to be so affected by ENERGIES? It is the ‘saying of the year’ when one is out of
sorts … ‘Oh, it’s these energies playing havoc with us?’ Surely, if they are of Loving Higher Energies we should be
leaping around everywhere, sucking on rainbow lollipops!
Dearest Souls, we have spoken in the past of these times to come … which are upon you now and yet,
with respect, are just beginning to unravel.
The Higher Lighter Energies coming in are not that which are causing havoc within your Beings.
Yet, it is the balancing out of them WITHIN YOUR BEINGS that is causing the unease.
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Would you not say you are having good and bad days?
Oh, yes siree Bob!
Would you not say you are feeling emotions at each end of the scale?
Oh, yes siree Bob! Yet, getting through them with the ‘I AM’ statement!
That which you are experiencing is the releasing of the old … the very old … not just from this lifetime’s
experiences … yet, from ALL lifetime’s experiences.
IMAGINE THAT. No small undertaking!
And on top of that …you are not just doing it for yourselves. You are doing it for the many who do not yet
have the awareness to KNOW … THEY should be doing it also.
And yet, in order to release your Planet and all who sail in her … into her NEW position … all that does
not serve the LIGHT must be transformed/transmuted/dispersed.
YOU AGREED TO UNDERTAKE THIS CLEANSING.
SO MANY OF YOU VOLUNTEERED.
YOU ARE BEING OF SERVICE.
So, when it is that you may feel you have had enough … and frustrated with not seeing the change
taking place as you would like … Simply …
KNOW THE PLAN IS VERY MUCH ON COURSE.
When you feel defeated within your soul POWER repeat over and over …
I AM THE LIGHT
I AM THE LOVE.
I AM.
FEEL IT … KNOW IT … and your strength shall return YOU to Being very much on course.
When ANYTHING is shaken … it causes disturbance.
Imagine as if your entire Planet has been shaken up like a drum with inside your washing machines.
First turning one way, then the other. Sometimes being showered with water (Love) … Sometimes the
water being drained from it … then spun around at such a pace/speed that one feels they have lost all
control.
We don’t have to imagine very hard … for that is exactly what it feels like sometimes!
Yet, Dearest Ones … what happens after that ‘cycle’? The drum STOPS and all its contents are hung out
Peacefully in the sun to be dried off after their cleansing … as the gentle breeze blows them this way and
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that … refreshed … renewed. READY!
Nice analogy. So, back to these containers, if I may? When do the level 1 boxes arrive?
Not yet! They are of a far greater Energy …
Far out! I just picked up on what you are about to say … I wonder how many readers did the same?
Yes, you picked up correctly, Blossom.
The level 1 boxes come with ‘THE EVENT’.
Well actually, to be more precise … we would say they come before, during and after.
Without question when the ENERGY OF/FROM these level 1 boxes are opened … you will not/cannot …
fail to notice the difference upon your Planet … regarding THE FEELING OF WELL BEING.
I am going to try to break this down a bit. White Cloud mentioned that THE HAPPENING/EVENT, whatever
anyone feels comfortable in calling it … would come at a time when we really felt we could not take any more.
So, I am assuming things would be very topsy turvy at that point? And if the Energies from level 1 box start
coming through … Would not our washing machines explode?
For some! Dearest Souls … These Energies affect Each One differently according to one’s own individual
Vibration.
When this time arrives … and it will … it will … much clearing/cleansing/purifying/detoxification on all
levels will have taken place/arisen. Leaving many souls MORE THAN COMPLETE AND READY.
These boxes are numbered … on/within … levels for a reason.
Yes, your world is to undergo massive disruptions/disturbances. It has to … to bring EVERYTHING to the
surface that HAS TO BE EITHER REMOVED OR CLEANSED.
Yet, are you not gaining strength? A knowing within you like never before? And as your days move
forward … this KNOWING … this STRENGTH will magnify continually. For the more you understand it and
accept it … the more of its reality shall become you.
Therefore, for those that are ready … for those that have been waiting … for those that are in position …
they shall purposefully be able to receive the Energies from box level 1 in its fullness.
So … not everybody will be able to?
No. Depending on their ‘level of Energy awareness’ within their soul Being. Again … may we state … this
is not to do with judgment or unfairness … this is to do with self-chosen positioning.
So many will require the assistance of those who are the forerunners.
So many of you will find yourself in ‘leadership’ positions. Many leaders, many, many leaders will
be required. Some to lead small groups, some to lead large … yet, so many souls will need help in
understanding what is taking place and what they are to do with this new happening within themselves.
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So, when we feel these Higher Energies (level 1) coming through … we will know that ‘IT’ is on its way , will we?
Yet, what kind of difference shall we be looking for … for things feel oddly different in these very days of NOW?
THE LEVEL OF LOVE YOU EXPERIENCE … even amid the turmoil.
THE LEVEL OF JOY YOU EXPERIENCE … even amid the turmoil.
THE LEVEL OF KNOWING YOU EXPERIENCE … even amid the turmoil.
YOU WILL KNOW DEAREST ONES.
Already you can feel the Energies getting stronger /Higher.
Therefore, you KNOW that so much is taking place on levels that you cannot be ‘notified’ of at this
juncture.
Yet, we ask you to continue to TRUST … YOUR SELVES.
TRUST THE FEELING OF DIVINITY WITHIN YOU.
WHEN YOU FEEL THIS DIVINITY … YOU KNOW YOUR KNOWING.
THERE IS NO OTHER WAY OF EXPLAINING IT.
YOUR DIVINE TRUTH NOTIFIES YOU OF ITSELF … THROUGH YOUR FEELING
AS YOU … SMILE … TAKE DEEP BREATHS …
AS YOU … SING OUT FROM YOUR HEART …
I AM THE LIGHT.
I AM THE LOVE.
I AM.
Nicely timed. On the hour exactly. How do you do that when you have no time?
Simply conforming to yours.
In Gratitude. In Loving service … I AM.
If you did not receive notification of this post via my newsletter it is because I am having MAJOR problems once
again . It appears I have been blacklisted. Golden Rays and patience please!
A note from Blossom. These channellings are posted on many sites that I am unaware of. So, for those that
do not get my newsletter , please find news of my next event in HAWAII! YAY! http://blossomgoodchild.com/
upcoming-event/
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Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UBaefIaP1o0

The Federation of Light Channellings

28 August 2019
If you post this on other sites please add this note. Thank you.Hello everyone. For the past 11 days I have been
trying to sort out my mailing list problems, to no avail. My nerves are shot from being on the phone to my IT
server and trying to work things out on my computer. Drained to the core! I feel, without a doubt there are those
who do not want these messages of Light to get out there, and would like to send me to the funny farm! LOL
… ( As many of you may recall, I went through all of this back in March!)I begin rehearsals full time on Monday.
The Universe always provides me with one professional show a year … (that is all I ask/need ). Therefore, there
will be no more channellings until the end of Sept. This is the only way I have of letting people know.After the
show is up and running , I will be looking into a new server for bulk emails and I am so very blessed to have had
a lady from the US offer to sponsor me for a year’s subscription. I choose to find an Australian based one. Less
complicated … one hopes.Ok. Well done if you are on my newsletter and have found this! I would be so grateful
if emails could be kept to a minimum or sent without needing a reply … during my ‘playtime’!So, for now I bid
you Adieu, and Cheerho … UNLESS OF COURSE something major happens and I am called to duty!Thanks to
everyone who posts these channellings on other sites and on social media . Every bit helps the Planet.Sending
so much Love and Golden RaysBlossom G.And here is the lastest channelling .Hello, my friends. Without any
doubt in my mind, those of lesser Light are doing their very best to drive me insane! And it’s working! Once
again, I cannot send my newsletter out to inform people that a new conversation with us is posted. I won’t go
into it here, yet I guess it is wonderful proof that what you have to say is of Truth and is trying to be quashed. So,
let’s ‘battle on’! Could you talk to us about how to connect more consciously with the Energy boxes you spoke of
last week?
Welcome to you Dearest Blossom and although we are aware of the ‘delicate frame’ you are residing
within at this stage, we are also aware of your strength of Light and that you are still able to keep your
Vibration High in order to ‘tune in’ with us. Many thanks.
These Higher levels of Energy filtering through in their own sweet way … would we say … have a life of
their own. We would not so much say that they are programmed, yet, more so, that they are intelligent
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Energy threads that know exactly what to do and where to ‘deposit’ themselves. You, in your Human
form, yet, as your ‘SoulHighSelf’ know too, how to connect with them, by simply ‘addressing them’ as
your friends. For indeed, each incision is one that is part of the agreed plan.
Incision? Bit of an odd word to use?
We are using this term in the sense of infusion/cutting through.
Yes. I get you. That’s what I thought. Assuming too, that the I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM mantra is a
very powerful way to connect with them.
This is so. For the ENERGY CODING within those words is like a magnet to them.
The Higher YOU as an individual … Each One of you … have allowed yourself to awaken to, the ‘right
place’ is found within these ‘Spheres’ to meet up with.
Now then. You suddenly have changed the word from boxes to ‘Spheres’. Yesterday, I met up with some dear
‘exceptionally clued up’ friends (wanted to say Masters?) and they said the boxes were actually Spheres. The lady
of the partnership had ‘seen them’ when ‘Being out there somewhere’.
This is so. Spheres of an enormity that you cannot quite comprehend.
With respect … out of my own curiosity … why have YOU not used the term ‘Spheres’ before?
We are now. When they were mentioned moons ago, ‘Boxes’ was more appropriate for the metaphor and
then, as of our last conversation/communication … we believe … with respect … you brought the matter
up using the term as in the past … ‘Level 1 2 and 3 boxes’. There is only so much we are able to ‘fit in’
within our time together!
That has amused me and I can tell you are also amused as you bring this through. I know my friends will be
happy that you have confirmed this. I suddenly feel very emotional (Far from unusual at the moment!)
Dearest Blossom, Dearest Souls who touch base with us via these communications and on an individual
Soul-Love communication … THESE TIMES ‘ARE’ VERY EMOTIONAL!
Not only are you releasing the old way of … thinking/Being … from yourselves and on behalf of others
… you are also … attuning/blending … with these Higher Energies that are offering a Higher Vibration of
Love itself.
As your BEING … attunes/adjusts … to these levels, then your very souls are recognising that which they
are coming … into contact with/in touch with … and it puts one’s heart into … ‘overwhelm/overload’ …
in a GOOD WAY … and yet, due to all the unravelling of everything … it all FEELS as if it is all wrapped up
into one.
Which it is … I know not if I am Arthur or Martha!
This is an indication of what we are meaning by … Topsy Turvy /upsidedownness. For this does not only
take place on a … Universal/Global … level, Yet … on /within … an individual one, also.
Back to the ‘Sphere’s’ if we may … for I feel they are important.
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We would say … there is nothing more important. Imagine 7 vast spheres.
I am sure that is the number my friend saw. In days of old I would have questioned myself about this coming
through you now, because my brain received the info yesterday from my friend. Not anymore. I’m all growed up
now!
Imagine … two lines of three and one beneath. Tune in via breathing and the ‘I AM’ mantra/chant/
connection and feel yourself be taken to the Sphere that is suited to you and remain there for your
meditation.
Please note. This is for enhancement of your Light. It is a way of connecting and yet, it is not that you are
actually entering into these Sphere’s literally, for it is not possible for you to do so. It would be too much
for your soul to do so. Yet, it certainly is a ‘tool’ to assist you in connecting with them. We would say it is
of an adapted version … for your Being to ‘use’ … during this transitional period.
Am I right in thinking … no matter what … we could not enter these Spheres due to the enormity of their Energy
Vibration?
Correct. Yet, to work on connecting with them is a very Powerful thing to do.
Ok. So, this may be a pointless question yet, where exactly are these Spheres?
They are circling your Planet.
All of them?
A question difficult to answer. The best we can say is ‘their presence’ is known to the outer layers of your
Planet and yet, they phase in and out … releasing ‘levels’ of Energy Light as and when appropriate.
So, are they actually ‘visible to the eye’ should one be passing that way?
To pass that way, one would have to be of a particular Vibration to begin with. We would say YES … they
are visible to those that can see them!
I get you. Fair enough. And they obviously are very much involved with what is going on right now on our Planet?
Silly question!
Yet, one we can answer. Yes, indeed. They have been ‘Keeping watch’ for eons of ‘your time’. They are of
an intelligence that can assess all that is taking place.
Wait, when you say all that is taking place, do you mean literally? As in who is the president of each country?
Who is dodgy? Who is not? You know what I mean? Like in a way that ‘we’ are shown?
No Blossom. Not of this way. They operate on an ENERGETIC level. They assess the Energy of your Planet
… not just as an entirety yet, ‘sectionally’ also.
Whoa! I’ve just suddenly warped up into a Higher Feeling Energy … and … Go!
THESE SPHERES ARE OF LOVE.
A LOVE THAT DEFINES LOVE WHEN KNOWING THEIR TRUTH … WHEN FEELING THEIR TRUTH.
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THEIR PURPOSE IS TO PREVENT YOUR PLANET FROM FALLING ANY FURTHER.
THEIR DESIRE … THEIR MISSION … IS TO RAISE YOUR PLANET INTO A HIGHER PLACE … WITH YOUR
ASSISTANCE.
THESE SPHERES ARE YOUR FRIENDS.
THESE SPHERES ARE PART OF THE DIVINE PLAN TO BRING THE BRIGHTEST FEELINGS INTO YOUR BEINGS.
FEELINGS YOU KNOW … YET, HAVE LONG FORGOT.
THESE SPHERES ARE ON YOUR SIDE.
YOU COME FROM THESE SPHERES.
WOAH! Wait just a tootin-pickin’ second. WE COME FROM THESE SPHERES?????????
We would say they were your method of delivery.
Yet, you said we could not be in them fully as they are too strong (Or words to that effect. )
Too strong for you now. Yet, when your humanity as a … new race/new beginning … arrived, your ‘State
of Being’ was certainly able to … be of it/part of it/within it.
Did it create us?
No. Would we say they were your ticket from the stars, to your Planet.
Seriously! This is such an untimely time to bring this up … as I am unable to connect with you for a while after
this communication … we will all be left dribbling! What you have said is making me feel as if these Spheres were
sort of … how do I put it … ?
Let us try. What we are feeding through to you Blossom, is that … these Energy Spheres were your
carriers ‘down through dimensions’ and then releasing the Energy of Humanity … the Beingness of
Humanity … onto/into/within … a level, that ‘aspects’ of your Higher Soulself could be deposited into the
creation of.
Brain blow out!!
And yet, is it not that on another level you completely understand?
Yep and yet, as I say, due to me being off hire for a while … how can you ‘put this in a nice little box and wrap it
up’?
By saying that we Love you.
By telling you that YOU ALREADY KNOW ALL OF THIS.
By mentioning that all is ticking along as it should and in the month that you are unavailable to chat
with us … we are so very close to Each One of you … in both thought and spirit. Allowing us to lift you up
into the awareness of understanding that you are so much more than you once accepted yourselves to
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Be.
Join our Energy in the … visualisation/meditation … of the Spheres … that have been set up to connect
with you.
WE ARE OF ONE LIGHT … ONE LOVE.
Many thanks, Guys. I look forward to next time and yet, very much looking forward to feeding my soul, topping
it up with my passion of being on the stage. Be it for only for a short while! I LOVE YOU. In Gratitude. In Loving
service. I AM!
My next event is in HAWAII! YAY! http://blossomgoodchild.com/upcoming-event/

The Federation of Light Channellings

26 September 2019
Well, Hello! Anyone home? Feeling excited to get back in touch after my break. I am still frolicking about on the
stage, yet my days are now free. So, my friends … what’s happening?
The most warmest of welcome’s to you and indeed all those who have been eagerly awaiting to hear
from ‘Us’. We too, are excited at the prospect of connecting once again with all of you. For even within
these few short weeks of absence, much has been ‘diagnosed’ and ‘put in place’ in both the fore and back
ground.
What do you mean by diagnosed?
In the greater, more ‘out there’ scheme of things, much has been detected on an Energetic level. There
are vast pockets of Light that are doing so much good to each and every aspect of Life upon your Planet.
There are also elements of ‘dusty’ progression regarding eliminating Energies that no longer have a place
in the Grand scheme of things.
From an explanation level of moving Energy … and from where we stand … it is very apparent that the
‘dusty’ Energy has very little strength left within it. In the sense of KNOWING that it is defeated. This is
in general and yet, there are still areas that refuse to give up and give in … and yet, there is little point in
continuing the battle … for THE LIGHT HAS TAKEN ITS RIGHTFUL STANCE.
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This is lovely to hear. Thank you. Yet, there are those that feel that once again we have been ‘hyped up’ … only to
be left dangling … Nay! … Dribbling … awaiting ‘IT’!
We smile from our Inner Being Blossom. With the greatest of respect, it is for those that Feel this way to
perhaps tune in a little deeper to their KNOWING. To connect up /to this knowing that ALL IS IN PLACE.
We do not Feel we have left you ‘dangling’, as you would say.
When we speak of the Energies ramping up … it is because they are.
When we speak of The Event getting ever closer … it is because it is.
When we speak of time … confusion reigns!
ALL of this that you are living within … all of this that is occurring upon your Planet … is travelling along
in its Divine pace.
We ask … and have done so before … that you concentrate not on that which is to come … yet, give your
full attention to the LOVE THAT YOU ARE … RIGHT HERE, RIGHT NOW!
HOW ARE YOU FEELING RIGHT NOW?
Is it of joy? Is it of sadness?
TAKE HEED OF YOUR VIBRATIONAL ATTITUDE AT ALL TIMES.
For, Dearest souls … your choice of Vibrational thought is probably the most important aspect of that
which you can bring to the table.
Feeling despondent because the sky has not opened whilst trumpets sound … or because 1,000 ships of
Light have not landed in your nearest park … is not what changes your world.
Yes … we are very much aware of the fact that many of you Feel you have been waiting for too long and
that all that is ‘channelled’ through many, never comes to fruition …
Yet, YOU … Each One, also KNOWS that this Inner Feeling of KNOWING that you will continue on Shining
your Light … is what you are to do. Because you KNOW its purpose in doing so.
When you TRULY connect with each other through the I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE LIGHT. I AM ‘chord’, there
is a bond … a union of strength … that is swelling upon your Planet such as never before.
You KNOW within side of the changes that are occurring within YOU.
We suggest that you adhere to the KNOWING of these changes … that walk alongside changes that may
not seem so obvious on an outer appearance.
Remember Dearest Ones, there is much going on behind the scenes that is hidden from you … and it is
not yet the correct timing for such things to be exposed. Yet, when you choose to recognise the Strength
building within you … when you accept that stronger emotions rising up within are doing so because
of your ‘Lighter disposition’ … you cannot help but Feel that you are ever closer to the most dramatic
change ever to be experienced.
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I fully understand and you are so right about the ‘time’ aspect. So much is to come … this I know. Yet, for us
down here …when you say something is to occur, many Feel within the next six months as a general time frame
… and time after time, six months passes by and everything sort of feels pretty much the same.
Yet, that is our point Blossom … it isn’t the same! Within every six months of YOUR time that passes
through space … so much has transpired.
For instance?
Mainly ENERGETICALLY … AND THIS IS THE ESSENCE OF THE CHANGE.
Consider if you will, the amount of Energy that lies within any one given thing. Let us say for now, of
an ornament on a shelf … that has sat there for many a year. It is Energy … part of everything and yet,
encapsulated within its own individuality of Energy. The Energy may have come almost to a standstill …
as it sits there! The Energy may have become stale and almost stagnant and yet, even when a ‘Light Soul’
walks past it … without knowing, it is ‘changing the flow’ of the ornament because everything interacts
with/within everything. Imagine then the possibility of that ornament being picked up, dusted, and
placed in a new place in reach of sunlight! An entirely new course for that ornament alone, is now in play
… AND … affecting everything else around it … which in turn then affects everything around that … and
then affects everything around that … as the ripple affect continues on ad infinitum.
A small thing that could take place in one small house in one small village perhaps … and yet … the
effect of its movement … affects ALL.
So then … IMAGINE … or begin to TRY … ALL THE UPHEAVAL … ALL THE CHANGE … as we leave behind an
era of your time that has felt like it has been set in concrete for eons … and is now flowing through into
the LIGHT OF LOVE ITSELF.
IMAGINE … ALL THE ENERGETIC CHANGES THAT ARE OCCURRING WITHIN EVERY BREATH.
YOU AND YOUR PLANET ARE MOVING INTO A HIGHER BRIGHTER VIBRATION OF LIGHT.
THIS HAS NEVER BEEN DONE BEFORE.
THIS IS HUGE!
THIS CANNOT BE ‘MINIMISED’ INTO A QUICK TURN … OVER/AROUND.
It simply cannot be conducted in that way … for each particle that is transforming affects the next and
the next and the next.
WE DO KNOW … that everything is shifting according to plan … at the end of the day!
Each action from anyone affects THE WHOLE … and WE ARE NOT IN CHARGE OF FREE CHOICE!
Therefore … this is why we commend you for ALL THAT YOU ARE DOING.
THE PROGRESS that is moving forwards in leaps and bounds is due to Each One of you and your choice to
BE THE LIGHT …
TO KNOW YOU ARE THE LIGHT.
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We have spoken again and again and again … yet, it is of much importance.
WHEN YOU KNOW YOU ARE THE LIGHT … YOU ARE MAKING HISTORY.
FOR THE KNOWING IS THE KEY.
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO TRY … YOU JUST ARE.
THE EFFECT THIS HAS IS MIND BLOWING.
BECAUSE LIGHT IS POWER.
We do not ask you to measure what ‘voltage’ of Light you are emanating. This is not a competition. We
just ask you TO KNOW YOU ARE LIGHT.
And within that KNOWING … THE POWER OF LIGHT ITSELF EMANATES AND WORKS THROUGH YOU.
When you continue to inforce within your core:
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM …
it brings forth your TRUTH. It solidifies your TRUTH.
It magnifies into ONE ENERGY … ALL THAT KNOWS IT IS LIGHT.
As that ONE ENERGY LIGHT FORCE is recognised within the soulself … no longer does one Feel alone and
useless. No longer does one Feel that as an individual there is little they can do …
FOR …
CONNECTING WITH THE LIGHT FORCE ENERGY … THAT IS … IT SIMPLY IS … ALLOWS YOU TO FEEL
EMPOWERED BY A FORCE OF WELLBEING THAT SURGES THROUGH YOU KNOWINGNESS.
There can be no denial … and within that Feeling … you KNOW that ‘IT IS HAPPENING’!
ON THE INSIDE …
AND … ONCE it has transformed and settled in KNOWINGNESS on the inside … so very quickly shall
the outer experiences be exposed … in the understanding the LIGHTNESS of Each One is READY AND
PREPARED TO BE IN POSITION TO UNDERTAKE THEIR SOUL’S PURPOSE.
Can you deny this is not so? Because Each One of you FEELS that within … and it is felt within because it
is TRUTH.
ALL IS AS SHOULD BE.
Therefore, we ask those of you who are waning … to remove all doubts and to build up from within your
Heart/Soul/ space the strength that you need in order for you to excel at your personal position when
the time comes.
You are ready … Remain ready … and yet, grow ever more in LIGHT LOVE service wherever you are …
whatever you are doing … whatever you are thinking.
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It is difficult to put into words that which we are trying to express … and yet, we TRUST that when
you take three deep breaths, smile and repeat I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM … you GET IT … no
words are necessary. No words can express that FEELING. No words can explain that KNOWING … FOR IT
SIMPLY IS.
SHINE, SHINE, SHINE, SHINE, SHINE YOUR LIGHT …
ENJOY SHINING … IT GETS YOU TO WHERE YOU ARE GOING SO MUCH FASTER.
Thanks Guys. A pleasure to be back … and now we just need my new mailing list system to work and ‘we are
back in business’. I know I speak for many when I say … WE LOVE YOU. In Gratitude, In Loving service … I AM.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-DBTvqgLsBU&t=2s

The Federation of Light Channellings

31 October 2019
Having finished performing in a show for six weeks, I then became sick, hence my absence. All good now!
Well, Hello! People are wondering where we have got to! The funniest one being, have I Ascended to New Earth
and do they not have Wi-Fi? It’s been a long while, my friends. So happy to be back in touch and see how the
land lies?
Greetings of/from the Highest Order to you Blossom and Each One upon the Earth plane, shining their
Glorious Light in the direction of Home.
Woah! A wave of heat, Energy and Love has just swamped me. HELLO! HELLO! HELLO!
In the distance of when last communicating we would express the upgrade of your Planet has fallen
nicely into place. By this we mean that these Higher Energies that continue to flow into your atmosphere
and directly into your Beings are allowing the ‘spaces’ in-between to be filled.
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Eh … Meaning what exactly?
Exactly? We cannot say. Yet, from appearance on what you would consider to be a radar, the Energy of
Light-Love that is being emitted by those who chose to … BLAST THE PLANET WITH THEIR LOVE … is off
the scale.
There has been a significant upliftment in Energies on many levels. Many can feel it throughout their
Being. Can you Blossom?
Well, I have been sick, so I haven’t been bouncing around shouting ‘Hallelujah’! Yet, I have to say that the ‘I AM
THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM’ Blessing, which I say a lot, seems to be taking on a much stronger feeling/
significance.
In what way?
Visualising myself as a column of Light and Love when I say it, seems to FEEL it is ‘getting somewhere’.
Where is somewhere?
Into the Hearts of Souls … Into the Heart of Gaia … Into the KNOWING.
Ahha! That’s where we were driving to. ‘Into the KNOWING’. Top of the class!
With your help, I feel!
INTO THE KNOWING.
INTO THE KNOWING OF THE TRUTH OF WHO YOU ARE!
The more you continue on with reinforcing this KNOWLEDGE … into /out of … your Being, the stronger
you are becoming in LIGHT, LOVE AND TRUTH.
Keep up this splendid work, Dearest ones. You are on top of things. You are overcoming weaknesses.
YOU WALK BOLDLY IN THE LIGHT AND THE LOVE NOW, LEAVING FOOTPRINTS BEHIND YOU FOR OTHERS
TO FOLLOW.
Stop and think for a moment the difference you are making. For BY/THROUGH this KNOWING and
FEELING this KNOWING you are leaving a trail of shimmering hope to those who walk behind you.
You ARE Lighting the way. Just by FEELING THIS TRUTH.
Think back, as we always say … think back to just a few short years ago … how much more now are you
convinced of this TRUTH?
YOU KNOW YOU ARE THE LIGHT … THE LIGHT OF LOVE … HERE TO CHANGE YOUR PLANET.
AND YOU ARE!
Yes, we are! Very slowly! Yet so much around us is happening. It is all leading up to ‘something’.
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It is all leading up to ‘The Switch’.
The Switch?
The point when the tables turn.
And what happens then … dare I ask?
Everything changes.
So would you call ‘The Switch’ …’The Event’?
Yes. We use this new term as to put new Light … new Energy … on to/in to … The Happening/The Event
that is to occur.
Why?
Because we are aware that the ENERGY around that word ‘Event’ has mixed emotion.
Mmm! I wonder why! Actually, someone wrote in suggesting that instead of asking ‘When’ will this take place,
what if instead, we asked “How much work remains?’, or “What tasks are left to complete?”.
That indeed, would be more of an appropriate question from our perspective. Bravo!
And the answer would be?
The change that is taking place is happening NOW. You are in the midst of it.
THE CHANGES THAT YOU UPON YOUR PLANET ARE MAKING ARE TRULY SIGNIFICANT.
LET US REPEAT THAT …
THE CHANGES THAT YOU UPON YOUR PLANET ARE MAKING ARE TRULY SIGNIFICANT.
There are uprisings. There are rebellions. There are Truths coming out that are only just beginning to
unravel a very large ball of string.
The younger souls of your Planet are making a stand … as they came in to do.
People of your Planet … most of them … are seeing through the lies.
THE AWAKENING IS OCCURRING.
Yet, it is being done by/through yourselves. The stirring inside of ‘something not being right’ is causing so
many to look deeper into that which they are being fed and discovering it is laden with poison.
THE MASSES ARE AWAKENING.
This is more than evident on the ‘Energy of Light’ scale, as we view and estimate.
Estimate?
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Indeed. Exactly as you asked. Estimate how things are moving along due to the human soul preparing
themselves, most of them unknowingly, for THE CHANGE to be activated.
You see Dearest Souls … so much is shifting within the Energy of your Planet … YOU CAN FEEL THIS.
It can appear to be topsy-turvy, as we have said. Yet, IT HAS TO BE SO.
Your world needs a good shake up wouldn’t you say? And it is getting one.
Let us offer you this if we may?
A salt and pepper shaker … both ingredients in the same jar. The dampness has been absorbed and
therefore, the granules have become stuck … set in their ways. A mixture of both … almost melted on to
one another.
Then someone (Each one of you) comes along and decides something needs to be done about this. You
pick it up and begin to shake it. Not a lot happens … too stuck in its ways. One gives it a little tap on the
edge of the counter … gentle yet, meaningful … another shake … a little breaks loose. This continues,
and as one does so, they FEEL their way through. They are testing the waters and KNOW how hard the
next tap can be and how rigorous the shaking can become.
This continues on until … one has the hang of it. One can now shake so hard with such conviction from
within that eventually … the lid blows off and the contents are set free. Scattering the salt and the
pepper everywhere. Out in the open.
The lid has not blown off … and there is certainly a lot more shaking to be done.
This Energy is heating me up to the point of human combustion right now!!
We would say you are over half way. Remembering that the second half is so much quicker, as so much
has been dislodged. The momentum and keenness to see ‘this thing through’ is what drives one on.
So, really, quite a long way to go still? Humph!!
No!
Eh? Confused?
Something is going to be revealed that will blow the lid off far sooner than expected.
It will not be able to be kept under wraps and when it is forced out into the open … there will be no
stopping its journey … leaving in its wake, untold devastation.
Can you reveal more of what we should be looking for?
There is no need. For its enormity in capturing the world’s intrigue will be obvious.
Does it involve a particular person, or many?
It involves the disclosure of secrets that one cannot possibly imagine.
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What … like things worse than we are already aware of? Things that have already leaked out?
Indeed.
Yet, how will this/can this come about?
A slip.
I feel you want to say ‘of the tongue’? Is that right?
Yes, along with exposure of discoveries that simply can no longer be hidden.
When this takes place … your media will be in a state of such disarray.
This is when that of which we speak of, will be apparent. The topsy turvy world will not only be topsy
turvy, yet, spinning to what will seem to be out of control …
Then …
… I know what you are about to say!
Then say it for us, Blossom
The ‘Switch’ will occur.
Correct!
Your world will be in such a place of turmoil due to discoveries that ‘have to be seen to be believed’ …
and they will be … that THE ULTIMATE MOVE INTO POSITIONING OF LIGHT HAS TO OCCUR … AT EXACTLY
THE PRECISE TIME … IN ORDER FOR THAT SWITCH TO SAIL SMOOTHLY THROUGH.
I am getting a metaphorical image (I assume ) of a Light ship travelling through space with such turbulence and
rocks and boulders being dodged at High speed … hanging on for dear life and then suddenly … through! PEACE,
TRANQUILLITY … floating in a beautiful starlit sky … AHHH!
This Dearest Souls is HOW IT SHALL BE.
Keep this in mind. Keep this in Heart.
When you are so confused and bewildered by all that is going on/taking place …
REMEMBER … WHO YOU ARE.
REMEMBER … THIS WHICH WE HAVE EXPRESSED.
REMEMBER … WHY YOU CAME.
REMEMBER … I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM.
Thank you. The thing is, that which I have come to realise over many a year, hanging on for the knowing of
‘when’ … makes no difference at all.
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Shining our Light from within … out, AS we hang on … makes all the difference … in the/to the … world. So I
KNOW … we shall simply carry on doing that … until IT IS SO. And SO BE IT! Many thanks Guys.
Blossom, before we go … there is one more thing we would like to offer …
By all means …
…
…
No words came through. So, I sat waiting with my eyes closed. I found myself saying in my mind I AM THE LIGHT.
I AM THE LOVE. I AM. I said it three times and saw an image of myself with my Light sword (‘sabre’ for those who
prefer) raised to the skies. A wave of such PEACE, CONFIDENCE, WARMTH AND LOVE was received. I imagine you
will get the same.
In Gratitude … In Loving Service. I AM.
HAWAII RETREAT! JUST 3 PLACES LEFT. I KNOW IN MY HEART THE PLACES WILL BE FILLED BY THE VERY SOUL’S
THAT KNOW THEY ARE MEANT TO BE A PART OF THIS ‘LIGHT TEAM’ AND JOIN IN THIS AMAZING EXPERIENCE
WITH MYSELF AND PEPPIE SIMPSON.
http://blossomgoodchild.com/upcoming-event/
I AM BLESSED! THANK YOU.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTw-if-kZYA&feature=youtu.be
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The Federation of Light Channellings

9 November 2019
Hello once again! Are we good to get straight into it?
The warmest of Greetings to you, affectionately known to all as Blossom! And our extension on those
greetings to Each One who find these words which we are to portray.
Thank you. The reason I am so keen, is that last week you mentioned that things would really start to happen
due to ‘a slip’ … and I felt ‘a slip of the tongue’. Well, there has been ‘a slip’ (a leak) from the media regarding the
gentleman we spoke of, who was the leader of the paedophile ring and was then consequently ‘removed’ (?)
once in prison. We were told he committed suicide yet, it is widely assumed he was ‘murdered’. Three years ago
a particular reporter had so much information, pictures etc that would have put this man and many, many so
called celebrities away. Yet the royal family it seems, put pressure on the large media corporations NOT to let
such a story leak as indeed it involved Royal family members. Is this what you were speaking of regarding the
‘slip’ (See link at end of channelling)
Indeed, Blossom it was. Yet, we would add that this is just the beginning. Now that this has been ‘opened
up/out’ and on to your main stream media, it has the capability of allowing that huge can of worms we
have spoken of, to unfold and the world to watch as each and every worm crawls out and to be shown
for who/what they are.
It will of course ‘blow up and die down’ ‘blow up and die down’ quite a few times and much, so very
much controversy will linger around it … and yet, the seed will be planted and stories /Truths will be so
obviously disguised that the ‘ordinary folk’ will not be fooled.
Be prepared Dearest Souls … for we have spoken of this taking place and one needing to have their wits
about them. It will be a little like children when they have been ‘snitched upon’ by another, and so the
one upmanship of who can go bigger and better in who/what can be revealed will take place. One will
find it quite incredible the lengths one will reach to try and cover up that which has been disclosed and
yet, we categorically state … this time there is no going back.
There is too much at stake. Too much evidence that even those who consider themselves to be of the
highest order, will not be able to cover their tracks.
And this will happen very quickly now. The dominoes begin to fall.
So, if you are able to predict this ‘slip’ are you able to tell us what will follow on from here regarding what this all
means and where it is leading?
As you can imagine Blossom, there will be those in absolute disbelief … for they will not want to accept
the Truth about their royals and their superstars and indeed, those that were once in the highest of
positions within your governments. For if they believe it … their world and all that it stood for will fall
apart and they cannot imagine that.
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When they consider the deceit regarding finances of this monarchy … when they consider the ‘incredible
cover ups’ that are to be revealed, many will feel as if ALL HOPE IS LOST.
Many, many times have we spoken of atrocities … and one by one they shall be told.
This is what we mean by your world turning upside down … for who should/would one Trust?
Where would /should one turn in order to know what to do next and who to believe?
So many, many lies will be twisted in order to try and ‘get oneself out’. Yet, the more lies that are
revealed and the more those who are scared for their lives try to put a plaster on the wound, the more
they shall find themselves in deep water … and we do mean deep, deep muddy water .
Even you yourselves, who have known of something like this coming … will be in shock … at first.
YET, WE KNOW AND TRUST THAT ALL THIS PREPARATION YOU HAVE SO DILIGENTLY HELD BY AND
MARCHED ON NO MATTER WHAT DISAPPOINTMENTS BEFELL YOU … WILL NOW LEAD YOU INTO YOUR
RIGHTFUL POSITIONS.
This is when you begin expressing to those who are at a complete loss as to what to do … that which you
know. That which you are aware of.
You start giving out Hope. You start sharing the facts that this has ‘been on the cards’ for a long, long
time and that even though all ‘at this time’ appears to be hopeless … INDEED IT IS NOT.
ALL that is being revealed is for the HIGHEST REASON.
Tell these lost souls … that this is the BEST NEWS EVER!
FOR IT MEANS THAT A NEW TIME IS COMING … A NEW JOY OF LIFE IS TO COME.
It could not come while such devious acts were secretly going on in the back ground … The PURE LIGHT
could not cover up and pretend that all was well when it wasn’t.
Dearest, dearest souls … think what this means … AT LAST!
All kinds of stories shall spread eventually, over the coming days and months. Yet …
HOLD ON TO YOUR HATS …
Because the winds of change our coming. The dust is beginning to rise and turn into the whirlwind
taking with it all that can no longer be part of this New Earth.
THIS IS SO VERY EXCITING.
Yet, we ask that you choose to remain on the side of positivity.
It will not be easy to do, as more and more is exposed. Yet, as it reaches your eyes and ears …
KNOW THE STRENGTH INSIDE OF YOU.
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KNOW YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING SO LONG FOR THIS.
KNOW YOU WILL KNOW WHAT TO DO.
KNOW YOU WILL KNOW HOW TO ADDRESS MATTERS TO THOSE WHO ARE OUTRAGED WITH HUMANITY
ITSELF.
And Dearest Souls … PRAY!
PRAY TO THE DIVINE LIGHT OF LOVE FOR FORGIVENESS OF THESE SOULS.
THIS WILL BE ONE OF YOUR HARDEST TASKS.
I know we have spoken of this before in that it may be easier, if one cannot forgive a particular soul directly, to
ask for forgiveness as ‘a whole’ upon all that has gone so terribly wrong.
Of course, we cannot foresee exactly how this will run. For there shall be so much anger , so much
frustration of Energy bursting out of so many in disbelief, that the Energies all around will be disrupted.
Yet you, you Dearest Souls KNOW WHAT TO DO.
Meditate … BRING IN THE LIGHT.
Say to yourselves your Divine right, over and over …
I AM THE LOVE.
I AM THE LIGHT.
I AM.
So many of you have been waiting to assist.
Will you FEEL/BE strong enough to explain to those who are in deep despair that this is who they are and
if they say this mantra/blessing they will be making such a difference?
Will you Dearest friends? Will you be strong enough to deliver this message to those who would feel so
disgusted that they lose all reasoning and desire to kill?
WOAH …
We do not jest. For so many souls will be so angered not only by the behaviour of other so called ‘human
Beings’, yet also by the deceit … BY THE LIES THEY HAVE LIVED THEIR TRUTH UPON!
BE PREPARED! BE PREPARED! BE PREPARED!
If one chose … one could find this all very daunting and a little scary.
IF ONE CHOSE.
IF ONE CHOSE, ONE COULD FIND THIS THE MOST DIVINE TIME TO STEP FULLY INTO THEIR TRUE LIGHT.
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How long have you waited?
Oh indeed, a long time. Yet, to be honest one was concentrating more on the ‘Sunshine, lollipops and rainbows’
aspect as opposed to calming down the rioters!
Which is the correct thing to do. To KNOW that your Rainbow Land lies ahead.
Yet, we have never once said that to get there, it would be an easy ride. We have always spoken of this
that is now upon you.
Even though I have seen it on the news and already much is stirring … it still seems hard to believe that it is all
going to come out now. Maybe because we have been hanging on a thread for so long and nothing REALLY
happens.
And NOW IT IS.
Even though it may appear this ‘reveal’ dies down for a little while … believe us when we say … THIS will
not be able to be buried. This will no longer be hidden. There are those in position ready to put into place
that which they have been working on behind the scenes, yet, requiring the perfect …
Sorry. I am butting in here for I feel you want to say ‘alibi’ … and I don’t feel that fits in. So I am questioning
myself … Is that what you want to say?
It is. We were to say ‘yet requiring the perfect alibi … which will be presented in Divine timing, allowing
discoveries to prove data, that up until these revealing times were not able to do so.’
Again, a little lost on the ‘alibi’ thing. Yet, I have learned to let it be, as often my non-understanding of something
you say can lead to it all going out the window. I TRUST YOU.
And we, Dearest Lady Blossom … TRUST YOU.
Ah! You haven’t called me ‘Lady’ for a long time! Lady Blossom! So Regal! Yet, not wanting to be connected
with anything royal! And to be honest, never have been. My heart is full of Hope that the end of ‘horror’ is
upon us. Yes, it will be a bumpy, bumpy ride. This you have prepared us for and we PRAY FOR STRENGTH AND
KNOWLEDGE, HOPE, LIGHT AND LOVE to fill our Beings as we get on with what we came here to do. ONWARDS
EVER ONWARDS!
Dearest Souls, PLEASE KNOW … that we would not lead you up to this point and then abandon you. WE
ARE ETERNALLY BY YOUR SIDE … SHOWERING YOU … INFUSING YOU … WITH/THROUGH/ AS /IN … THE
PUREST HIGHEST LIGHT AND LOVE.
Many thanks for all this you have assisted us with today. My heart is almost in my mouth with anticipation as to
where this will all take us. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.
The YouTube link about this matter , from which you can research more . https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=3lfwkTsJGYAA note from Blossom. These channellings are posted on many sites that I am unaware of
and not everyone receives my newsletter. So I take this opportunity to let you know of this exciting Event I am
holding in Hawaii. http://blossomgoodchild.com/upcoming-event/
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Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZUuPm1zBGo

The Federation of Light Channellings

18 November 2019
Once again, Hello to you. I am not sure if it is the full moon energies that are knocking me about a bit, yet, I had
allocated this time slot to get this week’s channelling done, so let’s give it a go … shall we?
We shall. There are intense Energies coming through with this full moon in particular, which shall leave
one feeling out of sorts and a little melancholy.
(Melancholy: feeling of sadness for no apparent reason)
That’s perfect actually. For that is the way I awoke this morning. Why do the energies have to do that as opposed
to leaving one jumping for joy and wanting to eat candyfloss?
Because Blossom, there is a lot of sadness that is being dispelled at this time. It is absorbed into the
Energies and a little like ‘casting a spell’ over one, in the sense of such sadness being literally ‘in the air.’
The sadness connected with/to?
All that is being bandied around, all over your world.
Crisis is reaching a peak in all corners of your globe … for all different reasons. Each country is
experiencing upheaval concerning one thing or another and the confusion and despair that energetically
is ‘oozing’ from one’s Being is forming an overall Energy.
How does the full moon enhance it?
It does so because of its strength ‘to clear’. There lies so much power/control within ‘its’ make up and
there for it is very effective and one can be very affected by it.
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The word ‘control’ there … can you indulge us, please?
The Energies emitting from this form, that one looks upon so lovingly, can also cause havoc for the self
as it stirs up that which maybe lying dormant. It has an inner affect upon the soul’s disposition. This is
why we would use this term ‘control’.
Energies all over your precious Planet are building to such a degree that you are almost at boiling point.
And now with the can of worms being opened also … at large, the turmoil is foremost in the Energies
that everyone is ‘in-taking’.
Back to, Dearest souls …
I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM.
Always, all the time, within every breath … KNOW THIS IS WHO YOU ARE and keep repeating it over and
over. Yes, we continue on with mentioning this to all. To reiterate … to allow it to sink in … to introduce
it to new readers of these words.
IT IS SO IMPORTANT.
IT IS YOUR KEY TO FREEDOM.
Yet, KNOW that … within all of this/from all of this … shall come the Brightest of days.
Days when Laughter instead of tears shall ring through the air.
Days when such atrocities that are to come out will be a far distant memory of old and in its place shall
indeed be the sunshine, lollipops and rainbows that you spoke of Blossom.
It may not feel it now … yet, it is so.
With respect … I will leave it here for now and pick up another time. I just don’t have the right energy it seems
and would rather wait till I do. Many thanks.
Two days later.
Hello again! Not on top of the world, yet, better than I was two days ago! Just such a sense of vulnerability and
just not wanting to care about anything because it all seems so pointless … this great big mess that we are in. I
do return faithfully to I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE LIGHT. I AM. mantra and it certainly helps yet, I feel I should be
beaming out my Light a lot more than I AM.
Welcome again, Dearest Blossom. We certainly can pick up on your predicament and we feel it necessary
to embark upon a few words that may be of assistance, if we may?
Embark away, my friends.
Throughout all the times … throughout all the messages … the words … the LOVE that we have shared
together, there is a continual thread/theme which you know. That of bringing this Planet upon which
you reside into a Higher Brighter existence.
Along with many other themes.
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You know too … deep down … that this is why you are here. At times you feel so in tune with this
KNOWING and at other times, not so.
Yet, this does not change the fact that THIS IS INDEED, WHAT YOU ARE HERE TO DO.
Think about that task. Really think about it. You are not being asked to pop down to your local store to
get some milk. You are being asked to change the Vibration of an entire Planet and all who sail in her!
You are being asked to continually SHINE YOUR LIGHT UNDER THE MOST EXTREME CIRCUMSTANCES and
not only that, you KNOW THAT AN EVENT THAT IS TO CHANGE EVERYTHING IS TO OCCUR and you hang on
and you hang on and you hang on!
Which is why our Light gets so dim sometimes.
No! Your Light gets so dim sometimes because there are so many elements involved to make you feel
that way. It is in your system now … this ‘I can’t be bothered’. This ‘So what, who cares’. It has been
polluting your systems through a variety … a large variety at that … of concoctions that seep through
into the very core of who you are.
You are aware of vaccinations, food tampering, water tampering, air tampering, mind invasion via all
your technical gadgets. So much, so very much has been induced to make you feel the way you do … that
it is a wonder that you can raise a smile at all, yet alone the Vibration of an entire Planet!
Yet, look at you! Take a good look at yourself and commend yourself for all that you do to get through
this that knocks you about.
Throughout all this and much more, you are BREAKING FREE/ BREAKING THROUGH.
EACH ONE OF YOU HAS FOUND WITHIN, A MECHANISM TO SMASH THROUGH THE WALLS OF DARKNESS
AND ENSLAVEMENT AND KNOW THAT YOU ARE ON THE PATH TO FREEDOM AND A NEW BEGINNING.
Not only do you KNOW THIS … you KNOW that you are going to be able to lead the way for so many that
are spinning around in circles not knowing what to do and where to go.
When you feel this despair … repeat it …
I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE LIGHT. I AM.
KEEP REPEATING IT AND KEEP FEELING IT UNTIL YOU REACH THE POINT OF FEELING THAT LIGHT
LITERALLY RADIATE OUT FROM WITHIN YOU.
Each time you do this you are not only strengthening and reiterating that which you are, you are
breaking down another space of darkness and replacing it with Light.
Each time you do this you are bringing that which … needs/has to be … exposed further up into the Light
so it can be seen by all … and we mean … ALL.
There shall not be a stone left unturned. There shall not be one soul that can run and hide from that
which they have served upon another.
Served?
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Yes Blossom, served. In the context of ‘given out’ to another. We ask that as you come across every
single item of distaste, at its best … and horror, at its worst … you remain FEELING AND REPEATING …
I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE LIGHT. I AM.
Each and every time you hear anything that comes from a darker place … change ITS Energy by saying
this. Change YOUR Energy by saying this.
Let us start a revolution! Not of the outward rebellious nature, yet, coming from the Inner Loving Nature
of the KNOWING OF THIS THAT YOU ARE.
We mentioned before of when doing so … recognising the connection of all others that are saying it at
the same time, somewhere in your world … and even when another may be engaged in other duties, the
Energy from when they last said/felt it, is still there to be connected with and built upon.
YOU ARE BUILDING A LADDER OF GREAT PROPORTION.
A LADDER THAT EACH ONE CAN CLIMB TO RISE UP TO YOUR NEW HOME.
YOU ARE THE ONES NOW WHO ARE SOLIDIFYING AND STRENGTHENING THIS LADDER FOR OTHERS TO
CLIMB WHEN THEY ARE LED TO IT.
I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE LIGHT. I AM.
I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE LIGHT. I AM.
I AM THE LOVE. I AM THE LIGHT. I AM.
FOR IT ‘IS’ WHO YOU ARE.
Dearest Souls … when these dark days are through … when you reside in the ways of Light and Love …
and only Light and Love, with nothing around you to try and change that feeling … you will FEEL such
Gratitude for this Light that you are.
You will FEEL such pride in your BEING, for KNOWING that you were the ones who were chosen to be
here at this time to make this change. YOU! Out of so many souls … were considered worthy and strong
enough to be here during these topsy-turvy encounters because it is KNOWN that YOU were the ones
who could make it happen.
Yes, there are times when you feel like giving up, giving in. Do not beat yourselves up for these thoughts
yet, recognise them as sabotage from outer influences. Are you that weak that you let these influences
influence you?
No indeed. You are not weak. These influences are trying to convince you that this is the case! Recognise
this ‘little’ game and turn it around. Laugh in the face of adversity, as it is said!
Yet, we mean this sincerely … Laugh at these thoughts instead of letting them encumber you. What
better ‘weapon of attack’ than Laughter? For not only is it conquering the darkness, it is spreading Joy at
the same time.
YOU OF SUCH GREAT LIGHT do not need weaponry and chemicals and devious ways to know yourselves
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to be all powerful.
YOU OF SUCH GREAT LIGHT simply need to know that YOU ‘ARE’ OF SUCH GREAT LIGHT!
YOU OF SUCH GREAT LIGHT do not need tricks and lies to get what you want. You need YOU … the
KNOWING OF WHO YOU TRULY ARE to change thought form into matter.
YOU OF SUCH GREAT LIGHT ARE THE PIONEERS AS YOU JOIN TOGETHER … AS ONE/ IN ONE … ENORMOUS
LIGHT FIELD.
SHINE IT! SHINE IT! SHINE IT!
We told you a while back … the war is over … THE LIGHT HAS WON.
In this KNOWING … continue to radiate Light out to your Planet and all upon and within her. There is
much debris to surface that will make it seem that the battle is far from over.
IT IS DONE, DEAREST ONES.
All one … must do now/need do now … is KNOW THIS and SHINE YOUR LIGHT for all to be guided by.
Gently, so very gently let the lost find you, and so soothingly, be an example of the ‘Way – showers’ that
you are.
KNOW THAT AN UNTOLD NUMBER OF LIGHT SOULS WALK ALONG SIDE YOU.
FEEL THEIR LOVE ENCOURAGING YOU AND FILLING YOU WITH STRENGTH AND PURPOSE.
YOU, DEAREST SOULS, ARE NOW READY … AND SO IT IS.
Thank you so much I do feel so much Brighter after this little chat.
NO ONE IS EVER ALONE. WE LOVE YOU.
And WE LOVE YOU. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.
A note from Blossom. These channellings are posted on many sites that I am unaware of and not everyone
receives my newsletter. So I take this opportunity to let you know of this exciting Event I am holding in
Hawaii: http://blossomgoodchild.com/upcoming-event/ Many thanks.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMNmPTBoFGI
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25 November 2019
Hi there, fellow Light Beams. Each time I connect I wonder how our conversation will turn out. Still the fear
mongering continues. Still folk are concerned regarding things they have read or heard. Still we carry on doing
our best to shine our Light. Still more Light is being shed regarding matters that have been hidden away. What
avenue shall we embark upon today, my friends?
Welcome, One and All. Firstly, let us remove all doubts regarding that which you may feel is to be feared
in future days. If you allow yourselves to concentrate only on WHO YOU ARE and WHY YOU ARE HERE,
you will not be feeding into the Energetical Vibration that doubt and fear bring upon you. It is the design
of those who wish your world to continue on in the same vein as it has for thousands of years, that leads
you to these pitfalls.
If you are feeling uncomfortable about something … STOP IT! Stop that uncomfortable feeling by
changing your thought pattern. This is now kindergarten material for you. You are way ahead on the
path of Knowledge. It was many a year ago that we may have said … STOP! STOP! STOP what you are
reading/listening to, if it does not feel good.
You KNOW THIS.
Let us put your minds at ease if we may?
That which is to occur in your future days and more specifically we speak of the new year that is to come
… much shall be revealed. This is not new news!
We have explained to you the ideal approach in order to shine through all that is to come your way.
You have choices. Fall apart? Or create a Newer Brighter World … BECAUSE of all that is being revealed.
Someone expressed their concern of how our media of YOUTUBE shall put in place much discrimination and
remove certain video channels for political and repressive reasons in order to take control and hold power over
what is allowed to be expressed. Is this so and what would you say about it?
We cannot say if it shall ‘come into play’ or not, even though it may be a possibility. If this is the case …
what will you/can you do?
I would imagine, not very much.
Then, with respect … your imagination is a little under par!
We shall therefore, assist you in this matter. You do what we have been guiding you towards doing … IN
ALL THINGS. Throughout ALL that is presented to you or removed from you … it makes no difference …
BECAUSE YOU ARE HERE TO SHINE YOUR LIGHT … NO MATTER WHAT.
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Do you think your Light only … works/has … an effect … on certain circumstances? Do you think THE
LIGHT THAT YOU ARE picks and chooses where it shall or shall not shine? Yes, you can direct your LIGHT
ENERGY to a particular place or soul, or circumstance … to send Love and Light to it. Yet, do you think
that if you were to shine your Light on a matter that you hear about, that your Light would say ‘No
thanks. I don’t want to go there?’
Your Light is your Light is your Light … IT IS!
EVERYTHING IS LIGHT ‘PLAYING’ ON DIFFERENT VIBRATIONS AND FREQUENCIES.
LIGHT WINS ALWAYS.
It hasn’t appeared that way for a long, long time.
Light never lost Blossom, it simply was overshadowed for ‘a time’.
This is why we continue to express the necessity to repeat and build upon …
I AM THE LIGHT.
I AM THE LOVE.
I AM.
OVER AND OVER AND OVER.
And I am not going to say ‘So you have said’ … because I am so aware of the CHANGE THIS IS MAKING by doing
so. So you can repeat this to us for as long as necessary.
And Dearest Blossom … YOU and all who are on board, can repeat this over and over for as long as
necessary.
The difference that this is making Energetically upon your Planet is mind boggling. How we wish you
could experience from ‘Off Planet’ the magical effect this is having ‘On Planet’.
The fact is, Dearest souls, the more you say it … the more you feel it … the more you become it.
The more you become it … the more it finds itself in all others that are doing the same … and the more it
unites AS ONE … then THE STRONGEST ENERGY OF LIGHT IS CREATING THE GREATEST CHANGES … in order
for THIS ENERGY CREATED BY YOU ALL … to be PREPARED FOR ANYTHING.
Do you remember many years ago we spoke of ‘collecting bottles of Love’ in a ‘space’ to be used in future
days?
Many moons ago, yes … and sadly/ashamedly, like SO many suggestions you have made to us over the years, I
had forgotten all about it.
Yet, it was done by many for a while.
How can we express this? Love … that you ‘consciously store’ … is a perfect ‘exercise’ in preparation for
what is to come.
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In that, it is a little like a storage system. A little like the supply cupboard. When you are feeling depleted
of all strength and Love … and you will feel this way …
Will? I am doing at times!
Then tap into this supply of endless Giving Energy of Light. It will never deplete. It can never deplete.
You may FEEL ‘empty’ … as if your engines are shutting down and when this occurs, tap into the never
ending supply by saying …
I AM THE LIGHT.
I AM THE LOVE.
I AM.
And instantaneously the flood gates open and the LOVE ENERGY pours into your Being.
There is never a ‘Closed for lunch’ sign on these gates. Do you see? Draw on this Energy from within, that
is coming to you FROM WITHIN… because YOU ARE WITHIN this LOVE LIGHT ENERGY
YOU ‘ARE’ THIS LOVE LIGHT ENERGY.
You walk into a darkened room and switch on a Light … Instantly there is Light.
Turn yourselves on!
Steady Neddy!
We mean it! Turn yourselves on! Not off!
Dearest compassionate Beings of Light that walk upon the Earth …
NOW IS THE TIME …
THIS TIME YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR IS UPON YOU AND YOU CAN FEEL IT.
So many of you are off balance, sensitive beyond the usual, aware beyond the normal that ‘something is
going on’.
You are experiencing shifts and upheavals within your Beings. Your topsy turviness is off the charts.
Because you are interpreting within that which is occurring without.
So much turbulence … and you LIGHT workers are doing your very best to ‘adjust’. You are
subconsciously, some consciously, trying to bring ‘life’ back into order, when it has been out of order for
so long.
It is dishevelling you because you are ‘seeing this through’ without even knowing.
You are transforming the Energies that are so very strong and have ruled for so very long and melting
them BACK into the Light Love that they once were … and in doing so, you are coming up against much
resistance.
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You did not volunteer for the ‘stroll in the park’. You volunteered and were ‘picked’ for the ‘Hurricane of
all Hurricanes’ … and you ACCEPTED!
And the storm is gathering momentum.
SO INDEED, HOLD ON TO YOUR HATS … IN THE KNOWING THAT YOU ARE PREPARED AND READY TO GO.
IN THE KNOWING THAT ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS JOIN TOGETHER IN THE …
I AM THE LIGHT.
I AM THE LOVE.
I AM.
And everything else will be shown unto you and you shall know which journey to embark upon as you
get to it.
Can you elaborate on that?
Indeed. It is as we have spoken of in past sessions, regarding each one having an ‘envelope’ and in Divine
timing it shall be opened and you shall have its contents revealed and from there you shall know where
to go and what to do.
So, will we sort of know this telepathically?
Yes and signs to reassure each one they are on the right path shall be obvious.
So much strength shall be revisited by codes that are unravelled.
Count me out on that one. Codes are too far out of my understanding.
Yet, they are not, Blossom … for you or any other soul …
Oh deary duck … I just ‘sensed’ your next sentence (where’s that rabbit hole? ) Go for it.
For YOU ARE A CODE.
Whaaaaahhhh! Forgive me, my brain just exploded! Although thinking about it, maybe you have told us this
before , because I remember trying to make a joke about us being a barcode.
There is nothing to ‘panic’ about. It is really quite simple. Everything upon your Planet is coded. We
have spoken about this, also. Codes are moving and changing among themselves … for themselves … by
themselves. They are the makeup of the matrix. You do not need to understand them … You could not.
They exist and communicate within themselves.
Why?
To take note … to keep order.
Who for?
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Your Universe.
For what purpose?
Divine Order … IN ORDER for Divinity to flow.
So we, as humans are a code?
Dearest Blossom … YOU ARE LIGHT. Yet within that Light … there is a conformity of Energy and Energy
explores itself through the experiments of coding and tracking.
Tracking?
The codes have memory. They can merge and blend ‘what has been’ into what is NOW.
?????????????????
If something is required to be in place NOW and has not been for a while … anything … For example
the Energy of a particular Vibration upon a particular surface of your Planet … then ‘Master coding’ can
recall unto itself that which it WAS ONCE and re-present it.
Amazingly, I follow you.
It is not as complicated as you think in theory. Yet, AS ITSELF it is beyond that which ANY computer
system could comprehend. For it is THE DIVINE MATRIX.
Wow! So amazing all of this, when you take a moment to think about it, instead of taking ‘us’ for granted and
plodding on, moaning and groaning. It would do us well to be a little more appreciative of ourselves.
It would do you well to KNOW yourselves more fully.
And we do that by saying I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM?
Indeed.
Thank you. An interesting chat. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ge14HA5TF9Q&t=1s
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2 December 2019
How wonderful to be able to connect up with you, not just today, yet, in general. You have offered so much
advice as to how to ‘cope’ in these tumultuous times, and for this service we are so grateful to you.
Welcome ONE and ALL. We thank you for your accolades, Dearest Blossom and yet, we are very much
in the background upon this mission. For it is you … YOU BEAUTIFUL BEINGS OF LIGHT upon the Earth
plane, that are the ones who are BEING(S) OF GREAT SERVICE.
You knew before you ‘arrived’ of how it would be. You knew also, that your memory of this KNOWING
would be erased upon that arrival.
Yet, deep down in the core of your BEING, YOUR KNOWING KNOWS … and this is why you follow your
heart’s call and remain steadfast and diligent. For although ‘time’ is an ongoing ‘wait’ for you all, you
know too, that what is to come is to be of such GREAT CHANGE … in ways of LIGHT and LOVE SHINING
DOWN UPON AND WITHIN YOUR PLANET … AND WITHIN THE HEART’S CORE OF YOUR VERY BEINGNESS.
The strength that is to present itself to you, in ways that are not yet understood, will give you new found
perspectives on the reasoning of why you are here.
That which once appeared to be normal, will not be so. For a ‘new normal’ is approaching and it is to be
something that fills ‘EVERYTHING’ to the brim with a NEW BEGINNING.
Do you mean THE EVENT when you say this?
We mean a build up to it. Things will fall apart, systems shall quiver and much sadness and upheaval will
ensue.
And a Merry Christmas to you, too!
The fact is Blossom … You live in a world of opportunity. You live in a world of Courage. You seek out that
which is OF THE LIGHT and you follow it.
When you TRULY, FULLY, KNOW THE POWER WITHIN YOU … such disturbances that indeed will be
enormous … will not actually ‘disturb’ YOUR equilibrium, unless you allow it to.
As each ugly gesture of a deeply negative Vibration surfaces, it is ENTIRELY UP TO YOU as to how you
choose to accept it and what your intentions are to ‘Clear it’.
That which is to be ‘shown’ is of a Vibration … for ALL THAT IS … IS.
IT IS YOUR DESTINY TO WORK WITH THAT VIBRATION … AS A WHOLE … AS ONE.
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EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOU … DOING WHAT YOU CAME HERE TO DO …
CHANGE THE VIBRATION.
UPLIFT THE PLANET.
THIS IS YOUR MISSION.
So, when atrocities and all things that are of the lowest Energy are presented to you … do not for one
minute allow your mouth to gape open in surprize and disbelief. Simply acknowledge each and every
time ‘Ah yes. Here it is. Here is our ‘parcel’.
Parcel?
Parcel. Yes Blossom. You unwrap it … see what is inside and find the Joy in USING YOUR POWER TO
COMPLETE YOUR TASK. IT IS A GIFT … THIS LOVE THAT YOU ARE.
Do you mean sending it Love is completing the task?
We do and yet, although one’s heart is to remain ‘LIGHT’, for Being Light hearted … within/about … ‘all of
this’ is a major Game Changer, we ask that you take your BEING INTO THE KNOWINGNESS … OF/ON … A
FAR GREATER UNDERSTANDING.
It is time now to take matters into your own hands/hearts. Yet, to do so … you have to walk more deeply
into your BEING.
It is all very well to say, with respect … I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE I AM. Yet, unless you are prepared
to FEEL it … its magic is not activated.
We KNOW you understand this yet, not anywhere near the level that we are trying to express to you of
WHO YOU ACTUALLY ARE.
A MILLION TIMES or more have we said to you KNOW WHO YOU ARE. YOU ARE LOVE …YOU ARE LIGHT
… in a million different ways … and this knowledge IS getting through. Yet, we desire for you TO FIND
WITHIN YOU … the level to which you REALLY GET IT.
YES, you have all come so far.
YES, you have advanced in ways that were unexpected of yourselves.
YES! YES! YES to so many many aspects of moving forward along your journey. Yet, STILL WE KNOW …
that you have not yet ‘cracked the code’.
And … we’re off! Pray tell, kind sirs and siressess … how does one go about doing that?
By having the greatest intention when you close your eyes and smile and take deep breaths to connect
up with the HIGHEST PART OF WHO YOU ARE.
Actually, If I may jump in here. There are many of us who have been working on this for a long time … and not
even cracked open an egg, let alone THE CODE! Is this because of Earth’s density?
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No. Because although Earthly density/Energies can restrict and even delay certain possibilities … it
cannot take ‘you’ away from ‘you’. Essentially.
Then why is it, that even with so much intention to KNOW OUR LIGHT IN ITS FULLNESS OF ITSELF that we cannot
get to that level which you speak of?
We are not for one moment saying you cannot. Perhaps, Dearest Souls, it is that the opportunities to ‘try
it out’ at the level required have not yet ‘come your way.’
Well is that a ‘perhaps’ or is that a “definite’?
Here we are confusing you a little, which is not our intention. It is understood that souls of Earth are
on many different levels of understanding, Vibration, Energy, Knowledge, unfolding, recognition and
indeed, commitment.
Therefore, there are some who may not have ‘cracked the code’ yet, are certainly closer than others. In
comparison, we would say metaphorically, that some are still on their adding and taking away, whilst
others are on highly involved logarithms.
Are we going to be able to crack the code, then? Or, will it only be a few?
ALL, each and every one, in time, shall do so. For, although we speak of it in the way we do … it really, in
another way of expressing it, is about reaching a level of your own awareness that allows you to ‘Get it’ ,
GET WHO YOU ARE.
Are you saying then … that when we are in full swing of dealing with the world turning upside down that we will
have that opportunity?
YES. And this is what we ask you to concentrate upon. Experimenting with this Higher Light of
yourselves.
Thing is, believing we are and seeing proof of who we are, are two very different things. Many, I would say, have
tried little ‘experiments’ within ourselves to test this theory out.
Such as? …
I knew you were going to ask me that! Eh … one ‘simple’ one that springs to mind is ‘moving objects’. I KNOW
it can be done … absolutely with my BEINGNESS, I KNOW it can be done. Yet, it has never worked for me. I
remember once, a group of us trying it … fully concentrating on this one object till we were blue in the face and
… nope! Nada! What am I missing? Not faith, not Trust, not the KNOWING … for I know others can do it.
You are not missing anything.
Then?
Your KNOWING KNOWS it is possible. Your KNOWING KNOWS a single soul could literally move a
mountain.
I’d like to meet that soul!
You COULD meet that soul. That soul COULD be YOU. It COULD be any one of you.
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We seem to have gone off track from cracking the code.
Not really Blossom.
Once again, we remind you of the I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM.
Keep on keeping on FEELING this … over and over and over.
KEEP ON! KEEP ON! KEEP ON!
WE cannot reiterate enough the POWER THAT LIES WITHIN THIS.
The more you continue and build upon this ‘CODE’ … the closer you become to cracking it.
So, I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM is a code?
As we explained last week, Blossom … everything is coded.
Yet, this particular one is of great value … more than we are able to express in words.
It takes you home … and when you are there … you reunite with you family … who are also there
because of BEING THAT CODE and repeating it and FEELING it.
And within that reunion … YOU GET IT! YOU KNOW YOUR POWER AS ONE AND THERE IS NOT ONE DOUBT
WITHIN YOUR BEINGNESS REGARDING THE OUTCOME OF YOUR MISSION.
TAKE YOURSELVES THERE NOW AND FEEL THAT TRUTH … BREATHE INTO THAT TRUTH.
CAN YOU FEEL THAT POWER?
EXPERIENCE IT … KNOW IT AS THE ABSOLUTE.
THIS IS WHO YOU ARE … AS ONE FORCE.
THE FORCE OF LIGHT THAT WILL LEAD YOU THROUGH AND ACROSS THE BRIDGE.
NEVER WAVER, DEAREST SOULS.
FOR WITHIN YOU LIES THE TRUTH.
You have travelled so far on your journeys. You have remembered much. Yet, now … in these days upon
you … you will take yourselves to a newer level. A Higher level. A Greater level of yourselves … of your
understanding of this KNOWLEDGE OF WHO YOU TRULY ARE.
When you put it like that … it’s actually very exciting.
Indeed. Because no matter what is to unfold … YOU KNOW … that it is for the HIGHEST GREATEST GOOD
OF ALL.
AND SO IT IS.
And so it is indeed. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.
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Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aWv_Cu2b488

The Federation of Light Channellings

9 December 2019
Once again, Hello! These times are indeed exciting, as more and more ‘dirt is dished out’ publically on those who
we have suspected to be of lesser Light. It confirms what you have been saying regarding the worms crawling
out of the can!
Welcome Dearest soul, Blossom and to all those involved in the raising of the Planet into a place of Peace
and Beauty. Yes, indeed more ‘news’ is becoming quite compelling on this particular issue of the can of
worms … and believe us when we say there is plenty more where that came from.
As each ‘story’ is offered to eyes and ears, remember to go immediately into the ‘I AM THE LOVE. I AM
THE LIGHT. I AM.’ mantra, so that instantaneously you are shedding Light on the issue and although
listening to that which is being said and seeing that which your eyes behold … you are ‘changing’ the
Vibration of it. At the same time you are releasing yourselves from being drawn into the darkness of
these issues … which for many will take them to a place of despair.
Open your hearts, Dearest Souls and send Love and compassion to these souls who have lost their way.
Compassion?
Indeed, Blossom. We have spoken of forgiving these souls … for this is the only way forward and as
difficult as one may find this to do … one must know that this ‘act of forgiveness’ is for the Highest
Good of all. To take one into a land of Freedom, one cannot carry the burdens of hatred, or disgust, or
vengeance, or revenge. Any feeling that is not of Light HAS TO BE discarded from the soul’s Energy field,
in order for one to walk through the veils and BE OF ITSELF IN LOVE.
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Yes, I understand. I have heard of very important politicians being cited in this ‘can of worms’ and I was happy,
which sort of felt wrong. Was I gloating? I don’t know, I just felt so pleased that all this is about to come out
because it means ‘we are on our way’.
Blossom, we would say that what you felt was a knowing of Joy because as you say, the ball is indeed
now rolling. Which means of course, that you are ever closer to the ‘change of position’ and the Joys that
are to eventually follow.
Remember too, that these revelations shall be intermittent in order to try and keep some form of order.
Yet, as more and more is brought into the open, the more there will be the need for the ‘follow through’
of each occurrence to be highlighted and quickly, because it will be necessary to do so. Your unsuspected
citizens will demand answers and we do not have to tell you that indeed, there shall be many, many
questions!
YOU CAN FEEL THE CHANGE IN ENERGY IN YOUR BEINGS OF LIGHT NOW … CAN YOU NOT?
Yes, I can. I definitely FEEL stronger in my Being and I FEEL READY … for exactly what I am not sure, yet, I know
we will recognise it as it happens
Dearest Blossom, you shall not be able to miss it.
THIS IS BIG NEWS. ALL THAT IS TO COME OUT NOW IS VERY BIG NEWS AND MAY WE SAY THAT THOSE WHO
HAVE BEEN IN HIDING ARE QUAKING IN THEIR BOOTS … FOR THEY KNOW THE GAME IS UP AND THERE IS
NOWHERE TO HIDE.
Keep you conversations LIGHT on these revelations. For many will be falling into the mire, due to
disbelief and concern. Yet, you know better! Let others know how fantastic this is … that it is being
brought to Light and that it means a much better ‘way of living’ lies ahead. Feed them with your
enthusiasm about the future … for this is the case, Dearest ones. So much is coming your way and it IS so
exciting … it will knock your socks off, as you say.
Speaking of things coming our way, someone asked if you could explain why it is that different ‘respected’
channellers or givers of information, whistle blowers etc. are given different time lines/dates for this Event that
is spoken of so many, many times, throughout so many, many lands and within so many, many religions. How
is it that these dates differ so greatly? Many say next year. (Heard that before, a good few years ago!) Some say
2030, and many other dates in between … We can’t all be right. We can’t all be wrong. Could you shed Light on
this matter please?
Certainly, Blossom. WE, THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT HAVE NOT AND WILL NOT GIVE A DATE … FOR WE
CANNOT. No one knows an exact date.
Yet 2020 and 2030 in our world is quite a difference.
And it is but a heartbeat in ours.
We do not feel it correct to discuss ‘Other’s messages’ out of respect. Those who follow a particular
channel do so because it feels right for them to do so. Who are we to say whether these messages are
‘completely correct’ … in the same way, another could say the same about us, Blossom. Many follow and
leave for a while, then return when they feel the call.
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THE PURE AND SIMPLE FACT IS THAT THE EVENT WILL TAKE PLACE and it will take place at a time that
serves THE HIGHEST GOOD.
I don’t think this is the answer the gentleman was looking for. Could you at least give us a reason why we could
be told the difference of the years?
No. We are unable to do so. Because we do not know the answer.
In ‘our’ words and ‘our’ thoughts we would surmise that this ‘SHIFT’, this ‘HAPPENING’, this ‘EVENT’ … it
matters not what it is called as long as the Lightest Feeling accompanies it … WILL OCCUR and it draws
ever closer.
Which could mean tomorrow or in ten years, seeing as you have no time.
We understand your dilemma.
The fact is, most of us now are not concerned of the ‘when’ … we have graduated from that thought form and
now concentrate on Being the Light and going with the flow as everything unfolds. With respect, it is YOU and
other’s from ‘the other side’ that keep bringing it up.
Because it is essential and necessary to do so. To have this knowing in one’s awareness is important. It is
the reason that you are upon the Earth at this time.
Yet, many don’t know about it. They haven’t a clue.
Yet, Blossom … MORE THAN ENOUGH NOW, DO KNOW ABOUT IT and you/they are the ones that shall
lead the lost across the Bridge.
Other channellers have spoken of there being the need for the balance of souls to know of this in order
to ‘tip the scales’ so to speak … we would say this has already happened.
YOU ARE READY TO GO.
And we are waiting …
And within that waiting you are shedding more and more Light to those you come across. You are
spreading your Light across continents. Your Being is prepared and so now, within the ‘wait’, you are
preparing ENERGY OF ALL THAT IS … to BE READY, also.
There shall be signs that this Event is coming. Recognisable signs AND YOU WILL KNOW BECAUSE YOU
WILL FEEL IT.
You cannot deny the changes in the Energy just recently and now with the dominos falling, one can be
excited to know that all that follows will be ‘shown’ for what it is.
Yet, as I said, it sort of felt wrong to be excited in the way I was.
And as we said this is not the case. It is the excitement of knowing that which we have spoken of for so
many, many years is now here and you are living and breathing here upon Planet Earth to witness it.
YOU ARE THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG … or you could not assist.
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YOU ARE THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG in order to assist.
AND YOU WILL ASSIST.
Each one playing their part. Each one KNOWING that by TRUSTING themselves and that which they feel
they will guide and lead others into that same place of TRUSTING within THEMSELVES.
The momentum gathers and strength will build and there shall be no stopping THE LIGHT AND LOVE
THAT YOU ARE from doing what it came here to do.
In this knowing … does it matter to you when the Event will take place?
No. We were just trying to determine why different dates, very different dates, were/are given?
And with THE GREATEST OF RESPECT we would say once more, we are not in a position to answer.
Fair enough. I will accept that, as you never really answer in this way, so I will respect this answer of not
answering!
I feel we are done for today, if that’s cool with you? ‘Cool’ being the operative word as it is blazing hot in Australia
right now and summer has only just begun, and what with the blaze/haze of the fires its pretty full on!
Weather all around your Planet is ‘acting up’. When it is the turn of certain dominoes to fall … and they
shall fall heavily with a bang … the weather on your Planet will slowly be able to ‘correct’ itself into the
seasons that were designed for nature and all her inhabitance to thrive. This will take a while for ‘her’ to
come back into balance, yet, when order has been restored … the seasons shall once again be respected
for that which they are, in all their Glory.
So much, Dearest souls has been tampered with upon your Planet that its original outlay of its plan is
almost unrecognisable. THIS TOO SHALL BRING SO MUCH JOY … FOR/TO … ONE, WHEN THEY CAN ONCE
AGAIN BASK IN THE GLORY OF THE DIVINE TAPESTRY.
MANY THANKS to Each One for remaining steadfast and loyal to that which they KNOW to be of TRUTH.
FEEL OUR LOVE SHOWERING YOU WITH HONOUR AND COURAGE AS YOU WALK EVER ONWARDS IN THE
LIGHT AND THE LOVE.
As White Cloud would say! In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.
Audio for this Channelling
Narrated by Blossom Goodchild and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCThDKgRTSw
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The Federation of Light Channellings

15 December 2019
Well, Hello! This will be our last message this year probably. (I’m planning to do a White Cloud Video next week).
So firstly, on behalf of myself and all those you have lifted the spirits of, may we take this opportunity to THANK
YOU for all your Love and support and wisdom and friendship. We have all come such a long way and although
at times we feel like nothing has changed and we want to hand in our notice … somehow we keep going and
your encouragement helps us to do so. THANK YOU FROM THE DEEPEST PLACE OF OUR HEARTS.
Dearest Blossom and ALL who have come to know us as friends, as we have you. We are touched by your
opening words and we take them into our Beings with DeLight.
Yet in TRUTH it is you, Each One of you, that deserve the accolades. For we could not Feel more honoured
to share our Knowledge with you, to assist you and to remind you of all that you already know!
I can feel my heart swelling with Love literally and I am choking up to the brim with emotion.
We wonder if our words can find their way into the deepest place of your Being, this day? For it is our
intention that you FEEL this LOVE that we shower upon you. If only, if only, if only you could see this
entire charade (with respect) from the Highest perspective. If ONLY you could KNOW IN TRUTH how Each
One of you have made such an Enormous Change, not only within your Beings, yet, by doing so, you have
also CHANGED GREATLY THE VERY VIBRATION OF THE PLANET so that it is now ‘almost’ ready to move
into its Higher positioning.
YOU, DEAREST SOULS, who have chosen to reside upon Earth at this time have ‘battled’ on throughout
the heaviest of circumstances and STILL are able to shine YOUR LIGHT BRIGHTER THAN EVER BEFORE.
Due to the fact that you have discovered more and more of yourselves and have begun to recognize that
which you are … LIGHT.
Yes, you are disguised within your Earthly cloaking. Yet, this was the design of your choice and the
Knowledge that your Light can work alongside/within this Heavenly vehicle, allowed you to Feel even
more excited about the mission you have chosen to undertake … before you arrived.
DEAREST SOULS OF LIGHT/LOVE.
FEEL US.
KNOW US.
As you breathe deeply in and out and say the I AM THE LIGHT. I AM THE LOVE. I AM. mantra … connect
with us. Feel the gathering of all souls who are upon the Earth for the exact same purpose as yourself …
To lift it … To raise it into Bliss.
Recall, as we have put it this way before … as if you were in a vast meeting ‘On High’ and you were
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shown your mission. The Divine Plan was explained to you, with ALL its ups and downs and in’s and out’s
… with all its Glories and its downfalls … with all its strength’s and its weaknesses, for each of these are
OF DIVINITY.
You felt so strongly then, as you are beginning to do again … the want … the desire to be upon Earth, to
be a PIONEER OF TRUTH … to be a WARRIOR OF LIGHT … to be a WAY SHOWER … and as your strength
returns in these Higher Energies coming through at a fantastic rate now, you KNOW YOU KNOW!
Although we don’t know what it is we know?
Once upon a time we would have agreed. Yet, have not you changed, Blossom? Have not all of you now
changed in this way of thinking? Because NOW YOU DO … YOU KNOW.
Think about it. If we ask you now, what is this Knowing that you think you don’t know? What would your
answer be?
It would be … that actually, yes I do know. I knew all along, yet, didn’t know I knew I knew! Ha-ha! This KNOWING
… is … MY KNOWING … Yet, it is so hard to put it into words.
‘Welcome to our world’ as the saying goes. We ask you try a little more.
Ok. This KNOWING is not about wisdom or strategies, or study of ancient times. It is not ‘about’ anything. This
KNOWING is nothing more, (yet, it is Everything) … than the FEELING INSIDE OF KNOWING WE ARE LOVE-LIGHT
and within that acceptance … there is nothing more we need to KNOW … for LOVE-LIGHT KNOWS ALL … for it is
all.
We could not put it better ourselves. And within you answering in that way, it proves, it just goes to
show … that Each One of you KNOW THIS.
It is not that you NEED US … not in any way, shape, or form. We are just here to trigger your
remembrance of yourselves.
Many write in asking you to ask us questions, Blossom. Yet, Truly, there is no need. For ALL KNOWLEDGE
lies within you when you KNOW OF THE LOVE YOU ARE. When you KNOW this in fullness, there will be no
questions. For all answers are not needed … for EVERYTHING just is.
With respect, Dearest Souls, your thirst for Knowledge can sometimes veer off the beaten track! You
wish to know this and that, in the hope that it will satisfy your curiosity and yet, it will not. For always
you will be searching for more answers to quench that thirst. Yet, we say to you … BE AT PEACE … LET
ALL THAT IS … BE.
Does a tree, does an animal or insect run hither and thither searching for answers? Indeed not. They
KNOW themselves to BE who they/what they are. They are in acceptance and live lives and thrive
through them.
Yet, with all respect of that which you say, Humans are designed very differently. If we didn’t have a thirst for
Knowledge we wouldn’t have advanced as far as we have.
This we understand. Yet, we would perhaps then introduce the word of balance? We would introduce the
words of ‘Stillness of mind’. We are not saying that Knowledge is not to your advantage. We are saying
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more so, that there are certain things one can never know the answers to when upon Earth. There are
also certain things that are simply a yes or no answer.
Then why is it that you are unable to give us these yes or no answers sometimes?
Because Blossom, it is not our place to do so. We are aware of much that takes place in your world and
we are also aware of that which is a blatant suggestion to take one off track.
So, why wouldn’t you want to let us be aware of such blatant suggestions?
Because as we say … it is not our place. We have a purpose in our communications with you. This
purpose is to assist the Human Race in remembering ‘their’ purpose and what it is they came here to do
and to BE. We understand that one of Earth may Feel it necessary to KNOW certain things that are going
on … and quite rightly so. Yet, we ask you to recognise that all that IS TO BE REVEALED will be done so in
Divine Timing. For when it is … so much will make complete sense as the jigsaw pieces fall into place. If
‘things we know’ were to be told ‘out of sequence’ it would not serve you, us, or indeed The Whole … and
by this we mean ALL.
May we add, when you rely upon your self’s worth … when you understand that you need to know
nothing other than the fact that YOU ARE THE LIGHT, YOU ARE THE LOVE, YOU ARE THE I AM … when you
TRULY FEEL this KNOWING, the need to discover more will cease. For you will find a PEACE WITHIN THAT
KNOWING, as we have said.
Like you, Blossom, we struggle with words sometimes. For when it comes to trying to describe the
FEELING … there simply are no words to do so.
Continue to KNOW … Continue to FEEL THIS LOVE LIGHT. As you can tell, we cannot stress this enough!
That’s ok. Truly! I am pretty sure that so many of us now GET IT. We get what you have been trying to say for all
these years. It makes much more sense to us now that we have ‘Fallen into Grace’ and acknowledged that selfworth is a very worthy cause!
Dearest Blossom. NOW in these precious, delicate times and in all the days that you are to behold …
KNOW THIS …
IT IS YOUR LOVE THAT WILL SAVE YOUR WORLD.
IT IS YOUR LIGHT THAT WILL SHINE SO BRIGHTLY UPON ALL THAT ‘APPEARS’ TO BE IN DARKNESS.
IT IS YOU … EACH ONE … WHO EXPERIENCE THIS YEARNING INSIDE OF YOUR BEING TO MAKE THE CHANGE
… TO BE OF USE … TO FULFIL YOUR SOUL’S DESIRES … THAT WILL AND ARE TRANSFORMING YOUR PLANET
INTO ITS FORMER GLORY.
Alongside of this you are ‘Changing the state of play’. Too many of you have had enough of the way
things are. All over/around /within your Globe, shifts are occurring. Major shifts that will have each and
every one change their way of thinking … Change their attitude because we tell you
A LIGHT IS COMING …
A LIGHT SO BRIGHT IT SHALL DAZZLE YOUR EYES AND FILL YOUR BEINGS WITH A LOVE SUCH AS YOU HAVE
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NEVER BEFORE ENCOUNTERED.
WITHIN THIS LIGHTED SPARK … YOU WILL SEE YOURSELVES. YOU WILL KNOW YOURSELVES AND YOU
SHALL NEVER FEEL THE SAME AGAIN.
FOR YOU WILL HAVE BEEN LIFTED OUT OF THIS FREQUENCY THAT YOU DWELL WITHIN NOW.
THIS COMING LIGHT SHALL CHANGE THE VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY OF YOUR ENTIRE PLANET AND YOU
WILL REMEMBER THE GLORY OF FEELING LOVE IN ITS PUREST HIGHEST FORM.
THIS CHANGE WILL CHANGE EVERYTHING YOU HAVE KNOWN.
LOOK UPON THIS ‘COMING OF LIGHT’ AS THE GREATEST GAME CHANGER OF ALL … AND IT IS COMING TO
YOU … EACH AND EVERYONE!
Do you feel this Blossom? Do you Know and Feel this as Truth?
YES! It could be tomorrow, it could be in 10 or 20 years … it doesn’t matter! For it has to be in Divine Timing
right? And in this Knowing … I go forth in Peace and Love and wish you Radiant Light Beings a wonderful
Christmas. Which, when you think about it seems ridiculous. I can’t see you with Christmas trees and presents or
indeed, mistletoe!
Our ‘Christmas’ is celebrated in the ways of Love and warmth that Light up your Planet at this time.
To Feel this, as we do, in this season of Good will to all men, woman and children … to all birds, plants,
insects … to all whose home is under the sea … to all Life … not just on your Planet yet, EVERYWHERE To
Feel this LOVE for one another, Dearest Blossom and all … is the Greatest Gift of all.
Thank you so very much, my friends … oops … another tear drop forming. WE LOVE YOU … In Gratitude. In
Loving service. I AM.
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INDEX
JANUARY
5th (p.2) What do you see lying ahead for us in the following 12 months? ? What do you mean by presented
"on the inside" (going within), versus "on the outside"? / "Why is it that much has to be left unexplained"? (signs/
phenomena-no answers) / "Be that which you are" = what "blows your blouse up" / You are in control of the
WHOLE" by how you choose to Feel - you have the power / The year will bring exactly which you ask it to / Are
those of lesser Light playing a role just as we are? / Blossom - a profound statement repeated 3 times by the FOL
18th (p.5) How a reader's soul-self can absorb FOL communications on a Higher Vibration / We have upgraded in 5
years - words now resonate/accepted on a Higher Vibration / Rewiring taking place within Blossom / A Vibration to
uplift/upgrade the Frequency of the reader / How can Light be transmitted within words? / Thoughts of the Codes
existence and workings - much change takes place / Higher Code progression - analogy of a mathematical steps
/ Energies necessary to "UP" the Plan / What is meant by - "Do its thing"? / Can you talk to me about "Timelines"?
/ Heightened Energies since the New Year / Naming a few Grounding visualisations / Energies changing you
physically and emotionally / Other Energetic affects / Blossom relates experience releasing souls entrapped by
the darkness / Darkness is weakening dissipating into nothingness
27th (p.13) Accepting FOL info depends upon positioning of the soul-self / Elaborating upon "positioning" /
Some pointers how we can assist the penetration of FOL info ( become the Truth ) / How humans and FOL differ
versus FOL saying "in essence we are the same" / Many awakening to deeper levels of Truth / What/How/Why
the topsy turvy occurrences of Higher Energies? / Everything moving up, even Blossom's table / The Source of
the Energy is moving up also / Mother Earth is the motivator/the seed of the Divine Expanse / Appreciating the
privilege of being a human on Earth / The importance of "thanking" those souls playing the darker characters (
lower Light ) / Why would a Light Being choose to stoop so low? / Why is the Earth/human transformation "a risk
one had to take"? / The Game is over - it will be fully accepted/understood in the future
FEBRUARY
2nd (p.18) Blossom asks about how unfair is our world - the poor versus the comfortable / Blossom mentions
Michael Moore's film "Fahrenheit 11/9" / A soul chooses where to born / Why are there little to no signs The Game
is turning around?...or are there? / Who created The Game? / The Laws of the Divine Plan say the FOL can't help us
now / We're hanging on with no proof anything is changing / Call upon/draw strength from multi-billions of Light
Sources/Forces / Analogy - a long distance runner on the last lap / Book Mentioned - "The Little Soul and the Sun"
by Neil Donald Walsh - the experiment has gone too far
10th (p.21) Any more encouragement for Earth's "sad state of affairs"? / If the "experiment" has gone wrong,
yet the FOL cannot "lend a hand"? / Choices to fill your desire for a Feeling of Hope - a list / Are you wondering
what your life's purpose is? / Who is being a more successful Lightworker? / What is it that changes the Energy of
the world? / Many go to work unhappy to pay the bills - Is this really how it has to be? / The design of the Universe
is to give you what you think about - what are you thinking about? / If you think the dark ones are in power ' you
feed that truth / What generates the "ranting and raving"? / No need to ignore it - just don't feed it, send Love &
Light / What to do if you don't watch the news / "Get back on board the happy train" / FOL - A few statements of
GREAT IMPORTANCE / Remember your eagerness to be the "ground crew"
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19th (p.26) Explaining the "trumpet" sounds in the skies and/or "groanings" from within the Earth / What about
the areas that don't hear them? / What exactly creates these sounds? / But, they sound rather daunting...almost
haunting / In preparation in advance of what is to come - The Event / "What are the other ongoing scenarios"? /
"The battle being won...the dark ones have fallen" / Wouldn't an FOL display make a difference? / What made it
possible in 2008, but not now? / Blossom, do you believe your ET brothers and sisters will walk among you? / Is it
true that the LIGHTER we become, makes it harder to remain in that Light? / You world is going beyond topsy turvy
/ Until the "break out" ( tipping point on Earth occurs ) - meaning it's peak and to fall / Old musical/title - "Stop the
world, I wanna get off" - What are your options? / When "Energy" of doom and gloom washes over me
23rd ( Note: Not included in pdf ) "Hello there friends and followers of Truth" ... Link to a White Cloud Video
ABSOLUTE TRUTH THE CHANGE HAS BEGUN ~ Blossom and White Cloud speak
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=lchEdpuW5o4&feature=emb_logo
MARCH
1st (p.30) The FOL's Take on last week's video - the veil is lifting / "Spectacular Events" to follow - both seen
and through Feeling / Do not put us ( FOL / White Cloud ) on a pedestal / When will we Know? - "ALL SYSTEMS GO!...
Prepare for take-off" / "Would you say the next step is to KNOW from deep within that the veil is lifting? / "The
trusting of the Feeling that will lead you" / Those wishing to "play havoc" ( lower Light ) are not coming through the
veil are they?" / "The speed now, of change shall be exponential" / Will the communications with the FOL become
the same as with White Cloud? / "So, is it the two of us ( White Cloud & Blossom ), or just the one"? / Walk boldly
into the Light and Love / Link to previous channeling - White Cloud video 02-23-19
15th (p.34) Could you talk to us about TIME?...Do you understand it, as we do? / What about the past, present,
future set up?...Moving from one moment of now to the next, is that not also the passing of time? / Within the
"Globe" of all that is...how does one "become their role" in "their" supposed past, present, and future? / I'm
imagining we are all capable of "time travel"...can you elaborate on that? / So we're in the "Globe" a space marked
1618, and is it just a matter of focusing upon that particular space?...pick a random body, i.e. the Energy of Jesus,
and "live that life"? / Conditioning of worthiness/preventing it, is feeling less than
24th (p.38) Can we talk more about TIME? / When we "remember" our childhood, is that a "then" now moment,
rather than a "now" moment? / Analogy - All the scenes contained in a movie / Is the FOL inside of this "Globe"?
/ "Let us move on to a "Globe" within the "Globe" / How does one physically visit and interact with any person
in history whose physical presence is no longer there? / In the "Globe" - speaking of an activated human Energy
imprint / Many things are out of the realms of explanation for those in human form
APRIL
3rd (p.41) Blossom dealing with many negativities, including the emailing list - Is it me attracting all this, or is it
outside energies? / Saying often "THE LIGHT HAS WON," but where are these changes? / Inside/within us, okay, but
where is the outer evidence? / Computer issues are beyond normal...FOL messages blocked...How can I control
that? / What chance do others have, not having a blessed life as mine? - Blossom's / Encouraging meditation - put
yourself at the top of the list
28th (p.44) Blossom comments about the recent uplifting experience in Bali / FOL - Blossom, are you feeling
like you landed with a "bang" back down to Earth? / Earth not a bed of roses at this time / One's surroundings
(circumstances) does not determine if one's Light is dimmed or bright / "Grow up now" - analogy - as a rose bud
reaching for Light / Why wait for The Event - let go, change your lives now / Be not concerned about another's
journey, only your own ( individual's path ) / What is that Knowing? / Let go of thoughts of an Event coming / Be
vigilant to "Keep yourselves High" / Change these - suggested list
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MAY
4th (p.49) ( a channeling and a White Cloud video ) / Could you speak more about how to "rise above" (releasing)
all that no longer serves? / The Truth lies within you - You "get it" now / Is it what you SEE that you get, or what you
FEEL? / Blossom, how can you Feel a Knowing? / Speaking about Source and an NDE ( near death experience ) / How
do you play The Game? / A positive thinker for so long, yet what has changed Blossom? / How do you choose to
think and Feel about anything and everything - including climate change? / Visualising Earth from above - send it
Light-Love / Don't buy into the "fearytales" - Blossom's new word / Link- White Cloud YouTube video
12th (p.53) Many more are "boarding the Happy Train" / Clarification of the word "condense" - previous
channeling May 4th 2019 / Enlightened beings moving up, need not focus upon Earth's ( negative ) state of affairs
/ Feeling more Joy - a natural result of Lightening up - do you see/Feel this as a major breakthrough? / The Feeling
when you're tuned into the Higher Vibration / Changes affecting all that is, beyond Earth / Codes beyond "human
understanding" / FOL does not have a voice box/White Cloud cannot laugh or sing / If no laughing what is the
alternative? / The Codes are an integral/inaugural part of the ( Divine ) Plan / We are The Game versus "Not of It"
19th (p.58) Readers speaking of an intense wave that "hit" the planet - Is this so? / What is the purpose of the
Energy wave? / The wave is inevitably of assistance and "progression of soul" - explained / Human's have an issue
with judgement - Blossom is frank / How to deal with the judgement issue, most efficiently / "Blossom, would you
say the issue of judgement has changed for you along the way"? / Self Improvement versus releasing what does
not serve / How could being judgemental ever be of service? / Why would one indulge and linger with a personal
issue for a long time? / What "lies behind a personal need to be needed by another"? / "How did you make the
change, Blossom"? - "As will each one..."
27th (p.61) From the end of May 12th channeling Re: The Game - "Not of it" / You are The Game, yet "not of
it" clarification / How does "nothing matters" fit in? / "You are your feelings...and who is in control of them? / "If I
am my Feelings, how can I NOT be of The Game?" / Why nothing in The Game matters / Is The Game not all about
Love? / How can learning of "knowing self" not matter? / Imagine - All Knowingness of who you are and bored /
Feelings make us move through The Game - so how can we NOT be of it? / You "think" you are in it (The Game),
that you "think" you are of it / The soul/your Feelings are much more than where it believes it to be - in The Game
JUNE
3rd (p.64) Can you speak more about ( previous channeling ) the soul and it's "position" during pregnancy? /
And what about the matter of abortion? / A soul's pre-life considerations before entering fetus / Many may feel
irate with FOL's clarification / Beliefs are due to indoctrination of religious rules/regulations / The positive view of
FOL messages - they are teaching you to think/Feel for yourself / Questions listed here for anyone questioning
the FOL's abortion information / This is your awakening - deciding for yourself = The Truth / A rule to live by / If it
FEELS right for you, this is your Truth = then you Know it is so
9th (p.68) Earth's frequency rising exponentially - unrest sparks awakenings / Analogy - Souls on a compressed
springboard / What choice do we have? ( Keeping on ...) versus "You have all choices" / ( White Cloud interjects ) /
What are your thoughts on suicide? / What about a deaf and lonely 94 year-old man in pain? / What "appears"
right, and what "appears" wrong - of assistance understanding Love / Rumors ( revelations ) of child sacrifices coming from Love?...part of The Game? / The Game is an illusion - not everything can be understood
22nd (p.72) Energies assisting upliftment / Encouragement releasing "Old wounds" / Energies now of Higher
frequency / "Your ticket" into the New World / Individual progress of knowing and loving self / Image of soldiers
with armour and flags - explained / Another phase of "The Miracle" = The Event / A shift is a newer Knowing
maintains an individual's truth / Metaphor - Astronauts suited up / FOL not concerned about "street cred" / FOL
& Blossom acknowledge Blossom's helpers
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30th (p.75) High energies affect - "topsy-turvy"/healing a soul's past, and past lives / More to come, but a
different and gigantic shift / Energies at the right time / FOL cannot answer how/why energies work / Higher
vibrations cannot mix with Lower / What's the point about all the sadness? / Change is almost here / Manipulation
(control) of governments ends / Forgiving the Lower Light - can we?...and why? / Law - cannot escape our actions
JULY
7th (p.79) Upcoming events - "upside-downness" / Everything turned upside down / FOL urges us - PREPARE! /
Blossom asks, "What the change involves"? / How to prepare / FOL- Does it feel like a change is coming"? / Blossom
acknowledges skepticism ( doubts ) / "Misunderstanding concept of time" / FOL- Amused by a lack of Blossom's
"Whoohoo-ness" / Awestruck Feelings within - are listed / Blossom - Before the year is out?...FOL - Indeed / Strange
behavior due to a balancing, or to even levels out / Energetic preparations for the Wave, the change / "The waiting
is over" - Blossom's reply
15th (p.82) Is the recent arrest part of "topsy turviness"? / Hold on to your Light - news revelations / Much will
seem impossible / People in power deal with repercussions / ( perseverance ) Knowing and our Light we can cope
with "upsidedownness" - a "ton of bricks" / Beginning of change / Will anyone ever say, "I'll believe it when I see
it" / Three things we should say repeatedly - I AM THE LIGHT...I AM THE LOVE...I AM / Calling for back up ( prayer
) -angels, Light beings, other worlds / FOL not leaving us - in this together / Trusting your intuition (Breathing &
Heart) / What are the other signs and phenomena? / Training of Light Warriors complete / Things have to get worse
before they get better / Trusting our intuition - How?...breathing and.../ Balancing anger and hatred energies /
What will enable forgiveness...and why? / Wave of Love is on its way - where does it come from?
22nd (p.88) Heighted energetic is "through the roof" / What is the "protocol" on both sides of the veil? / Analogy
- assembling a machine to switched on / Tornado like events to follow / More than enough souls to anchor Light /
Be vigilant and alert / What will protect us - anger, confusion and opinions? / FOL use a new term - "Light Players"
/ Be ready to assist many overwhelmed ( "awakening" ) / The time to use Love training ( spiritual progress ) to help
/ "Clarion call for souls of Awakened Light" / Many revelations will be new / Will there be uprisings? / "Follow your
heart not your head" / Removal of media and political persons / Freedom of your souls
AUGUST
5th (p.92) One energy of Divine Love / Do you feel different NOW? / What happens when we breathe and
enhance our energy? / FOL encouraging reminders/imagine (visualise) for connecting with Divine Light/Energy /
Our current stage of "preparing" - analogy of sporting event to begin / Shocking news is the beginning / Why we
are here, comes to the forefront (life plan) / All we have learned will be accessible to us - miraculously and naturally
assisting others / Clarifying - "it is getting so close" versus "it is here" / We have the "REAL EVIDENCE" / Our strength
increased after "the crash" / Disclosures ( revelations ) like a "can of worms" / Energy sent through "coded words"
/ Energy codes "switches" us ON - explained / FOL "pep talk" - list of things to remember / Aspects of Love
11th (p.97) Dismay of what's presented in the news - disregards Knowing of Truth / Those (power elites) once
held in high esteem - under a "microscope" / Energy of exposure present - more widespread / The unaware/asleep
upset by news reports / How much more "upsets" - hearts fall into a cavity of darkness / Aware and awake ones
- Stay strong / I AM THE LOVE...I AM THE LIGHT...I AM / Repeating what was suggested - with smiles, breathing /
Increase power of intention by...rousing instructions provided / Bonded, joined, united by your tribe of infinite
Light / As One nation sing out / Melt away confusion and despair / Key to open many doors by Divine timing /
"Envelopes" soon to be opened inside our heads / Blossom's footnote explanation Re: "envelopes"
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19th (p.102) I AM THE LIGHT...I AM THE LOVE...I AM...chorus helping many / When to Say, Know, and Feel the
Blessing / You're connecting up with Lighter resources / What about those large containers of Energy Light stored
on ships? / Containers emptying gradually ( 3, then 2, then 1 ) and selectively / No bias, no judgment, but correct
filterisation / Why are the Higher Energies "playing havoc" with us? / "Would you not say you are having good days
and bad days?" / Imagine - releasing the old from ALL lifetimes / Be at ease, The Plan is very much on course /
Analogy - a washing machine cycle / When do Level One Energy Containers arrive? / The Event - humanity can't
take anymore - will "washing machines" explode with Level One? / Aren't you gaining Strength, and a deeper
Knowing? / Not everybody will be able to receive Level One / What apparent differences with Level One?
28th (p.107)
Emailing list problems for newsletter notifications / Lighter levels of Intelligent Energy threads
find their way to you / I AM THE LIGHT...I AM THE LOVE...I AM mantra to connect with/attract Energies / Boxes
of Energy actuality = 7 large Spheres / "These times 'are' very emotional" / Topsy turvy is Universal/Global and
individually/within / Where are these spheres exactly? / Are the spheres "visible to the eye"? / Are they involved
with what is going on, on Earth? - And for how long? / The purpose of the Spheres described / We come from these
Spheres? / Did it create us? / Visualise and meditate to connect with the Spheres
SEPTEMBER
26th (p.111) Much has been "diagnosed" and "put in place" - What do you mean by diagnosed? / ""Dusty"
Energy has very little strength left" / Some feel we have been "hyped up" only to be left awaiting "it" / Full attention
to the Love that you are, versus what is to come / How are you feeling right now? Is it joy?...Is it sadness? / What
is the most important aspect which you can bring to the table? / What is it that will change your world? / I AM
THE LOVE...I AM THE LIGHT...I AM "chord" = union of STRENGTH / "Every 6 months so much has transpired" - For
instance? / Moving a lone object on a shelf affects ALL (Oneness) / Listing some of the huge changes behind the
scenes / FOL - "We are NOT in charge of FREE CHOICE" / Mind blowing changes, Knowing you are the Light = power
/ Feelings with Knowing - you know "it is happening" / Suggestion for those waning ( Light "dimming" ) / Words
cannot express that Feeling, that Knowing
OCTOBER
31st (p.115) "Upgrade of Higher Energies fallen nicely into place" / Blossom visualises herself a column of Light
saying, I AM THE LIGHT..I AM THE LOVE...I AM / Into the Knowing of the Truth of who you are / Boldly Lightworkers
walking in Light & Love, leaving steps for others ("awakening") to follow / All that is happening is leading up to
something / To the "Switch"...What is the "Switch"? / New term for The Event/The Happening / Reader's suggestion
- instead of asking "when" - asking "How much work remains"? / "Changes you're making upon your Planet are
truly significant / The Awakening - Many people are seeing through the lies / World needs a shake - analogy of
salt & pepper in the same jar / Blossom feeling an increase of heating - human combustion? / "Second half"
accelerated by a revelation, to "blow the lid off" / Media to be in disarray - Topsy turvy world now spinning / Out of
control - The Switch! / REMEMBER - Who you are...why you came...I AM THE LIGHT...I AM THE LOVE...I AM
NOVEMBER
9th (p.121) The "slip" mentioned last week - media "slip of the tongue"? / Media leak to mainstream is the
beginning / "Can of worms" revelations wise up the "ordinary folk" / Cover up attempts ( power elites ) will not
succeed / FOL predicted the "slip" up, can they tell us more about it? / Population's disbelief, an unwillingness to
accept the Truth - All hope is lost / Who can they trust with the world upside down? / Those so-called "awakened"
will be shocked / Joy of life is to come - change is coming / One's Knowing will provide wisdom and strength /
Pray for their ( lower Light ) forgiveness / Much anger and frustration, a desire to kill - Lightworkers ready and able
to help / Repeat - I AM THE LIGHT...I AM THE LOVE...I AM / Prepare...Are you strong enough to assist? / We have
waited...now's the time / News dies down - not buried / Lady Blossom praying for strength, knowledge, hope, Light
and Love / FOL at your side eternally with Love
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18th (p.125) Intense energies with full moon - feeling out of sorts and melancholy / Much sadness being
dispelled/absorbed by new Energies / Crisis and upheavals all over the world / How does the moon enhance it? /
Turmoil is foremost in the Energies / With every breath - I AM THE LIGHT...I AM THE LOVE...I AM - Key to freedom
/ The 20th > Blossom feeling better...repeating the mantra / FOL (repetition) highlights the main theme/thread
of all their messages / This is why you are here on Earth / Why our Light dims at times - explained / On a path to
freedom - able to help others who don't know ("sleeping") / Feeling despair - REPEAT THE MANTRA...FOL explains
the positive effects of doing so / Hearing more ugly revelations - REPEAT THE MANTRA / Building a "ladder" to
"home" for all to climb / A superlative and encouraging pep talk for all Warriors Of Light / The Light has won
25th (p.130) FOL - Let's remove all doubts about what some feel is to feared in the future...here's how / The
ideal approach to shine through all revelations / What will come of the media's...YouTube's censorship...what can
we do? / Does shining (Light Worker's") Light have limited application in this world? / Blossom - It hasn't appeared
as if the "Light Always Wins" / We say again - the importance/magical effect of repeating ...I AM THE LIGHT...I AM
THE LOVE...I AM / Remember "collecting bottles of Love"?...preparation for what is to come / Giving Energy of
Light never depleted / Can you feel what you've been waiting for is upon you? / Topsy turviness off the charts /
Lightworkers did not volunteer for a "stroll in the park" / Individual Knowing with "envelopes" opened in Divine
Timing / Codes unraveled...You are a code / Blossom has questions about CODES = The Divine Matrix / Instead
of moaning and groaning - suggested/encouragement- appreciate/Know ourselves (who you are), and repeat
MANTRA
DECEMBER
2nd (p.134) Commendation for Beings Of Light's service on Earth by FOL / New "normal" is approaching - a
build up to The Event / Knowing the power within will protect one's equilibrium / What should be our reaction to
Lower Light revelations / Revelations of atrocities = a "wrapped gift" to unwrap with Love / Completing the task heart is "Light" and Lighthearted essential ( breathing & laughter & smiling ) / Are you feeling the magic saying I AM
THE LIGHT.. mantra? / Repeating this - KNOW WHO YOU ARE / Why have many have not "cracked the code"...
yet? - Is it due to earth's low density?...Some closer than others to "getting it" / Earthlings - Levels of understanding
vary / "Experimenting with this Higher Light of yourselves" / I AM THE LIGHT...mantra is a code? / Why keep on,
keeping on saying I AM THE LOVE mantra?
9th (p.139) The "can of worms" - News reports Re: lesser Light / "Plenty of more where that came from" / Wide
range affects of the I AM THE LOVE...I AM THE LIGHT...I AM - mantra / Open hearts... send Love and compassion
to those who have lost their way / Why compassion? / Big news - many are quaking in their boots / Why are there
different dates/time lines for The Event? (when?) / FOL will not discuss a date or the dates of others (channels) / Yet
the FOL keep bringing up The Event/The Switch / Those in the Know lead the lost across the Bridge ("awakening") /
Waiting period has benefits / Signs The Event is coming + Feeling it / The reason you're here - each will play a part /
Does it really matter when The Event takes place? / Planet "acting up" - "dominoes" to fall and the altered weather
/ The weather corrects itself
15th (p.143) Blossom thanks FOL for lifting sprits, providing Love, friendship, wisdom, support (encouragement)
/ FOL - Blossom and Lightworkers deserve accolades / Feel the Love showering upon you / Planet's vibration has
changed, ""almost" ready" for Higher positioning / Having discovered more of yourselves - Dearest souls of Light/
Love...Feel us...Know us / Connect with us...breathe deeply...I AM THE LOVE...I AM THE LIGHT...I AM / Imagine a
pre-life meeting reviewing the Divine Plan / How do we Know now that we Know? / What is this Knowing that
you think you don't know? - Blossom's answer / FOL is the remembering trigger / All Knowledge within - no need
for questions / Seeking superfluous Knowledge raises more questions - you're off track / Finding a balance with
"stillness of mind" versus seeking knowledge / FOL cannot supply all answers / Divine timing will reveal all / FOL "we cannot stress this enough (repetition) - Feel this Love Light" / "Coming of Light" = the greatest Game Changer
( The Event ) / FOL describe how they celebrate "Christmas"
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